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FORWARD 

This is the first edition of "The Agri-Food Market in China: 

How Can We Improve Canada's Export Performance?" This edition has 

been prepared under the auspices of the Interdepartmental Committee 

for International Agri-Food Trade Development. The Committee, which 

includes representatives from the Departments of External Affairs and 

Agriculture Canada, was created in 1985 in order to co-ordinate 

federal international market development activities for the 

agriculture sector. Mr. Dennis Browne, Director General, Agriculture, 

Fisheries and Food Products Bureau, External Affairs, was Chairman of 

the Interdepartmental Committee during preparation of this edition. 

The document incorporates the views and priorities of players 

involves or interested in the agri-food sector in China. Comments 

resulting from consultations with provinces as well as private 

agri-food business executives have been incorporated. 

The market development plan identifies priority sectors for 

the Canadian agri-trade sector in China, and proposes to exploit 

related export or investment opportunities in this important market. 

This plan has been designed to respond to short and medium 

term objectives of the Canadian agri-trade sector. It reflects the 

situation and priorities that were in place at the time it was 

prepared. Our intention is to maintain a market development plan that 

continues to be relevant as a guide to government actions in support 

of private sector export marketing efforts. Thus the Committee will 

review the document periodically and update it in consultation with 

all interested parties. 

J.E.G. Gibson 
Chairman 
The Interdepartmental 
Committee for Agri-Trade 
Development 

Agriculture, Fisheries, and Food Products Bureau 
Department of External Affairs 
October, 1987 



AVANT-PROPOS 

Voici la première édition de la publication "Le 
marché agro-alimentaire en Chine: Comment pouvons-nous 
améliorer la performance des exportations canadiennes?" Ce 
document a été établi sous les auspices du Comité 
interministériel de l'expansion du commerce international 
des produits agricoles, qui comprend des représentants du 
ministère des Affaires extérieures et d'Agriculture Canada 
et a été créé en 1986 afin de coordonner les activités 
fédérales en matière de développement des marchés 
internationaux pour le secteur agro-alimentaire. M. Dennis 
Browne, ancien directeur général de l'Agriculture, des 	— 
Pêches et des Produits alimentaires au ministère des 
Affaires extérieures, était président du Comité 
interministériel durant la préparation de cette édition. 

Ce document reflète les points de vue et les 
priorités des intervenants dans le secteur agro-alimentaire 
chinois. On a aussi tenu compte des commentaires des 
participants aux consultations qui ont eu lieu avec les 
provinces et les représentants du secteur privé. 

Le plan de développement des marchés définit des 
secteurs prioritaires pour les ventes de produits 
agro-alimentaires canadiens en Chine, et formule des 
propositions pour exploiter les possibilités d'exportation 
ou d'investissement sur cet important marché. 

Ce plan a été conçu en fonction des objectifs à 
court ou à long terme du secteur agro-alimentaire canadien. 
Il reflète la situation et les priorités qui existaient au 
moment où il a été établi. Notre intention est qu'il garde 
son actualité comme guide des mesures gouvernementales qui 
appuient les efforts de mise en marché du secteur privé. Le 
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comité reverra le document à intervalles réguliers et le
mettra à jour avec l'avis de toutes les parties
intéressées .

J .E .G . Gibson
Président
Comité interministériel
de l'expansion du
commerce international
des produits
agro-alimentaire s

Direction générale de l'agriculture, des pêches et des
produits alimentaire s
Ministére des Affaires extérieures
Octobre 1987
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OUTLINE FOR MARKET DEVELOPMENT STRATEG Y

FOR THE AGRI-FOOD SECTOR IN CHIN A

I . EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

II . DESCRIPTION

A. COUNTRY PROFILE

1 . Basic Country Data
2 . Demographic
3 . Economic

a) Genera l
b) Trade . Principal imports from - all sources

- Canada
. Principal exports to - all sources

- Canada
. Principal trading partner s

B . POLITICAL/COMMERCIAL RELATIONS WITH CANADA

(incl . overall Canadian trade objectives in that market)

C . AGRI FOOD SECTOR

1 . State of sector (including general production and
consumption data )

2 . Primary production
3 . Processing/manufacturin g

D . GOVERNMENT AGRI FOOD POLICY AND INSTRUMENTS

E. INVENTORY OF CDN PUBLIC/PRIVATE MARKET DEVELOPMENT

ACTIVITIES/INITIATIVES (past, current & planned )

1 . Federal
2 . Provincia l
3 . Private Secto r

F. AGRI FOOD TRADE FLOWS

ANNEX A

ANNEX B

1 . Total imports and export s
2 . Import/Export trade with Canada
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II. MARKET DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

A. MARKET SECTORS OF PRIORITY INTEREST TO CANADA 

(identification with rationale of following sectors that 
are Of priority interest & which will be covered 
individually in "C" below) 

livestock (incl. poultry, embryos and semen) 
meat, dairy and animal products (incl. eggs, hides, skins 
and furs) 
grains and oilseeds and products, (i.e. flour, malt, oil 
and meal) 
horticulture/primary 
horticulture/processed 
pulses and special crops 
feedstuffs 
seeds 

B. SITUATION IN OTHER SECTORS 

(brief rationale as to why remainder of above sectors are 
not of priority interest and in which our efforts would 
be responsive in nature rather than proactive.) 

C. CROSS-SECTORAL STRATEGY 

(Horizontal initiatives/activities which impact on the 
overall market development strategy, such as ministerial 
missions, joint economic or agricultural committees, 
National Trade Strategy initiatives, and non-sector 
specific projects under the auspices of CIDA, IRDC and 
international institutions/agencies..) 

D. PRIORITY MARKET SECTORS: ANALYSIS AND STRATEGY 

NAME Livestock 	(CITC Product Code: Live Animals 
0012720-0099989) 

1. SECTOR ANALYSIS 

a) Main characteristics of sector 
b) Subsector/s of prime interest (with CITC product 

code and rationale for subsector/s selection) 
e.g. breeding beef cattle (CITC product code: 
cattle, Holstein-Friesian 0012750) 

c) Import system 
d) Distribution system 
e) Trade Flows (i.e. imports from Canada/other 

sources) 
f) Competitor marketing/market development activities 



g) Constraints 1. Tariffs & NTB's 
2. Other (incl. financing and 

infrastructure constraints) 
h) Canadian capability 
i) Assessment of potential 
j) Summary of Canadian private sector interests and 

activities 

2. SECTOR STRATEGY 

a) Conclusions & market development objectives 
b) Proposed market development program 

• short (1-2 years) 
• medium term (5 years) 
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Executive Summary  

Introduction 

In April 1986, China's Peoples Congress approved the Seventh 

Five-Year Plan (1986-1990) for all sectors including the agriculture 

sector. This plan calls for substantial growth in agricultural 

production throughout China. The planned growth, however, will 

increase at a lower rate (4%) compared to the rate achieved during the 

previous Five Year-Plan (7.8%). 

According to the plan, production and consumption of grains, 

oil seeds, meat, milk and eggs is to increase sharply. This will 

require introducing major changes and improvements in faraing and 

management techniques in China in the next five years. The farmers 

will be encouraged to 

1. increase productivity of pasture and farn land 

2. 	increase oilseeds and feed grain production 

3. utilize high quality breeding livestock (swine/cattle) 

and poultry and to apply modern breeding and management 

techniques 

4. 	improve crop handling, distribution and storage 

capability. 

In addition, the Chinese intend to establish integrated units 

combining livestock breeding and production, feed mills, dairy and 

meat processing near the large-medium size urban centers. 

Opportunities for Canada  

At present, cereal grains continue to be the largest 

cmnponent of Canada's trade with China with Wheat, barley and wheat 

flour accounting for approximately 36.4% of total exports and 96.20% 

• 

• 
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of total agriculture exports in 1985 . Canada' s exports of non-grain

agriculture products in 1985 were valued at approximatel y

$18 .3 million .

As a result of the signing of the plant and animal health

protocols with China, it is expected that Canada's share of the market

for products other than grains and oil seeds will increase

s i gni fi can tly .

The Chines e re ca gniz e Canada' s importance as a leader in

agriculture research, technology and management . They also recognize

that Canada's expertise could contribute to their modernization

plans . In the meantime, a history of a long established commercial

and political relationship exists between Canada and China . All of

these considerations will undoubtedly help Canadian exporters increase

their market share for products other than cereal grains, which

include breeding livestock (dairy, beef and swine), semen, A .I .

technology and equipnent, poultry breeding stock, forage seeds, hybrid

seed corn, seed potatoes, and feed micro-canponents . Other products

include oil seed processing equipnent (deodorizers) and technology,

grain handling, cleaning and storage equi pment , dairy pro cess ing, feed

:nixing equipnent and animal slaughtering and meat packing equipnent .

Many of the presently active players, numbered approximately

fifty Canadian exporters (see Appendix I), have already identified

areas for their business interests . Among these co.npanies, eight are

pursuing opportunities in breeding cattle (dairy and beef sales),

swine breeding (6), poultry breeding stocks and equipment (3), forage

seed and seed cleaning equipnent (6), veterinary pharmaceuticals (2),

grain storage and handling equipment (7), feed and feed mills (5),

vegetable oil processing (1), beer and malting house technology (3),

dairy equipment (3), bakery equip.nent (2), meat processing (3) .
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slaughter house equipment (1) and consulting services (2). In 

addition there are three Canadian food importers and five Canadian 

cooperatives exploring business opportunities in the Chinese market. 

This paper presents a trade developnent strategy for the 

agricultural sector in China. This strategy takes advantage of the 

above considerations and current Canadian initiatives in China. It 

also considers the special China-Canada political and commercial 

relationship as well as the keen interest demonstrated by Canadian 

agriculture exporters in the Chinese market. The strategy also 

recognizes the importance of technical assistance and aid-trade 

mechanism as market development tools. The balance of trade between 

the two countries is also considered in formulating this strategy. 

The Chinese, constrained by declining foreign exchange 

resources, require that exporters contribute towards financing their 

exports directly, or indirectly through countertrade or joint venture 

projects. This requirement is identified where appropriate and 

suggestions are made referring to facilities available at the Export 

Development Corporation (EDC) (e.g. insurance for bulk agriculture 

commodities, and the special financing package of blended EDC credit 

line which was announced  du ring the Prime Minister's visit to China in 

1986, details of which became public in early 1987). 

Canada's Future Direction in China  

In developing a strategy for the agriculture sector in China, 

it must be recognized that the market is difficult requiring long term 

commitment and significant investment of resources to achieve 

meaningful trade benefits. Both industry and government must take a 

long term view of the market in China. 
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The numerous exchanges and high level visits which have taken 

place since 1978 between Canada and China had proven to be beneficial 

to both sides, especially with regards to identification of Chinese 

market neads and matching these needs with Canadian agriculture 

industry capabilities. This phase of extensive exploration and 

technical exchange, however, should now be followed by a more targeted 

and foolssed phase of commercial involvement - a phase in which 

successful and capable exporters are given full support by the 

government at both the federal and provincial levels. 

The technical assistance programs provided through various Joint 

Agriculture Comaittee (JAC) and CIDA activities and DEA market 

development missions and programs should continue. Officials 

undertaking these activities should ensure that they are structured to 

maximize their potential trade benefits. One way to do this, for 

example, would be through increasing involvement and input of the 

private sector in most activities. The technical programs should 

emphasize practical management methods or should be linked to 

commercial objectives. Future programs should result in enhanced 

communications with potential buyers and better identification of the 

real decision makers. New technical programs should emphasize 

practical management methods and should be linked to commercial 

objectives. In addition, more programs of technical assistance should 

be considered in the future to further promote products and services 

where the Canadian industry has a conpetitive edge. 

The Strategy  

The priority sectors considered in this strategy are: 

Grains and oilseeds 

Livestock (dairy breeding cattle, semen and embyro, 

swine and poultry sub-sectors) 
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Seeds

Grain and seed handling, cleaning and storage equipnent .

Fertilizer (potash)

Food processing (small and medium scale bakeries, animal

slaughtering and meat processing equipment )

Feedstuffs (micro-components, premix technology, mixing

equipment and joint venture turnkey feed plants )

Canada's objectives in each sector/sub-secto r are :

In the grain sector to maintain market share and ensure

that the Chinese continue to regard Canada as the best

source for milling wheat and malting barley .

In the dairy cattle sub-sector, to ensure that the

Chinese become fully aware of Canadian breed quality and

to assist them in achieving maximum potential frota

i,nported Canadian breeding cattle, semen and embryos .

In this sector the industry esti.nates potential sales to

China could reach 1500 head of breeding cattle and

$1 .25 million worth of semen and embryos annually by

1990 .

In the Swine sector, Canada's efforts should focus on

convincing the Chinese that intensive production is the

best way to improve their swine production . Canadian

success in this sub-sector, however, will largely de pen d

on Chinese success in introducing/expanding intensive

swine production on a large scale over the next five
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years. The use of Canadian breeding stock by the 

peasants should also be encouraged. The industry 

estimates that China could pbtentially  in port 2000-3000 

head annually from Canada by 1990. 

In the poultry Sub-sector, Canada's objective should be 

to expand the distribution base for Canadian breeding 

stock so as to include all Chinese provinces where 

poultry industry is given high priority. 

In the seed sector, it should be noted that the Chinese, 

as outlined in the 7th Five-Year Plan, intend to 

increase forage production and improve corn production 

through utilization of high quality inputs such as 

forage seeds and hybrid seed corn. Therefore, 

increasing their awareness about Canada's seed industry 

capabilities could help in achieving potential export 

sales objectives. 

In the food processing sector, realizing the relatively 

limited Canadian export capability in certain 

sub-sectors, Canada's market development objective will 

have to be directed to enhance prospects for exports of 

the following products in which Canada appears to have a 

competitive edge (listed in order of importance). 

Sub-sector 1: Baking equipment; small and medium 

scal bakeries. 

Sub-sector 2: 

Sub-sector 3: 

Animal slaughterhouse and meat 

packing equipnent. 

Grain/seed cleaning, handling and 

storage equipment. 
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Sub-sector 4 : Controlled environment and storage

equi pnent .

Sub-sector 5 : Oilseed processing equigaent

(deodorizer)/technology .

Sub-sector 6 : Dairy processing equipment .

Sub-sector 7 : Potato planting, harvesting, and

storage equipment .

In the feedstuff sector, Canada's objective is to

facilitate introduction of modern feed technology

techniques into China and to convince Chinese decisio n

makers that adoption of Canadian technology know how and

the use of Canadian made compound feed mixing plants can

significantly reduce cost of livestock production.

In view of the complexity of the agriculture sector and the

diverse interests of the business community, most of the proposed

initiatives and activities have been directed at a few specific market

sectors of interest to Canada . It has been recognized howevér that

cross sectoral strategy initiatives, i .e . ministerial and

multi-commodity industry missions are also considered to be eztrecaely

effective and indeed essential to the conduct of a comprehensive

market developnent ca:npaign for the agriculture sector in Chiaa .

The proposed strategy outlined in this report may appear at

the first instance as a modest effort by Canada especially since China

is generally perceived to be a large market with unlimited

opportunities . However, the reality remains, that market exploration

of China, a country with vast population, varied land resources and

insatiable appetite for acquiring modern technology, could quickly
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deplete available resources to assist companies who need it the eost. 

The real commercial opportunities, however, will only be realized by 

focussing and offering full support to those who have already invested 

time and energy in the market but have yet to realize any commercial 

rewards. 



RÉSUMÉ 

Introduction  

En avril 1986, l'Assemblée populaire nationale de 
Chine a approuvé le 7e plan quinquennal du pays (1986-1990) 
pour tous les secteurs, dont celui de l'agriculture. Ce 
plan demande une assez forte croissance de la production 
agricole dans toute la Chine. La croissance prévue, 
toutefois, augmentera à un taux moindre (4%) que celui 
atteint durant le plan quinquennal précédent (4,8%). 

Selon le nouveau plan, la production et la 
consommation de céréales, de graines oléagineuses, de 
viande, de lait et d'oeufs doivent connaître une 
augmentation très marquée. Cela exigera d'importants 
changements et des améliorations dans les-techniques de 
culture et de gestion de la Chine au cours des cinq 
prochaines années. Les agriculteurs serontencouragés à: 

1. 	accroître la productivité des pâturages et des 
terres cultivées 

2. accroître la production des graines oléagineuses 
et des céréales fourragères 

3. utiliser du bétail reproducteur (porcs/bovins) et 
de la volaille reproductrice de haute qualité et 
appliquer des techniques modernes d'élevage et de 
gestion 

4. améliorer la capacité de manutention, de 
distribution et de stockage des récoltes. 

En outre, les Chinois se proposent d'établir des unités 
intégrées combinant l'élevage du bétail, des minoteries de 
provende, ainsi que la transformation des produits laitiers 
et la préparation des viandes, à proximité des grands ou 
moyens centres urbains. 

Débouchés pour le Canada  

À l'heure actuelle, les céréales continuent d'être 
le principal élément du commerce du Canada avec la Chine, le 
blé, l'orge et la farine de blé comptant pour environ 36,4% 
des exportations totales et 96,20% des exportations totales 
de produits agricoles en 1985. Les exportations canadiennes 
de produits agricoles autres que les céréales en 1985 
étaient évaluées à environ 18,3 millions $. 
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Des protocoles relatifs à la protection des 
végétaux et à l'hygiène animale ayant été signés avec la 
Chine, on s'attend à ce que la part canadienne du marché des 
produits autres que les céréales et les graines oléagineuses 
augmente sensiblement. 

La Chine reconnaît l'importance du Canada en tant 
que chef de file dans le domaine de la recherche, de la 
technologie et de la gestion agricoles. Elle reconnaît 
aussi le rôle que pourraient jouer les compétences du Canada 
pour ses plans de modernisation. Dans l'intervalle, les 
liens entre les deux pays sont fondés sur les relations 
commerciales et politiques qui existent entre eux de longue 
date. Toutes ces considérations ne manqueront pas d'aider 
les exportateurs canadiens à accroître leur part du marché 
pour des produits autres que les céréales, c'est-à-dire le 
bétail reproducteur (bovins laitiers, boeufs et porcs), le 
sperme, la technologie et le matériel d'insémination 
artificielle, la volaille pour la reproduction, les graines 
fourragères, le mais de semence hybride, les pommes de terre 
de semence, et les microcomposants d'aliments du bétail. 
Parmi les autres produits, citons le matériel et la 
technolo9ie de transformation des graines oléagineuses 
(désodorisants), l'équipement de manutention, de nettoyage 
et de stockage des grains, l'équipement pour la 
transformation des produits laitiers, le mélange des 
aliments du bétail, ainsi que l'équipement d'abattage et de 
mise en conserve de la viande. 

Beaucoup des intervenants actuels sur le marché 
chinois, soit environ cinquante exportateurs canadiens (voir 
annexe 1), ont déjà identifié des secteurs pour leurs 
intérêts commerciaux. Parmi ces entreprises, huit 
s'intéressent à des débouchés dans les secteurs suivants: 
bétail reproducteur (bovins laitiers et boeufs), élevage de 
porcs (six), volaille et matériel d'élevage de la volaille 
(3), graines fourragères et matériel de nettoyage des 
graines (6), produits pharmaceutiques vétérinaires (2), 
équipement de stockage et de manutention des grains (7), 
grains et minoteries de provende (5), transformation de 
l'huile végétale (1), technologie de la brasserie (3), 
équipement de production laitière (3), matériel de 
boulangerie (2), préparation des viandes (3), équipement 
d'abattoirs (1) et services d'expert-conseil (2). En outre, 
trois importateurs canadiens de produits alimentaires et 
cinq coopératives canadiennes recherchent des débouchés sur 
le marché chinois. 
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Ce document présente une stratégie d'expansion du 
commerce pour le secteur agricole en Chine. Cette stratégie 
s'appuie sur les considérations précitées et sur les 
initiatives canadiennes actuelles en Chine. Elle tient 
compte aussi des relations politiques et commerciales 
spéciales entre la Chine et le Canada, ainsi que du vif 
intérêt manifesté par les exportateurs canadiens de produits 
agricoles vis-à-vis du marché chinois. Elle reconnaît 
l'importance de l'assistance technique et des mécanismes 
d'aide commerciale comme instrument de développement des 
marchés. La balance du commerce entre les deux pays est 
aussi prise en considération dans la formulation de cette 
stratégie. 

Sous la contrainte d'une baisse de leurs avoirs en 
devises étrangères, les Chinois exigent que les exportateurs 
contribuent au financement de leurs exportations d'une façon 
directe, ou indirectement par le biais du commerce de 
compensation ou de coentreprises. Cette exigence est 
définie comme il convient, et des propositions sont faites 
concernant les services offerts par la Société pour 
l'expansion des exportations (SEE) (par.ex. assurance pour 
les produits agricoles en vrac, et modalités spéciales de la 
ligne de crédit mixte de la SEE, programme de financement 
qui était annoncé au cours de la visite du Premier ministre 
en Chine en 1986 et dont les détails ont été rendus publics 
au début de 1987). 

Orientations futures de l'activité commerciale du Canada en 
Chine  

Quand on élabore une stratégie pour le secteur 
agricole en Chine, il faut reconnaître qu'il s'agit d'un 
marché difficile, qui exige un engagement à long terme et 
d'importants investissements de ressources pour obtenir 
d'intéressants avantages commerciaux. Tant l'industrie que 
le gouvernement doivent envisager le marché chinois dans une 
optique à long terme. 

Les nombreux échanges et les visites de haut 
niveau qui ont eu lieu depuis 1978 entre le Canada et la 
Chine se sont révélés d'un grand avantage pour les parties, 
car ils ont permis notamment de cerner les besoins du marché 
chinois et d'y faire correspondre les capacités de 
l'industrie canadienne des produits agricoles. Toutefois, 
cette phase d'exploration poussée d'échanges techniques 
devrait être maintenant suivie d'une phase de participation 
commerciale mieux ciblée, dans laquelle les exportateurs 
compétents recevront un plein appui du gouvernement aux 
paliers fédéral et provincial. 
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Il convient de poursuivre le programme 
d'assistance technique mis en oeuvre par l'intermédiaire de 
divers comités mixtes de l'agriculture (CMA), ainsi que les 
activités de l'ACDI et les missions et programmes du MAE 
pour le développement des marchés. Il faudrait s'assurer 
que ces activités sont structurées de façon à maximiser 
leurs avantages commerciaux potentiels. Â cette fin, par 
exemple, on devrait intensifier le rôle et l'apport du 
secteur privé dans la plupart des activités. 	Les 
programmes techniques devraient appliquer des méthodes de 
gestion pratiques ou être reliés à des objectifs 
commerciaux. Les futurs programmes devraient avoir comme 
résultat des communications améliorées avec les acheteurs 
éventuels et une meilleure identification des véritables 
décideurs. Il faudrait envisager en outre davantage de 
programmes d'assistance technique dans l'avenir afin de 
promouvoir les produits et les services qui donnent à 
l'industrie canadienne un avantage sur le plan de la 
concurrence. 

La stratégie  

Les secteurs considérés comme prioritaires dans 
- cette stratégie sont: 

les céréales et les graines oléagineuses 

le bétail (bovins laitiers reproducteurs, sperme 
et embryons, porcs et volaille) 

les semences 

l'équipement de manutention, de nettoyage et de 
stockage des céréales et des graines 

les engrais (potasse) 

la transformation des aliments (petites et 
moyennes boulangeries, équipement pour abattoirs 
et préparation des viandes) 

produits d'alimentation animale (microcomposants, 
technologie de pré-mélange, équipement de mélange 
et fabriques clés en mains d'aliments du bétail, 
réalisés en coentreprise) 
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Les objectifs du Canada dans chaque secteur/sous-secteur

Dans le secteur des céréales, maintenir la part d u
marché et faire en sorte que les Chinois continuent de voir
en le Canada la meilleure source d'approvisionnement pour le
blé de mouture et l'orge de brasserie .

Dans le sous-secteur des bovins laitiers, faire en
sorte que les Chinois deviennent plus conscients de la
qualité des races canadiennes et les aider â retirer le
maximum d'avantages des ressources importées - bovins
reproducteurs, sperme et embryons canadiens .

L'industrie estime que les ventes potentielles à
la Chine pourraient atteindre chaque année, d'ici 1990 ,
1 500 têtes de bétail reproducteur et pour 1,25 million $ de
sperme et d'embryons .

Dans le secteur du porc, le Canada devrait
s'efforcer de convaincre les Chinois qu'une production
intensive est le meilleur moyen d'améliorer leur production
porcine . La réussite canadienne dans ce sous-secteur
dépendra en grande mesure, toutefois, de la réussite des
efforts chinois visant â introduire et â élargir la
production intensive de porcs â une vaste échelle au cours
des prochaines années . L'utilisation d'animaux
reproducteurs canadiens par les paysans devrait aussi être
encouragée . L'industrie estime que la Chine pourrait
importer de 2 000 â 3 000 têtes chaque année du Canada d'ici
1990 .

Dans le sous-secteur de la volaille, l'objectif du
Canada devrait être élargir la base de distribution des
animaux reproducteurs canadiens afin qu'elle s'étende â
toutes les provinces chinoises où l'élevage de la volaille
reçoit une forte priorité .

Dans le secteur des graines et semences, il est â
noter que les Chinois, comme l'indique le 7e plan
quinquennal, ontl'intention d'accroître la production
fourragère et d'améliorer la production de mais grâce â
l'utilisation-d'éléments de haute qualité, notamment les
graines fourragères et le mais de semence hybride . En leur
faisant mieux connaître les capacités de l'industrie
canadienne des graines, on pourrait donc mieux atteindre
certains objectifs des ventes d'exportation .



Sous-secteur 2: 

Sous-secteur 3: 

Sous-secteur 4: 

Sous-secteur 5: 

Sous-secteur 6: 

Sous-secteur 7: 

Dans le secteur de la transformation des aliments, 
où la capacité d'exportation du Canada se trouve 
relativement limitée sur certains points, l'effort canadien 
de développement des marchés devra être axé sur de 
meilleures chances d'exportation pour les produits suivants 
qui semblent offrir au Canada un avantage concurrentiel 
(énumérés par ordre d'importance). 

Sous-secteur 1: équipement de boulangerie; petites et 
moyennes boulangeries 
équipement d'abattoirs et de mise en 
conserve des viandes. 
équipement de nettoyage, de 
manutention et de stockage des 
céréales et graines. 
matériel de milieu contrôlé et de 
stockage 
matériel/technologie de transformation 
des graines oléagineuses 
(désodorisants). 
équipement de transformation des 
produits laitiers. 
équipement de plantage, de récolte et 
de stockage de pommes de terre. 

Dans le secteur des aliments pour le bétail, 
l'objectif du Canada doit être de faciliter l'introduction 
de techniques modernes en Chine et de convaincre les 
décideurs chinois que l'adoption du savoir faire 
technologique canadien et l'exploitation d'usines de mélange 
d'ingrédients de fabrication canadienne peut réduire 
sensiblement le coût de la production du bétail. 

Étant donné la complexité du secteur agricole et 
les intérêts variés des milieux d'affaires, la plupart des 
initiatives et activités proposées ont visé quelques marchés 
précis offrant de l'intérêt pour le Canada. On a reconnu, 
toutefois, que des initiatives intersectorielles 
c'est-à-dire des missions ministérielles et des missions 
multiproduits du secteur privé se sont révélées extrêmement 
efficaces et même indispensables à la conduite d'une 
campagne générale de développement des marchés dans le 
secteur agricole chinois. 
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s, La stratégie exposée dans le présent rapport peut 
sembler de prime abord un effort modeste de la part du 
Canada, étant donné que l'on voit généralement dans la Chine 
un vaste marché aux possibilités sans limites. La réalité 
demeure toutefois, que l'exploration du marché de la Chine, 
pays de forte population, aux ressources terrestres variées 
et qui a un appétit insatiable d'acquisition de technologie 
moderne, pourrait épuiser rapidement les ressources dont on 
dispose pour aider les entreprises qui en ont le plus 
besoin. Les véritables débouchés commerciaux ne seront 
assurés, toutefois, que si l'on accorde la priorité et un 
plein appui à ceux qui ont déjà investi du temps et de 
l'argent sur le marché, mais qui ont encore à y réaliser des 
gains. 

on 
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II Description  

A. 	Country Profile  

1. 	Basic Country Data  

Official Name: 

Capital: 

Topography: 

People's Republic of China 

Beijing 

Chiefly plateaus and river - 
basins 

Climate: 	 Sub-tropical south, arid 
northwest, monsoons in east 

Principal crops: 

Resources: 

2. 	Demographic Data  

Rice, millet, peanuts, tobacco, 
tea, pork, cotton, sugar, oil 
seeds and potatoes (the latter 
is regarded as vegetables in 
most of China). 

Petroleum, coal, hydro 
potential, tin, antimony, 
tungsten, fluorspar 

Official language: 	Putonghua, based on Beijing 
(Mandarin) dialect 

Ethnic groups: 

Religions: 

Han Chinese (94%); Zhuang, 
Uygur, Hui, Yi, Tibetan, Miao, 
Manchu, Mongol, Buyi, Korean 
and approximately 40 others 

Officially atheist; Muslims, 
Buddhists, Lamaists, Taoists, 
Christians, folk religions. 

Area: 	 9,56 million sq. km . 

Population (1984): 	1.04 billion 

Population density: 	106 people per sq. km . 

Urbanization: 	 32% 

Population growth rate 	1% 
(1978-1985): 
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Life expectancy at 64 years
birth (1982) :

Infant mortality rate : 50 per 1,U00 live births

Daily per capita 100%
calorie supply as
percentage of
requirement from
domestic production (1982) :

Adult literacy rate : 75% +

Primary school
enrolment: boys 95%

girls 82%

3 . Economic Data

a. General Data

Percentage of labou r
force in : agriculture 69%

industry 19%
services 12%

Percentage of popular-31 .6%
under 15 (1983) :

Gross national product U .S . $300
per capita (1983) :

GNP average annua l
growth rate (1960-1982) : 4 .4%

(1980-1984) : 9 .8%

Inflation rate 1 .7;G
(1973-1983 )
1985 8.8%

External public debt N .A.
as % of GNP

Debt service as N .A.
% of GNP:

b . Trade

Principal exports : Petroleu.n products, clothing
and textiles, coal



Principal trading 
partners: 

Exports to Canada 

(1985): 
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Principal imports: 

Imports from Canada 
(1984): 

Foodstuffs, chemicals and 
related products, machinery and 
transport equipment 

Hong Kong, Japan, U.S., 
West Germany 

Outerware, vegetables, nuts, 
oilseeds, 
cottma and mixed fibre fabrics, 
apparel and house furnishings, 
toys, aluminum ores, 
concentrates and scrap ($566.6 
million) 

wheat, flbur, wood products, 
newsprint, copper, fertilizers, 
aluminum, mining machinery, 
office and communications 
equipment ($1,100.3 million) 
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B. POLITICAL/COMMERCIAL RELATIONS WITH CHINA 

The increasing involvement of the People's Republic of China 

in contenporary world affairs during and following the Cultural 

Revolution is one of the most significant factors influencing 

international politics today. Establishing diplomatic relations with 

the People's Republic of China in 1970, our part in the assumption by 

Peking of China's seat in the United Nations, and the vigorous program 

of exchanges carried out over the past several years has been a 

contributing factor in the emergence of China from its earlier 

isolation. 

Canada's  contribution.  to China's decision to become a major 

and responsible actor in international  affairs can be considered a 

distinctive and important accomplishment. A remarkable degree of - 

confidence has been established between the two countries given the 

limits that history, geography and differiag political viewpoints 

impose. 

After 1960, China emerged as a major market for Canadian 

wheat despite opposition to sales to "Red China" in some quarters. 

Neither did contacts cease on a personal level, and the mystique of 

China continued to fascinate Canadians despite the lack of diplomatic 

relations at that time. 

Establishment of Diplomatic Relations  

Talks between Canada and China, which began in Stockholm in 

February 1969, culminated in the joint communiqué of October 13, 

1970. The primary stumbling block during the twenty months of 

negotiations was the issue of Taiwan. As a result of the 

negotiations, the Canadian Government recognized the Government of the 

People's Republic of China, while on the status of Taiwan the 

communiqué read: "The Chinese Government reaffirms that Taiwan is an 
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inalienable part of the territory of the People's Republic of China .

The Canadian Government takes note of this position of the Chinese

Goyernment" . Canada's position was, and is, that the Canadian

Government neither endorses nor challenges the Chinese Government's

position regarding the sovereignty of Taiwan . This fornula, or one

similar to it, has been used since 1970 by many of the Countries which

followed Canada's lead in establishing relations with Peking .

As a consequence of Canada's agreement to normalize relations

with the PRC, diplomatic relations were severed with Taiwan, and all

official contacts were terminated . The so-called "Republic of China"

(Taiwan) continues to claim that it is the sole legal government of

all China, but has suffered increasing diplomatic isolation since

1970 . Though Canada has no official contacts with the regime on

Taiwan, the Government encourages private trade and "people-to-people"

contacts between Canadians and Taiwanese .

Trade Relations

Under a trade agreement signed in 1973, (extended every

three-years since), Canada and China grant each other Most Favoured

Nation trading status . In addition, an Economic Cooperation Protocol

governing increased bilateral activity in a number of sectors

including agriculture was signed in 1979 as an addendum to the trade

agreement .

Commercial relations with China are facilitated by the annual

Canada/China Joint Trade Co►amittee, which meets alternately in Ottawa

and Peking . Large numbers of commercial delegations are als o

exchanged . In 1984, a 3 2 billion line of Credit was established by

Canada and in 1986, Canada announced the establishment of a$350

million concessional financing facility for China .

Beginning on a foundation of wheat sales, trade has grown

substantially through the 1970's and in 1986 reached 1 .666 billion .
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There have been recurrent surpluses in Canada's favour : in 1985

exports to China amounted to $1 .100 billion out of the above total .

Exports to the PRC stabilized in 1986 due to a decline in the price of

wheat although exports of end products rose by 100% to $305 million .

Textiles fo2m the largest sector in China's exports to

Canada, and since January 1, 1960 some other Chinese products have

received General Preferential Tariff treatment . Wheat, mining

machinery, minerals and metals, aircraft and wood products head the

list of Canadian exports, while imports, besides textiles, include

agricultural products, handicrafts and household furnishings .

Recently, Canadian marketing efforts have focused on China's

drive to . modernize, drawing in part on foreign technology and foreign

credits . Private sector initiatives, in conjunction with ministerial

level missions and other government supported activities, are part of

a continuing effort to expand the commercial relationship between

Canada and China . As a result, near-term opportunities for Canada in

the Chinese market appear more promising than they have in recent

years.

De velo pn en t Assistance

Aid by the Canadian International Developnent Agency (CIDA)

to China began in the winter of 1981-82 with the donation o f

$4 million worth of wheat to the relief of flood and drought-stricken

areas of Hebei and Hubei provinces . Since that time, the Agency has

negotiated a full program of developneat assistance concentrating on

agriculture, forestry, energy, and human resources (including language

training and sponsorship of university exchanges in fields such as

medicine and management) . Eaphasis is being placed on training and

technical assistance rather than capita-1 programs, and the growth of

expenditures is expected to be gradual . In May 1986, the Prime

Minister announced that the government will double CIDA programs in

China for the next five years (1987-1992) .
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Provincial Relations and Twinning  

Canadian provinces have become increasingly involved in 

Canada-China relations over the past few years, often in conjunction 

with PRC provinces sharing similar economic and cultural interests. 

Between 1983 and 1986, not less than seven Premiers visited the PRC. 

Many provinces have signed various forms of twining agreements with 

Chinese provinces. The phenomenon of "twinning" or establishing close 

cooperation relations with an equivalent organization or government 

unit also exists below the provincial level, for example the linking 

of the two cities of Montreal and Shanghai, the provinces of Alberta 

and Heilongjiang and the understanding between Guelph and Beijing 

Agriculture Universities. 
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C. AGRI-FOOD SECTOR  

1. 	State of Sector  

Introduction  

China is the third largest country in the world, being 

9.6 million square kilometers in area. Agriculture continues  to be 

China's main industry and understandably is very labour intensive. 

Currently, the agricultural sector employs over 75 percent of the 

working population but contrioutes less than 30 percent to national 

income. With great importance continuing to be attached to raising 

productivity, the total value of agricultural produce supplied or sold 

by farmers has doubled since 1978. 

The productive arable areas of the country are concentrated 

in the eastern half, in the fertile plains and valleys of three 

separate river systems: the Yellow River, the Yangtze River and the 

Si River. Western China, consisting of the mountains and plateaux of 

the Tibetan Highlands and the desert basins and mountains of Xinjiang 

and Mongolia, accounts for half of the country's geographical area but 

only five percent of the total population. 

Agricultural Structure  

In 1950, the land belonging to the feudal nobility, 

landlords, monasteries, and other institutions was nationalized by the 

State. By the end of 1952, land reform, and by the end of 1958, the 

socialization (collectivization) of agriculture was declared to be 

complete: the peasant population had been organized into roughly 

24,000 "communes", each consisting of a number of villages of 

5,000-10,000 families. The commune system replaced the local 

government functions at the Xiang (village) level. Centralized 
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authority was discharged down through the production "brigade" to the

production "team" of 10-50 families . Since 1958 modifications have

been made in the commune system, including size reductions, such that

presently there are 50,000 cornmunes .

In December 1978, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) policies

regarding agriculture moved towards a mixed economy modeled on the

successful markets of East Asia and West Furope . These rural reforms

in the post-Mao era have meant the de-collectivization of agriculture,

with further emphasis placed on the family as the essential economic

unit and lifting controls to allow peasants freer access to markets .

By any standard, the rural reforms have been quite successful . From

1978-1983, agricultural output value grew at an average annual rate of

7 .9 percent compared to an average 3 .2 percent rate from 1953 to 1978 .

The first dramatic change in China since the country's

liberation was the adoption of new sweeping reforms to improve the

country's agricultural system in 1979 . The adoption of a new foreign

economic partnership with Western countries at the same time was

equally dramatic and far reaching .

The Chinese leaders envisaged that success of an agricultural

reform was crucial and indeed the basis for the regime's broader plans

for logical positive changes in the economy . Agricultural reform s

were considered essential in effecting urban refor,n .

The first steps directed at stimulating the rural economy

came into effect in 1978-1979 when prices for many agricultural

products were raised . At the same time, the governu ►ent began to

experiment with organizing the agricultural sector while introducing

the "contract responsibility system" . Following a trial period, the

government finally introduced a national contract system based on

individual nouseholds . These new changes signaled a return to
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family-based farming and de-collectivization of agriculture in China. 

The role of the communes as units controlling agriculture production 

was abolished. However, state ownership of agricultural land continue 

unchanged. 

As indicated earlier, responsibility for farming became the 

responsibility of households. As a result, the Chinese peasants enjoy 

new privileges and rights; they are guaranteed long-term (15 years) 

use of the land, they generally decide on what crop to grow, they 

manage their land independently. 

However, the peasants are obliged to pay taxes and levies on 

their production. The peasants can sell their crops either in the 

open market or sell directly to the state (no compulsory sales to the 

state since 1985). The govermment may contract with peasants to 

purchase specified crops still in many cases on a quota basis. 

Inpats into the Agriculture Sector  

There is no doubt that the new reforms and the massive 

reorganization of agriculture production has effectively enhanced 

rural economic growth, with new pricing policies providing the 

greatest inducement. The changes were accompanied by increasing the 

level of agriculture inputs (e.g. fertilizers, pesticides, etc.) and a 

drive to effect a rapid diversification of crops. 

Effects of the New Agricultural Reforms  

As noted earlier, the new agricultural reforms produced 

dramatic results. Some analysts consider these effects . to  be 

unprecedented for China and for any developing country. 
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It is estimated that the productivity of agricultural labour 

had almost quadrupled in the early 1980's, in canparison to the 

previous 25 years. The agricultural output during the 6th Five-Year 

Plan rose over eight percent a year - more than double the long-term 

trend from 1953 to 1980. The annual per capita income in the rural 

regions increased by more than 13 %. 

It is also important to note that the outstanding performance 

of the agricultural sector, helped increase overall growth of China's 

GNP during the 6th Five-Year Plan to an almost ten percent a year - 

more than double the long-term growth rate achieved since the 1950's. 

Problems Associated with the New  Reforms and Development in the  

Agriculture Sector  

The massive development in the agricultural sectyr did not 

proceed smoothly, however. There is a lag in the development of an 

adequate infrastructure capable of handling the almost sudden increase 

in production. The public works and facilities, education and 

marketing services were unable to adequately handle the new surge in 

production. Equally alarming was the sudden increase in peasants' 

population, and the increased cost of government subsidies to aaintain 

lower food prices in China's major urban cities. The other consensus 

is the decrease in grain crop acreage, resulting in lower grain 

production by as much as 10-20%. 

The Future  

The problems noted earlier, have been recognized by the 

Chinese authorities and efforts are being made by the government to 

over come thea. In this regard, the government is seeking assistance 

from western countries including Canada to help improve and modernize 

the agriculture sector infrastructure. 
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It is expected, however, that agricultural output will 

continue to increase significantly. As projected in the 7th Five-Year 

'plan, production is expected to continue to increase by an average of 

4% annually. 

China has achieved significant gains in agriculture 

production (8% annual growth rate vs. 5% target) since the late 

1970's. During that period, it became the world's largest producer of 

wheat, rice, cotton and tobacco and the second largest producer of 

coarse grains and oilseeds . 

This considerable achievement came largely as a result of: 

1. Incentives to farmers (responsibility system) and 

rationalized pricing system 

2. Improved management of production resource, (e.g., use of 

improved seeds and application of chemical fertilizers etc.) 

3. New restructured government policy favoring the agriculture 

sector 

4. Modernization efforts (e.g. equipment, planning, management 

etc.) and manpower specialization. 

For the remainder of this decade, it is expected that despite 

government concerns crop production in China will gradually diversify 

away from grains towards cash crops and animal proteins which are more 

profitable and nutritionally valuable. This gradual shift will 

require instituting major changes and adjustments in industries 

related to emerging new crop pattern (e.g. oilseeds breeding, seed 

extraction and refining, feed ingredients blending, livestock 

breeding, meat packing, food processing, forage seeds cleaning etc..). 
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It is generally believed that while quick gains have been 

achieved in the agricultural sector in the last few years, 

productivity will continue to rise albeit at a slower rate in the near 

future.' Among the many reasons given for this assessment are the 

constraints imposed by an inadequate infrastructure (e.g. storage, 

handling, distribution and quality control standards) and inefficient 

processing methods (e.g. oilseed crushing and refining, grain milling 

and baking, and feed mixing, etc.). 

2. 	Primary Production  

a) 	Grain Production 

Rice is the staple food for as many as two-thirds of the 

population. It is the most important food crop in China, and has been 

so for centuries. At present rice accounts for about 40 percent of 

total grain production. China is by far the world's largest producer 

of this cereal, producing in excess of 110 million tonnes, and almost 

all of it is used for domestic consumption. 

Wheat is the second most important cereal crop. It is 

cultivated throughout the country, but the main centre of production 

is the North China Plain. Wheat is the staple food in major parts of 

North and North East China. 

In 1985, total grain production was down from the 1984 record 

of over 407 million tonnes, at 382 million tonnes. Early indications 

are that the 1986 crop, aided by better weather, might see better 

results. In the past six years, grain production has grown more than 

100 million tonnes, with wheat and rice accounting for about 

80 percent of the recorded increases. 

1 
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Since 1961, China has consistently imported large quantities,

primarily wheat, and Canada has been and remains as one of the major

wheat suppliers to China, along with the U .S ., Australia and

Argentina. Canada consistently supplies 20 to 40 percent of China's

imported grains, however these imports satisfy only about 4 percent of

their total requirements . China's grain imports alone currently make

up over one seventh of the world's total trade in wheat .

b) Dai ry Production

The PRC government continues to place considerable emphasis

on dairy production as part of its plans for improved food

self-sufficiency . Average annual milk production is quite low at

700 kg per animal, and breeding programs have been developed to

emphasize increased milk production and butterfat content .

In 1985 the total milk production was reported to be

2 .5 million tonnes, about 2.5 kg per capita . About nalf of this

quantity was produced from high-yielding cattle centered around the

main urban areas using as feed, maize silage and surplus vegetables .

Other major producing areas include several provinces in the north .

In these areas, production is extensive and excess milk is converted

to skim milk powder enabling easier transport to the consumer areas in

the south and east . Most of the production at present is controlled

by the State, which has played an essential role in building up

existing herd quality, particularly through introducing black and

white Friesian cattle . However, a better collection and

transportation system (e .g . more collection centres and use of

refrigeration tankers) is also needed .
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c) Swine Production 	 mar 

tyr 

China has the largest swine population in the world and 	 fre 

traditionally pork is the major source of meat in their diet. For 

1986, Chinese pork production is expected to be about 17 million 

tonnes. The bulk of production is from individual livestock reared on 

private plots; virtually all rural families in China own a few pigs. 

This provides meat for the family, sane cash income, and increases the 

supply of organic fertilizer. Although small holder production will 

continue to be the mainstay of the Chinese industry, there has always 

been a segnent comprised of commercial scale hog operations intended 

to provide pork for export markets. 

The native Chinese hog is a small animal, comprised of 

various breeds and prone to possessing poor feet. However, it is 

prolific, fast maturing and has a long breeding life. Although 

Chinese pigs usually have poor confornation and fatty carcasses, they 

can utilize higher roughage content diets and thrive on common forages 

such as sweet potatoes and the water hyacinth, a troublesome weed. 

Recent change in consunption patterns also have dictated the need to 

breed high lean meat hogs. 

China has traditionally been one of the world's major live 

hog exporters. Currently the Chinese are planning the expansion of 

the Western style intensive hog—producing sector. 

d) Potatoes and Sweet Potatoes  

China is an important table potatoes and sweet potatoes 

producer. In the non—producign areas, potatoes are regarded as more a 

vegetable than a staple food. Table potatoes, used mostly in stews 

and dumplings, are grown on approximately 1 million hectares in North 

East Chinese provinces of Mongolia and Heilongjiang. Sweet potatoes 

are produced on approximately 3 million hectares in the same region. 
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China is considered deficient in potato production, 

management, harvesting and storage techniques. China also lacks the 

typical North American processing technology and infrastructure (i.e. 

french fries, freezing, fast-food services, etc.). 

3. 	Processing/manufacturing  
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D. CHINA GOVERNMENT AGRI-FOOD POLICY AND INSTRUMENTS  

In his 1986 report on the 7th Five-Year Plan, Premier Zhao 

Ziyang stated that "China should continue to strengthen bases for the 

production of export conmodities and build export-oriented factories." 

The adoption of an "open door" policy by the Chinese resulted 

in a profound expansion and diversification of China's foreign 

economic relations. It is estimated that during the 6th Five-Year 

Plan (1981-1985), foreign trade increased by almost 100% reaching 

$70 billion in 1985. Increasing amounts of equipment and technology 

as well as conmodities required for modernization, were purchased 

during that period. 

It should be noted, meanwhile, that China has actively 

promoted exports of Chinese products and services abroad thus 

expanding foreign exchange earnings. More earnings were made froa 

labour projects in the Middle East, tourin and exports of various 

commodities particularly in the far east region. 

Government Instruments  

The China National Cereals, Oils and Foodstuffs Import and 

Export Corporation (CEROIL) is responsible for importation of all 

agricultural commodities to China. It is also responsible for exports 

of all agricultural conmodities and foodstuffs. Although CEROIL 

reports to the Ministry of Foreign Economic and Trade Relations 

(MOFERT) which has general responsibility for import and export trade, 

it is assuming an increasingly autonomous role. 

The government has moved to decentralize decision making in 

trade matters to local activities. Individual enterprises are allowed 

to establish direct contacts and/or links with foreign exporters. 
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They are also allowed to maintain certain amounts of their foreign 

exchange earnings for their own use. In the meantime, the Chinese are 

encouraging direct foreign investnent and are seeking foreign loans to 

help with their investment plans. In this regard, it is anticipated 

that China's foreign borrowing will increase to approximately 

$20 billion during the 7th Five-Year Plan, conpared to $10.3 billion 

burrowed during the previous Five-Year Plan. However, recent 

experience has shown that the central authorities has tightened 

control over decisions undertaken at the local levels. 

Joint Ventures and Foreign Economic Zones  

The Chinese Government, in its attenpts to attract foreign 

investment, has created the legal framework to achieve this objective 

and a joint venture law was instituted. Under this law many forms of 

cooperation with foreign companies were established. It should be 

noted that although the Chinese prefer to have joint equity ventures 

with their foreign counterparts, they therefore also promote more 

flexible forms of cooperation agreements with enphasis on canpensation 

trade and countertrade transactions with foreign exporters and 

buyers. The Chinese are also increasingly becoming aware and 

concerned about the lengthy time it takes to conclude such forms of 

cooperation and the conplications involved. 

The government created several Special Economic Zones in 

Guangdong and  Fujian provinces. In the meantime, special rights to 

undertake foreign trade and investment were granted to many other 

provinces and cities (Beijing, Hainan Island, Shanghai, Tianjin, 

Liaoning, Hubei) and regions. In the case of Shàaghai and Tianjin 

projects up to $30 million may be approved by the local authorities. 

In addition, 14 coastal cities have been opened to increase foreign 

investment of capital and technology with an authority to approve 
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foreign projects up to a $5-10 million specified amount. It is 

estimated that foreign investment in China during 1979-1985 was over 

$16 billion, almost $5.3 billion of which was made in 1985. 

The China International Trust and Investment Corporation 

(CITC) reports directly to the State Council. Its mandate is to 

initiate and finance joint venture projects both in China and abroad 

on a highly selective basis without government intervention or 

auspices. 

The Ministry of Commerce has overall responsibility for 

internal distribution and transportation of agricultural products as 

well as determining any overall import requirements from agri-food 

commodities. 

The Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries 

has the general responsibility for the planning and promotion of 

agricultural production in China. The Ministry develops policy 

guidelines to achieve objectives for the Five-Year Plan in 

co-ordination with the State Planning and State Economic Commissions. 
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E. INVENTORY OF CANADIAN PUBLIC/PRIVATE MARKET DEVELOPMENT  

ACTIVITIES/INITIATIVES (PAST, CURRENT AND PLANNED)  

1. FEDERAL  

Canada's extensive involvement in China and the numerous 

initiatives which were carried out in that country during the last few 

years (Appendix II-IV and following pages), indicate that the Chinese 

market continues to be regarded by the Canadian agri-trade industry as 

an attractive and most promising one for a wide range of agricultural 

products, commodities and services. In the meantime, Canada 

recognizes the Chinese desire to enhance and improve the productivity 

and efficiency of their agricultural sector and has provided extensive 

technical assistance to the Chinese during the last few years. 

Canada's contribution to China's agricultural scientific research and 

development had always been appreciated by the Chinese. 

Recent experience by many potential exporters in China, 

however indicate that the Chinese have become increasingly concerned 

over foreign exchange spending both at the central and the provincial 

levels. The Chinese clients now insist on obtaining competitive 

financing for most agricultural projects either through joint venture 

arrangements or through concessional financing schemes. Following a 

recent visit to China by the Prime Minister, the Canadian government 

has responded positively to the Chinese requirement for competitive 

financing. This initiative should significantly facilitate future 

trade with China in the agricultural sector. 

Two most significant developments have taken place in recent 

years; the signing of a new Veterinary Health Agreement in 1987 and 

the signing of a Plant Health Agreement in 1986. These two 

agreements, are expected to further contribute to the enhancement of 

export trade of a broad range of agriculture commodities and services 

to China. Small but significant livestock sales (cattle, swine, 
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semen, and poultry) have already materialized since the Veterinary

Health Agreement was signed and more sales are expected in the near

future .

Commodity 1985 1986

thousands of dollars (Can . )

Cattle, Dairy, Purebreed

Swine, Purebree d

Baby Chicks

96

201

398

8 0

135

The Plant Health Agreement is expected to facilitate sales of

hybrid seed corn, forage seeds and possibly seed potatoes . A small

sale of rapeseed ($40,000 Can .) was made during the first four months

in 1986 .

Federal Activities 1986/87 :

The following is an overall summary of the activities by the

federal government for all agriculture sectors in China in 1986/87 :

1 . Ongoing implementation of seven bilateral projects financed

by CIDA . (Appendix III )

2 . Seventeen activities planned as part of Agriculture Canada

Joint Agriculture Committee (JAC) Program in China . These

includes nine Chinese activities (incoming) and eigh t

Canadian activities (outgoing) . (Appendix II )

3 . Two Agricultural Canada JAC provincial and university

projects .(Appendix II)
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4. JAC Agriculture Specialists program between Canada and China 

(Appendix II) 

5. Two DEA projects planned under the Praaotional Projects 

Program (Appendix IV) 

6. Three IDRC agriculture related ongoing projects (Appendix V) 

tails:  

a) 	CIDA Program for Agriculture Development in China (1986/87)  

The CIDA program in China included seven bilateral project, 

in the agriculture sector (Appendix III). All focused on 

transfer of technology through training in Canada, technical 

assistance in China, and provision of a limited anoant of 

equipnent and materials. 

1. The Tanggu Animal Quarantine Project: 

Training in Canada and purchase of equipnent (AG CDA). 

2. Harbin Cattle Breeding and Animal Husbandry,  (Semez 

Canada). 

3. Heilongjiang Seed Inprovement Project: Seed breeding, 

management production and processing techniques 

(Canadian Seed Trade Association). 

4. State Para 852 Dairy Forage Soil Improvement (Agdevco). 

5. Heilongjiang August 1st  Land  Reclamation UNIV. 

6. Liu Ho Cadre Training Collegg 

7. Keslan Potato Research Institute (new Brunswick 

Department of Agriculture) 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 
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h) Agriculture Canada JAC Program for China (1986 and 1987)* 

The principal JAC programs for 1986 and 1987 comprise a total 

of nine Chinese activities (incoming) and eight Canadian 

activities/missions (outgoing). These projects are: 

Canadian JAC Activities/Missions (outgoing): 

1. Plant and Animal Quarantine and Seed Testing Mission 

(JAC III 2.1)** 

2. Cereal Crops Breeding (JAC III 2.2) 

3. Feed Technology Mission (JAC III 2.3)** 

4. Pest Control Management (rutabaga, rapeseed and pest 

management) (JAC III 2.4) 

5. Swine Husbandry Seminars (JAC III 2.5)** 

6. Dairy Husbandry Seminar and Breeding Mission 

(JAC III 2.6)** 

7. Leafcutter Bee Management (JAC III 2.7) 

8. Plant Genetics (JAC III 2.8) 

* JAC activities are planned to take place during Canadian fiscal 

years 1986/87 and 1987/88. 

** These JAC items are also listed under the Exchange of Agriculture 

Scientists between Canada and China (Appendix II). 
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Chinese JAC Activities/Missions, I ncoming : (1986 and 1987 )

1 . Plant Quarantine and See Testing (JAC III 1 .1 )

2 . Wheat Study (JAC III 1 .2 )

3 . Cooperative Research on Dryland Water Resources

(JAC III 1 .3 )

4 . Cooperative Research on Synthesis of Marked Compound

(JAC III 1 .4 )

5 . Cooperative Research on Grasses and Grassland Management

(JAC III 1 .5 )

6 . Study of Canadian Market Systems (JAC III 1 .6 )

7 . Technical Exchange and Animal Health (JAC III 1 .7)

c) Agriculture Canada JAC Program for China (1988 and 1989)

Canadian JAC Activities ( outgoing missions/seminars )

1 . Exchange of Plant Genetic Resources
(JAC 2 .2 .1)

2 . Cereals Crop Breeding and Management (JAC 2 .2 .2)

3 . Integrated Pest Management (JAC 2 .2 .3 )

4 . Buckwheat (JAC 2 .2 .4 )

5 . Collection of Seed of Grasses and Legumes (JAC 2 .2 .5)
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6. Plant Health Mission (JAC 2.2.6) 

7. Information Exchange (JAC 2.2.7) 

8. Dairy Technology Mission (JAC 2.2.8) 

9. Tobacco Technical Seminar (JAC 2.2.9) 

10. Forage and Seed Technical Mission (JAC 2.2.10) 

11. Technical Beef Seminar (JAC 2.2.11) 

12. Seed potato Technical Mission (JAC 2.2.12) 

Chinese JAC Activities (incoming missions/events): 

1. Potato Study Mission (JAC 2.1.1) 

2. Study Mission on Grain (JAC 2.1.2) 

3. Study Mission on Strawberry (JAC 2.1.3) 

4. Study Mission on Cereal Crop Varities with Multiple 

Resistance (JAC 2.1.4) 

5. Study Mission on Oats (JAC 2.1.5) 

6. Mission on Quarantine Methods for Golden Nematode (JAC 

2.1.6) 

7. Vegetable Hydroponics and Large Greenhouse Study Mission 

(JAC 2.1.7) 

d) 
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University and Provincial JAC Program  of Cooperation in the Field  

of Agriculture (1988 and 1989)  

1. Dairy Sector Technical Seminars (CIDA/Agriculture Canada) 

2. Swine Sector Technical Seminars (CIDA/Agriculture Canada) 

3. Agriculture Management Research and Teaching Systems 

(University of Alberta) 

4. Educational Cooperation (University of Guelph) 

5. Educational Cooperation (University of British Columbia) 

6. Educational Cooperation (University of Alberta) 

7. Educational Cooperation (University of Saskatchewan at 

Saskatoon) 

8. Crops, Husbandry and Food Processing Exchanges (Alberta 

Agriculture) 

9. Projects/Exchanges; Dryland Farming, Livestock, Crops 

and Farm Machinery (Saskatchewan Agriculture)) 

1) DEA Planned Activities for FYs 1986/87 and 1987/88  

Activities FY 1986/87  

1. Ag China 86 (Info Booth - November 1986 - concluded) 

2. Incoming Swine Mission (concluded June 1987) 

This activity has been incorporated as a.JAC activity. 

1 

• 1 

1 
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Planned Activities FY 1987/88  

1. General Agriculture Mission 

2. Ag China 87 (Info Booth - November 1987) 

e) International Development Research Centre (IDRC) Program in China  

The IDRC is a public corporation concerned with providing 

assistance in international development research in all 

sectors including the agriculture sector. 

The IDRC maintains a large program in China (Appendix V). 

This program include 3 projects devoted to the Agriculture 

sector. 

1. Rapeseed breeding and cultivation (Ministry of 

Agriculture, Beijing - $550,900) 

2. Cultivation systems yield, fertility, practices, 

breeding (Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences, 

Beijing - $414,400) 

3. Agricultural information, documentation, information 

services (Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences CAAS, 

Beijing - $393,704) 

f) Provincial Activities  

Ontario  

1. 	Premier Petterson visit to China (August 1986) 
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2 . Ontario Ministery of Agriculture and Forestry (OMAF)

Sales Mission to China (November 1986 )

Albe rta

1 . Qiqihar Rangeland Improvement Project agreement signed

in 1983, this four year agreement between Alberta

Agriculture and the Ministry of Agriculture Animal

Husbandry and Fisheries in Heilongjiang provided

technology transfer to Heilongjiang to develop pasture

and livestock management .

2 . Five members of the China Northern Pasture and Livestock

Development Project representing Heilongjiang, Inner

Mongolia and Hebei provinces recently spent two months

training at Olds College .

3 . Representatives of the Alberta Simmental Association and

Alberta Agriculture completed a mission to Shangxi to

discuss establishment of a brief livestock program .

4 . Mission exchanges are planned in 1987 between

Heilongjiang and Alberta with regard to pasture and

livestock development .

5 . Preliminary discussions have begun with Heilongjiang

regarding technology transfer relating to cold weather

treatment and cereal crops .

6 . Alberta Agriculture Swine Specialist to participated in

Ag Canada Swine technical seminar in March 1987 .

7 . Alberta Agriculture Minister, Hon Peter Elzinga, mission

to China - April 1987 .

.E

1 1

1

1 A
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Quebec  

1. Quebec - Shangxi Agreement (singed in 1984). 

2. Montreal - Shanghai twining agreement (signed in 1984). 

3. 	Two Chinese trainees recently spent 4 months in Quebec 

and will return for further long term training. 	 3 

4. 	Two Chinese trainees, a vet and a geneticist, are 

expected to come to Quebec for long term training (one 

year). 

5. 	The Quebec Ministry of Agriculture is pursuing a dairy 

project in Shangxi province. 

6. 	Shanghai/Montreal Dairy Project. 

This project is presently being pursued with the Foreign 

Affairs Bureau of Shanghai with possible CIDA 

involvement. 

7. 	A Quebec firm is presently pursuing a poultry egg 

production plant in Shanghai. 

British Columbia 

1. 	The B.C. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries and the 

Zhejiang province (near Shanghai) signed in early 1985 a 

protocol agreement to establish a dairy farm (Holstein, 

A.I. Center plus A.I. equipment). A delegation from 

Zhejiang province toured B.C. Dairy farms recently. The 

B.C. industry had expressed strong interest in the 

Zhejiang dairy sector. 

2 
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2 . An Exchange between B .C . and the province of Quinghai

(West China) on grassland cattle grazing has been

initiated . Some B .C . equipment from Frazer valley has

been successfully used in that area and further

discussions are underway . The project involved dryland

management, cattle, and forage reseeding .

3 . An Ontario cold storage firm through its B .C . branch is

presently assisting the Xinhui orange growing region

south of Guangzhou to upgrade orange storage conditions .

4 . A B .C . firm is presently assisting the Chinese to export

oranges to North America through the introduction of

improved storage techniques .

5 . Three B .C . delegations including a delegation lead by

the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries has visited

China recently .

6 . A recent CIDA Technical Transfer Mission to Liaoning

included representatives from B .C . . A B .C . Firm is now

attempting through CIDA program to assist the Chinese in

upgrading their juice processing capabilities in order

to export the product to Japan .

7 . The B .C . government and the Liaoning province have

signed a protocol to establish an A .I . center for

training . A shipment of 103 Holstein cattle from B .C .

was the first Canada-dairy cattle to be shipped to China .

8 . B .C . main interests in China are :
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a. Dairy cattle (Holstein) and Embryos. A recent sale 

of B.C. embryos has been reported and a selection 

of some cattle from Frazer Valley is underway; 

b. Technical exchange and technological upgrading 

(apple juicing and controlled storage techniques); 

c. Breeding turkeys. 

9. The B.C. tissue culture industry, recognized as a 

leader in the field, is interested in exploring 

application of this technology in China. 

10. The Ministry of Economic Development and the Ministry 

of Agriculture and Fisheries work closely together on 

all export development projects. 

Saskatchewan 

Manitoba 
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The Maritime Provinces 

3. 	Private Sector Activities 

A list* of firms presently active in China as well as those 

who had visited China either individually or as part of 

various outgoing missions (marketing and technical) and 

exhibitions is given in Appendix I. 

It should be noted that this list is not an exhaustive one 

and there could be other firms which have not been included. 

Note: 	The List is for government use only and thus not included in 

copies circulated to the private sector. 
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II Market Development Strategy  

A. 	Market Sectors of Priority Interest to Canada  

The objective of this strategy is to identify major market 

sectors of priority interest to Canada where federal activities may be 

directed in the short (1 year) and medium term (2-3 years). A number 

of sectors are identified, however other market sectors of lesser 

interest continues to receive assistance on a responsive basis. 

This strategy generally pertains to the period 1987-1989 and 

is intented to take advantage of the Animal Health Protocol of 1984, 

and the Plant Health Protocol of 1986. These agreements constitute an 

essential and important component in this strategy. As exports of 

breeding livestock and plant products materialize in a significant way 

in the next two years, it will then be possible to deselop a more 

comprehensive strategy for 1989/90 and beyond. 

A recent conference on China (The China's Agribusiness 

Challenge, April 29-30, 1986, Appendix VII) provided a useful 

indication of Canadian business community priorities. The 

recommendations and conclusions which emerged during that conference, 

have helped to identify the potential as well as the difficulties 

encountered in dealing with China, and proposed measures and options 

for the federal government to promote and facilitate trade in that 

market. The following are the priority market sectors and sub-sectors 

identified. 

Priority Market Sectors  

Grains: (Wheat, and possibly malting barley). 

Livestock (Holstein breeding dairy cattle, semen, and 

embryos, breeding swine and breeding poultry (chicken 

and possibly turkey poultries). 
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Seeds (Forage seed, hybrid seed corn) .

Grain and seed handling, cleaning, and storage equipment .

Fertilizer (potash) .

Food processing ; ( small to medium scale bakeries, animal

slaughterhouse and meat processing equipment and

vertically integrated projects) .

Feedstuffs ; micro components, flavoring agents, premix

technology (computer software), mixing equipment, joint

venture turnkey feed plants .
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B. Situation  in Sectors not Identified as Priority: 

Overview 

It should be emphasized that this strategy paper recognizes 

that a chief objective of the Chinese government is to strengthen its 

basis for the production of exportable commodities through the 

construction of export-oriented production plants. To this end, the 

Chinese enterprises are eager to acquire Western technology and 

equipment. The Canadian Agribusiness industry recognizes that it has 

only limited competitive capability to supply most food processing 

equipment needed for China's modernization and food industry 

consultants efforts. It may be possible, however, for Canadian firms 

and food industry consultants to become involved in new plant design 

and old plant upgrading required to assist the Chinese in achieving 

their modernization objectives. Equipment integration and technology 

application is very crucial as Chinese are becoming increasingly aware 

of human factors decisive in realizing optimum potential of newly 

established systems. 

Oilseeds 

China is a major rapeseed producer (rapeseed is China's 

second most important edible oil crop). However, the only promising 

Canadian activity in this sector is concerned with rapeseed 

processing, and only one Canadian firm is pursuing opportunity in the 

Chinese market. This firm had the knowledge and expertise in canola 

processing in general, and deodorization equipment in particular. The 

latter is produced in Canada. 
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Food Processing Equipment 

Within the Agriculture sector, food processing receives a 

high priority by the Chinese authorities. However it has been 

recognized that Canadian production capability of food processing 

equipment is somewhat limited to small to medium size bakeries, animal 

slaughtering and meat processing equipment, and feed mixing 

equipment. AccOrdingly, the dairy processing, canning, malthouse and 

brewing equipment have not been identified as a high priority in this 

strategy. The European and American firms have far greater and more 

competitive capabilities than Canadian firms. The present dominance 

of European and American firms as joint venture partners with the 

Chinese confirms this assessment. 

Nontheless, concessional financing in conjunction wi*. h a 

possible future CIDA financed project in dairy processing may enhance 

prospects for this sector. CIDA involvement would ensure maximum 

Canadian content (i.e stainless steel tanks, pipes, pumps, and joints, 

etc.). Canadian expertise as well as consulting services could be 

further utilized to put together plant design and management packages 

for turnkey projects in the dairy sector. 

Horticulture/Primary (seed potatoes and apples) 

China is an important table potatoes producer (1 million 

hectares in North East China provinces of Inner Mongolia and 	 are 

Heilongjiang and Southwest China). China is also a major sweet potato 	 pre 

producer (3 million hectares). It is expected that a Plant Health 	 (in 

Agreement specifically dealing with seed potato issues will be reached 	 dey  

this fiscal year. This agreement may facilitate export sales of small 	 pro 

quantities of seed potatoes beginning sometime in 1987/88. 	 tou 

sca 

Can 
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Since imports of seed potatoes f rom other sources (i .e .

Europe) are rather limited, if non existent, this market sector was

not identified as a priority . However, based on discussions with the

industry, it appears f rom their assessment that Chinese production

harvesting, and storage technology is not very efficient . According

to a leading potato industry businessman, there is no potato

processing industry in China of the size or scope which exist in

Canada (lack of freezing capabilities and fast food service sector) .

Accordingly, an activity will be proposed for FY 1988/89 to further

assess China's requirements in this market sector and to determine

whether any market potential for potato harvesting, storage and

irrigation equipment exists .

China also imports Canadian apples through Hong Kong for sale

to Chinese expatriates enroute to Guangzhou and other cities .

According to the industry, Hong Kong is now Canada's fifth largest

importer of B .C . apples (1986 Jan-June exports $224,000) .

The Chinese are interested in improving the productivity of

their apple orchards and apple juicing operations and are seeking

Canadian assistance in this regard . The Canadian apple industry

appears to be taking .an active and independent role in this market

sector .

Other market sectors, which were not identified as priority

are : pulses .and special crops, bakery products and cereal

preparations, beverages, and confectionary and miscellaneous foods

(including snack foods) . This is due to the fact that China is a

developing country and accordingly consumer demand for western style

processed food products and other consumer goods is limited to the

tourist and hotel trade . In addition, the Chinese government, due to

scarcity of foreign exchange, discourages or restricts imports of most

Canadian products listed under this category .
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Exporters of other products such as hides, furs, and 

specialty commodities which were not identified as priority in this 

paper, will be assisted by the federal government on a responsive 

basis. 



2  
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D. CROSS SECTORAL STRATEGY  

Most of the activities to be included in this plan are 

specific to products-or subsectors. It is clear however, that there 

is also a need for government activities that are of a more general 

nature and that will be of potential benefit to all agri-food 

exporters. The most obvious such activities are those aimed at 

maintaining a framework of good relations conducive to increased 

agricultural trade, for example, exchanges of Ministerial visits and 

other high profile events intended to maintain open access for 

Canadian businessmen. 

Other activities - what might be classed as 'background 

studies' - are also required. Consultations with Canadian exporters 

active in China revealed a need for greater transparency concerning 

the China market and an improved distribution of information about the 

ways in which business is successfully being done. We also found a 

need to improve the commercial impact of some existing government 

activities and to provide support to potential Canadian exports by 

offering related education or training to the Chinese. 

In light of the results of our consultations on the draft 

market development plan, External Affairs will undertake seven 

projects with the following general objectives: 

- Seek to increase transparency of this China agri-food market by 

commissioning a study into the Chinese decision making process, 

the organization of the agri-food sector in China, the respective 

roles and interrelationships of various Chinese agencies, possible 

techniques to assess project proposals and modalities for ensuring 

adequate briefings for interested Canadians. 
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- Seek to assist Canadian new entrants to the Chinese market by 

identifying and assessing all available market entry mechanisms 

and making appropriate briefing materials available to interested 

Canadians. 

- Seek to ensure that Canadian exporters have comprehensive 

knowledge of financing mechanisms that may be used for exports to 

China by identifying and assessing such options and disseminating 

information to agri-food exporters. 

- Assist Canadian exporters to secure effective representation for 

exports to China by assembling all information available on the 

types of representation currently being used, comparing Canada's 

experience with others, examining the various options, examining 

the desirability and feasibility of increasing Canadian commercial 

representation in China and determining what recommendations, if 

any, should be made with respect to government action in this area. 

- Seek to improve the commercial benefits of government sponsored 

developmental activities in China. 

- Seek to increase the commercial impact of all government 

sponsored missions and official visits to China. 

- Assess the training needs of the Chinese relative to Canadian 

export marketing efforts and determine ways in which the 

government can assist to ensure that such training needs are met. 

- Provide potential exporters with timely and specific information 

on agricultural projects sponsored or financed by international 

financing institutions (e.g. World Bank, Asia Development Bank) 

and international development organizations (e.g. F.A.O., World 

Food Program). 
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- Publish a quarterly brief on agriculture trade opportunities in 

China listing emerging opportunities e.g. government policies, new 

projects, joint venture and co-production projects, and activities 

of other players in the market. This brief could be produced in 

conjunction with the China-Canada Trade Council. 

- Provide details on joint ventures and co-production arrangements 

in China listing examples of successful players in the agriculture 

sector (e.g. Australia, and Holland etc.). Also report on any new 

changes in joint venture law. 

- Encourage Canadian libraries and universities across the country 

to maintain mini libraries focusing on doing business in China. 

Develop a suggested list of suitable Chinese publications for 

potential use by businessmen interested in the China market. 

- A consideration will be given to establish general criteria for 

eligibility for assistance offered ,to potential exporters (e.g. 

post support, mission participation, cost sharing, export 

experience, sub-sector and sector match, long term commitment). 

FY 1987/88  

Aditionally, we propose to undertake the following activities 

in conjunction with other interested organizations in order to 

increase information available to Canadian agri-food exporters. 

1. 	Ministerial Agri-Trade Mission to China (Spring 1988): 

This proposed mission would be structured similar to the 1986 

mission which was lead by Minister Mayer. It is proposed that the 

delegation include agri-trade representatives who are already pursuing 

joint venture projects or about to submit proposals to their Chinese 
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counterparts with a view to facilitating and assisting them in their

endeavours . The delegation would also include businessmen who have

demonstrated strong interest in the market . The mission could visit

CIDA projects in Tianjin and Heilongjiang to highlight Canada' s

contribution to China's agriculture sector . Products and services to

be covered in this mission could include grain and seed handling and

cleaning and storage equipment, bakery equipment, slaughtering and

meat packing equipment, and possibly fertilizer and veterinary

equipment .

2 . China Agri-Trade Joint Venture Opportunities Seminars

1987-198 8

Conduct series of seminars (two per year) in major cities in

Canada to .address China agri-trade business opportunities . The

seminars would focus on joint venture opportunities in the agriculture

sector and would address commercial, financial, and legal aspects

relating to these potential opportunities . Two seminars would be held

in Montreal and Calgary in the Spring of 1988 and an additional two

would be held in Toronto and Vancouver in the spring of 1989 . It is

proposed that these seminars be sponsored jointly by DEA and private

sector firms involved in Canada-China trade .

3 . China Agri-Trade Sector mini-seminar s

It is proposed that two mini-seminars be held in Canada in

FYs 1987/88 and 1988/89 to address business opportunities in the

livestock sector as well as other priority agriculture sectors .

4 . Canada-China Joint Agricultural Committee (preparatory

meeting - September - October 1987) .
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5. Ministerial Mission to China (to negotiate JAC program for 

1988 and 1989 concluded) 

6. Sectoral aid development missions to China. (Two missions 

proposed by Ag Canada for FY 1987/88) 

FY 1988/89  

1. Ministerial (Provincial) Agri-Trade Mission to China 

(November 1988) 

The objective of this mission is to build on the momentum 

generated by the activities and initiatives undertaken in 1987 and 

earlier years. The delegation may include representatives from the 

livestock industry, seed industry, feed industry, agriculture 

consulting firms, and possibly the apple and seed potato industries 

(main interests include harvesting, planting and storage equipment). 

Financing Source: Joint DEA and province (possibly 

Saskatchewan or Ontario) 

2. China Agri-Trade Joint Venture Opportunities Seminars (Spring 

1989). These seminars would be held in Toronto and Vancouver. 

3. Ag Canada JAC Program 1988 and 1989 

Canada and China had negotiated the second Joint Agriculture 

Committee program which would be implemented during 1988 and 1989. 
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5. 	CIDA Projects 

a) Ongoing projects: (Appendix III) 

b) New projects. 

(List of new CIDA projects will be added 

as soon as the new program is announced in 1987) 





Sector 1 

Grains and Oilseeds  
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Sector 1. Grains and Oilseeds  (CITC Product Code: 

1. 	Sector Analysis  

a) Main Characteristic of Sector  

China's Grain Production: 

As indicated above, the increase in China's grain 

production will probably continue, but at a more 

moderate rate. The Seventh-Five-Year Plan production 

target of 450 million tonnes by 1990 is modest and 

realistic. To achieve this target, however, will require 

increased investment in modern farming methods and 

practices. 

b) Sub-sector of Prime Interest 

Wheat: 

Good harvests in the 1980's enabled China to reduce 

wheat imports from a record 13.3 million tonnes in 1982 

to an estimated 6 million tonnes in 1985. Meanwhile, 

wheat consumption appears to be rising rapidly due to 

significant changes in consumer preference and eating 

habits. Consequently irrespective of Chinese plans, the 

leading wheat exporting nations, including Canada, 

expect wheat imports to continue rising in the 

fores  eeable  future. 

Malting Barley: 

China periodically imports malting barley from Canada to 

blend with domestic varieties. The growth of foreign 
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joint venture malting house and brewing facilities in

China (Appendix VI) will likely lead to increased import

requirements for quality malting barley from Canada and

other sources .

c) lm Port System

The China National Cereals, Oils and Food staffs Import

and Export Corporation (CEROIL) is the sole government

agency responsible for imports of agricultur e

commodities including wheat and malting barley CEROIL

negotiates wheat and barley purchases directly with the

Canadian Wheat Board .

d) Distribution System

China generally arranges for its own transport of wheat

imports through three state corporations ; the China

National Foreign Trade Transportation Corporation, the

China Ocean Shipping Company, and the China National

Chartering Corporation
. The main ports (Shanghai,

Tianjin, Guangzhou, Shanton, and Dalian) have been

strained in recent years and delays in landing and

loading were frequent
. The bulk of grain imports is

carried internally by rail, river network and by sea .

e) Trade Flows (i .e . imports from Canada/other sources )

Cereal grains continue to be the largest component of

Canada's trade with China with wheat, barley, and wheat

flour accounting for approximately 36 .5% total exports
and 97 .2% of total agri cultural exports in 1985 . Other
sources are the U .S .A ., Australia, Argentina and the EEC .
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f) Competitor Marketing/Market Development Activities: 

Almost all wheat exporting countries provide technical 

assistance programs to assist the Chinese in utilization 

of imported wheat. The U.S. Wheat Associates operate a 

model mill, bakery and baking school in China. The 

Australian Wheat Board routinely conducts technical 

seminars in China and invites Chinese technicians to 

attend training courses at Australian milling and baking 

facilities. The Canadian International Grain Institute 

maintains an active training program for Chinese 

officials on behalf of the Wheat Board. More than 500 

Chinese officials have participated in CIGI courses 

since 1974. 

g) 	Constraints: 

The main constraint is the Chinese goal of reduced 

imports of Wheat while increasing domestic production. 

h) Canadian Capability: 

Canadian wheat is regarded as the best milling wheat in 

the world. It is commonly used as a blending wheat to 

improve the milling and baking quality of domestic or 

other imported wheats. The Chinese prefer Canadian 

wheat for its uniformity, cleanliness, and superior 

quality. 

i) Assessment of Potential: 

Canada has been a reliable supplier of quality wheat to 

China for more than a quarter cantury and continues to 
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be a preferred source of supply. However, the new 

Chinese policy prescribes that grain imports will no 

longer  be governed by long terms agreements with 

supplier countries including Canada. 

The Chinese have assured senior Canadian officials that 

they will ensure that Canada maintains its market share 

of wheat imports. Inports of malting barley are likely 

to continue, but on an irregular basis. 

j) Sunmary of Canadian Private Sector Interests and 

Activities: 

The Canadian private sector participates in the numerous 

seminars and courses conducted by the Canadian 

International Grains Institute every year. The 

industries associated with wheat trade, including grain 

and seed handling, distribution, storage, and baking 

have always been involved in the various technical 

missions to and from China. As a result of this 

involvement opportunities have been identified for 

grains and seed cleaning equipment, storage and silo 

equipnent as well as bakery equipnent. A few Canadian 

consulting engineering firms are presently pursuing 

opportunities to build port grain receiving and handling 

facilities. 

A separate strategy for equipnent will be discussed 

under the grain and seed handling, cleaning and storage 

equipment sector. 
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SECTOR STRATEGY 

a) Conclusions and Market Development Objectives  

Canadian grain sales are going well, and the outlook is 

promising for larger wheat sales and the development of barley and 

perhaps malt business on a large scale. Our trade relations are 

excellent. Canada must continue to provide reliable supply, high 

quality and custmner service. Great care must be taken to ensure that 

issues outside of the grain area do not develop into irritants which 

impinge on grain sales. 

As noted earlier, the Chinese indicate that they will 

continue to import Wheat and malting barley from Canada albeit at 

perhaps reduced levels. However the Chinese policy is to no longer 

negotiate long term agreements with any supplier including Canada. 

Canada's objéctive is to maintain its market share and ensure 

that the Chinese continue to regard Canada as a priority source for 

milling wheat and malting barley. The Canadian Wheat Board market 

maintenance efforts, in part through the Canadian International Grains 

Institute and the office of the Minister responsible for the Wheat 

Board have traditionally managed to ensure that this objective is 

achieved. 

b) Proposed Market Development Program  

The Wheat Board devotes considerable resources to maintaining 

Canada's market elare in China. Through the Canadian International 

Grains Institute, and the Canadian Grain Commission, the Wheat Board 

conducts technical courses, and hosts numerous Chinese missions every 

year. In this way the Board is able to maintain an excellent 

relationship with CEROIL. 
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Consequently, no additional Federal market developaent

activities are proposed in this paper .

Our post in Beijing, should meanwhile continue to contribute
and provide full

support to the Canadian Wheat Board activities in

China as and when required .

Major Activities :

There are regular visits to China by Ministers, including CWB

Ministers, for good will and business developnent
.purposes . The

Chinese Minister of Foreign Economics and Trade Relations (MOFERT),

who is responsible for CEROIL, was in Canada in April 1981
.at the

invitation of the Wheat Board Minister
. There are of course, also

regular Wheat Board visits for negotiations .

The Canadian International Grains Institute has regularly

asked Chinese participants to attend international courses in

Winnipeg . More i
.-nportantly, the Institute has held 11 bilateral

courses specifically for the Chinese
. These are a success and will be

continued . The CIGI is funded 60 % by the Department and 40% by the
CWB .

Future Opportunities :

China is now the world's largest wheat producer
. While wheat

imports from Canada, and all sources, have fallen sharply from the

high levels of the early 1980's the outlook is for continued

substantial sales by Canada over the longer tean particularly as the

Chinese standard of living continues to rise
. Prime Minister Zhao

recently stated that China's wheat production could not possibly keep

up with their increasing need for wheat and China would continue to be

a substantial importer of wheat at least until the year 2000 if not
beyond .
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Consunption of beer in China is increasing by about 30% 

annually which is, in tarn, resulting in demand for malt in excess of 

domestic production capability. Brewing capacity is currently about 

22 million hectolitres, or more than double 1981 capacity of 9.1 

million. Funds have been allocated, according to Chinese food 

industry sources, to increase production to 50 million hectolitres 

over the next few years. Although total Chinese imports of malt are 

only about 10 thousand tonnes it is expected that Import demand will 

grow substantially unless barley malt facilities are rapidly 

expanded. In the latter case it seems likely that malting barley 

would have to be imported. 

There are also prospects of feed barley sales as the Chinese 

livestock industry develops in response to Chinese expectations in 

regard to the quality of their diet. 

Government Activity: 

There have been trade irritants raised from time to time 

which have not been helpful to our relations in the grain trade, e.g. 

textiles, mushrooms. However, in recent years, these problems have 

been handled with sensitivity to the importance of wheat sales to 

China. 

Planned Agriculture Canada JAC Activities for 1987  

1. Cereal Crop Mission to China (Ag Canada JAC III 2.2). 

This activity is noted although it does not directly 

relate to market development. (It involves collection 

of gernplasm in various Chinese provinces. 

2. Wheat Study Mission to Canada (Ag Canada JAC III 1.2) 
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Oilseeds Sub-sector 

Objectives in China 

Since 1982, there has been no active market development 

activity with respect to oilseeds or oilseed producti. Industry 

opinion of the Chinese market is that domestic oilseed production has 

increased to the point sekere self-sufficiency could be maintained, and 

that potential for Canadian oilseeds and products is limited. 

Major Activities 

In 1980, a technical mission visited China for a two week 

period, and was followed in 1982 by a Chinese delegation visiting 

Canada. There have been no major activities initiated or carried out 

since that time. 

Future Opportunities 

With population growth and higher incoaes, greater deaand for 

vegetable oil could be expected. In addition, China's livestock 

industry is expanding and this could lead to significantly increased 

demand for protein meals. 

Oilseeds utilization in China is an area where significant 

technology transfer is required. 

Government Support Mechanisms 

Government support programs (PEED, CIGI) are responsive to 

industry requirements and (subject to availability of funds) capable 

of meeting industry and government objectives. 
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Recommendations 

The Canadian canola industry should be encouraged to 

undertake a comprehensive review of this potential market, 

highlighting changing requirements for oilseeds and vegetable oil 

imports, potential for sales of Canadian oilseeds to this country and 

the merits of possible technical exchange. Government should assist 

this activity through various support mechanisms possibly including 

CIGI. 
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Sector 2. Livestock:  (CTIC Product Code: 

1. Sector Analysis  

a) Main Characteristic of Sector  

The Seventh Five—Year Plan emphasis is on increasing 

production and consumption of animal proteins. According to 

a recent U.S. Attache report (May 1986) from Beijing, the 

1990 targets for the output of major livestock products are 

as follows: 

Meat: 	22.75 million tones, up 19.7 percent over 1985. 

Milk: 	6.25 million tons, up 110 percent over 1985. 

Eggs: 	8.75 million tons, up 65 percent over 1985. 

To achieve these goals, incentives and an adjustment in the 

pricing of domestic meat as well as incentives to increase 

feed production have been provided under the New Farm 

Policy. As a result significant increases (75%) were 

achieved in poultry, swine and cattle production in 1984. 

The dairy industry is one of the least developed of the 

livestock sub—sectors and is highlighted in the new plan. 

Enphasis is placed on expanding the dairy cattle population 

through introduction of high yielding breeding stock. The 

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fishery plans 

to increase China's dairy cattle population from one million 

to 10 million by the year 2000. 

h) 	Sub—sectors of Prime Interest: 

Breeding dairy cattle & semen and eabryos 

Breeding swine 

Breeding poultry stock (baby chicks and turkey poultries) 
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Breeding Dairy Cattle, Semen  and Embryos Sub-sector  (CITC Product 

Code: 

1. 	Sub-sector Analysis  

China considers Canada to be a preferred supplier of dairy 

cattle and semen. The current CIDA program and Agriculture Canada's 

Joint Agriculture Committee (JAC) program of technology exchange have 

succeeded in impressing the Chinese authorities and directing their 

attention to the considerable Canadian expertise and capability that 

exists with respect to the dairy breeding, semen and embryos 

sub-sector. 

Canada signed five Veterinary Health Agreements with China in 

1985. This was a significant step in our bilateral relationship for 

agriculture trade. It enabled some Canadian firms to export modest 

quantities of dairy breeding stock and semen to China in 1985/86. 

The Agreement expires in 1987. As this plan was being 

prepared a new agreement was reached (October 1987). It appears that 

the terms of the new agreement will be more onerous than the original, 

making trade in live animals, particularly dairy cattle, more 

difficult for Canadian exporters. Nonetheless, experienced Canadian 

exporters are of the view that the new requirements can be met and 

trade will be able to continue, albeit at levels lower than those that 

had been projected earlier. 
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Inport System  

The follOwing flow chart shows the steps a livestock producer 

must follow When acquiring/purchasing cattle and/or semen in most 

Chinese Provinces. 

e. Farm Manager 

Animal Industry 

Commerce Corporation 

1 

Provincial Bureau, 

Animal  Husbandry - 

PRC Ministry of Agriculture 

(MAAHF)  

State Council 

State Planning 

Commission 

Foreign Currency* 

(Bank of China) 

State Economic 

Commission  

Bureaà of Animal Husbandry 

CABS (China National Animal 

Breeding Stock Inport/Export 

Corp.1 

Foreign Supplier 

* N.B.: 	The state usually controls the foreign currency. Where 

a province has its own foreign currency, it can bypass 

this approval process. 
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d) Distribution System  

Imported livestock is transported by air freight to 

quarantine facilities in specific areas throughout the 

country. Following quarantine ' testing formalities, the 

cattle and swine are shipped by trains and trucks to their 

final destination. 

e) Trade Flows  

Since the signature of the Animal Health Agreement in March 

1985, Canadian exporters have been able to sell breeding 

dairy cattle ($96,000 in 1985 and $398,000 in 1986). Semen 

exports in 1985 exceeded $1 million. 

China also imports breeding stock from other sources 

including Holland, W. Germany and the U.K. with the largest 

proportion being imported from these sources through Hong 

Kong. 

f) Competitor Marketing/Market Development Activities  

Almost all exporting countries maintain an active program of 

technical exchange with the Chinese end users and regularly 

participate in exhibitions in China and visit the major 

dairy producing provinces. Some competitor countries (e.g. 

U.K. and New Zealand) have withdrawn from the market, at 

least temporarily, because of the more onerous conditions 

being demanded by the Chinese in the animal health agreements. 

Canada also invests heavily in the development of trade in 

this sub-sector through technical training and CIDA sponsored 

projects. 
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g) Constraints 

1. Lack of foreign exchange 

2. Chinese negotiating style 

3. Management of Chinese quarantine facilities 

4. Conpetitors Technical and Marketing activities 

5. Onerous health protocol conditions and inappropriately 

written specifications. 

6. Lack of livestock husbandry skills and liaited 

understanding of genetics. 

7. Paucity of agriculture sector infrastructure. 

h) Canadian Dairy Cattle Capability  

Canadian dairy cattle are considered (by the Canadian 

industry) to be along the best and most productive dairy 

cattle in the world. The exacting standards enployed by the 

Canadian breeders ensure clienis receive excellent, reliable 

and high yielding stock. 

Canadian cattle seaen reflects the high quality of Canadian 

breeding dairy cattle and is considered to be a product of 

top quality. 

i) Assessment of Potential 

It remains to be seen whether China will increase its 

reliance on inporting seaen to upgrade their dairy cattle 

population or introduce high quality Canadian born Holsteins 

to expand the population at a more accelerated pace. In this 

regard, it should be noted again that the Chinese Ministry of 

Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fishery plans to increase 

the country's dairy cattle population to 10 million by the 
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year 2000, up from the present level of one million. It 

should be noted however, that the Canadian trade believes the 

Chinese projections are unrealistic, particularly in light of 

the difficult health chart that have been put in place. 

j) Summary of Canadian Private Sector Interests and Activities  

Since the signature of the Veterinary Health Agreements in 

1985, Canadian exporters have pursued the Chinese market 

aggressively. Snell sales of breeding Holsteins were made, 

and some technical difficulties were encountered. These are 

being resolved by Agriculture Canada Health of Animals 

officials. The Veterinary Health Agreements expired in 1987 

and were replaced by new agreements signed in October 1987. 

The private sector continues to be heavily involved in CIDA - 

sponsored agriculture projects and in many of the JAC 

activities and missions. 
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2 . SE CTOR S TRATEGY

Breeding Dairy Cattle, Semen, and Finbryos Sub-sector

a) Conclusions and Market Development Objective s

Canada's cattle industry can provide a world class selection

of breeding dairy stock to the Chinese . The industry also has

superior technical capabilities and knowledge . Canada's market

developaent objectives are therefore to ensure that the Chinese become

fully aware of Canadian breed quality and through appropriate

assistance to ensure they achieve maximum potential from imported

cattle, semen and embryos . Considerable work in this has already been

done and more activities are planned to strengthen Canada's foothold

in the market against fierce competition by European and Anerican

exporters . The near texm potential for breeding dairy cattle is

modest, constrained by the health protocol, but that the longer term

potential could be quite promising, depending on our successes during

this difficult period .

b) Proposed Market Develo pnent Program (FY's 1987/88 - 1988/89 )

1. Animal Health Protocol Missions and Services :

a . Modifications to the Animal Health Pro to co ls with China

(two visits by officials fo= both countries) .

( proposed by AG CDA for FY 1987/88 )

P .S . : It is in Canada's interest, at least at present,

to press for continuing review and im provements in the

agreements .
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b. 	Continued support in servicing export market and review 

of the Animal Health Requirements (exchange of visits 

and consultations between officials in both countries). ,  

(proposed by AG CDA for FY 1987/88) 

II Technical Training  

With the Health of Animals Agreements now in place and 

quarantine procedures being negotiated, it appears that prospects for 

increased exports of dairy cattle in the medium term are good. 

However given the Chinese desire to realize maximum potential from the 

cattle they source from Canada and in view of the Canadian industry 

desire to demonstrate and impress their clients with the superior 

quality of their breeding stock, DEA proposes that Canada offer 

appropriate Chinese technicians and managers the opportunity to attend 

intensive livestock training courses in Canada. The courses, 

extending up to 6 months each, would be offered in conjunction with 

planned future CIDA dairy projects could cover proper herd management, 

maintenance, health and feeding techniques at the International 

Livestock Management School in Kemptville (the school is managed by 

Semex Canada). A special program, dealing with live cattle management 

as well as genetic material technology should be developed in 

consultation with the industry and the Chinese end-users. The 

training could be tailored to best fit the needs of the Chinese 

clients. It is farther proposed that training for genetic material 

technology should be made contract specific. 

A key to the success of these courses would be the selection 

of suitable candidates by the Chinese, in cooperation with the posts. 
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Action Plan :

FY 1987/88 FY 1988/89

Date : Spring 1988 Fall 1988

or

Spring 1989

Course duration: 3 months 3 months

Number of participants : 10 persons 10 persons

Following each course, two Canadians industry specialists would travel

to China to work with Chinese technicians and managers upon their

return from Canada in order to ensure that imported Canadian cattle

perform to their optimum potential .

III Dairy Cattle and Genetic Materials Exporters Mission s

Two missions lead by senior industry officials assisted by

DEA Trade Commissioners, are proposed for FYs 1987/88 and 1988/89 .

Objective

The 1987/88 mission would visit Heilongjiang and Jilin

provinces . The 1988/89 mission would visit Sichuan, Hebei, and

Liaoning provinces
. It is also proposed that each mission would hav e

the opportunity to meet China's Hong Kong based agent/representatives

and livestock traders . The Hong Kong based agents of foreign as well

as Chinese firms play an important role in the livestock trade with

China .

Financing Source : DEA
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IV Tours of CIDA Projects in China  

It is proposed that the Post organize tours for four groups 

of Chinese officials to visit CIDA sponsored projects in Harbin and 

Tanggu during FYs 1987/88 and 1988/89. This activity would have to be 

worked out with China on quid pro quo basis. 

Objective: 

To demonstrate and highlight the successful Canadian 

contribution to the development of the Chinese livestock sector. 

These visits could possibly include short technical seminars on cattle 

breeding and management. 

Sponsors: DEA and CIDA 

V 	Ag CDA/CIDA Tanggu Mission (FY 1987/88)  

This mission would visit the CIDA - financed Tanggu animal 

quarantine project to monitor the program and undertake extension work 

(one visit by project director and 3 visits by veterinarans). 

Sponsors: CIDA 

VI Canada-China Joint Agriculture Committee (Preparatory Meeting 

- China, September - October 1987) 

Sponsor: AG CDA 

VII Outgoing Ministerial Visit (JAC) to China  - October 1987 

Sponsor: Ag Cda 
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VIII Outgoing General Planning Mission to China to Identify  

Priority Sectors for Aid Project Development  (FY 1987/88) 

Sponsors: AG CDA and CIDA 

This mission (VIII) which is being proposed by AG CDA, would 

be organized to coincide with the timing of the preparatory meeting 

for the JAC in 1987. The intent is to tie in planned JAC activities 

with future potential CIDA projects to ensure that activities 

complement each other and achieve the desired objective. 

The missions VI - VIII, while general in nature will 

highlight the breeding dairy cattle market sub-sector. 

VIII AG China 87 and AG China 88  

DEA would recommend participation of Canadian industry in 

each event. The nature and scope of Canadian participation (i.e. 

whether to have an all Canada Stand or just an Info Booth) will be 

determined on the basis of progress achieved in the commercial trade 

front and the degree of industry interest. Industry role in these 

events will be maximized. The use of visual aids should be expanded 

and oriented to address each agriculture sector separately - i.e. a 

mural to highlight the livestock sector, another for equipment, and a 

third for grain and seed production. 

Sponsor: DEA 

IX The Second China's Agribusiness Challenge Conference  

It is proposed that this consultative conference be held in 

April 1988. The Conference would focus on results achieved since the 

first was held and propose options for the following two years. 

Sponsor: DEA, Ag Canada and CIDA 

Financing: Mechanism for joint funding would be established. 
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Breeding Swine Sub-sector (CITC Product Code

1 . Sub-sector Analysi s

a) Main Characteristics of Sub-sector

)

Canada is a major swine producer and exporter . Canadian

swine are highly productive and are considered to be highly efficient

feed converters . They produces lean carcasses and high quality pork .

China, also a major producer and exporter, has prolific, fast growing

swine although not as efficient in feed conversion as Canadian swine .

They generally produce fatty carcasses and lower quality pork . The

Chinese are planning to establish intensive western style swine

production units and upgrade the quality and performance of their

native lines . Canadian breeding swine which thrives under confinement

conditions in intensive production units are ideally suited for this

purpose .
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b) 	Import System 

• The following flow chart shows the steps a livestock 

producer must follow when acquiring/purchasing swine in most 

Chinese Provinces. 

Fa= Manager 	 State Council 

*le* 
Animal Industry 	 State Planning 

Coamerce Corporation 	 Comaission 

1 
Provincial Bureau 	 Foreign Currency* 

Animal Husbandry 	 (Bank of China) T, 

PRC Ministry of Agriculture State Econoaic 

(MAAHF) I 	 Commission 

Bureau of Animal Husbandry 

CABS (China National Animal 

Breeding Stock Import/Export 

Corp.) 	1 

Foreign Supplier 

* That state usually controls the foreign currency. Where 

a province has its own foreign currency, it can bypass 

this approval process. 
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c) Distribution System 

Imported livestock is transported by air freight to 

quarantine-facilities in specific areas throughout the 

country. Following quarantine testing formalities, the 

cattle and swine are shipped by trains and trucks to their 

final destination. 

d) Trade Flows (i.e. imports from Canada and other sources) 

The first shipment of Canadian swine to China was made in 

1986 ($60,000) and more significant sales are expected in 1987. 

Although some quarantine problems were encountered with this shipment, 

Ag Canada officials are confident that this problem will not reoccur 

in the future. 

Chinese imports of swine were relatively insignificant 

(e440,000 in 1982 - mainly from Belgium, the U.S., Japan, all via Hong 

Kong). In 1984 China imported a total of $55,000 worth of swine 

mainly from Hong Kong and France. Since Hong Kong is not a producer 

of swine, it is assumed that swine imported from other destinations 

were trans-shipped through Hong Kong ports. 

e) Competitive Marketing/Market Development Activities 

Canadian breeding swine exporters face relatively strong 

competition from American, British and Danish exporters. Exporters 

from these countries undertake limited market development technical 

activities in support of their exports. 
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f) Constraints

1 . lack of foreign exchang e

2 . management of Chinese quarantine facilities

3 . Chinese negotiating style

4 . lack of suitable infrastructure (large scale production

operations )

5 . limited level of technical capability in China .

g) Canadian Capability

Canada is a recognized world leader in swine breeding and

swine management . The Chinese recognize that Canadian expertise could

significantly contribute to their efforts to modernize their swine

sub-sector . While the Canadian swine industry is eager to export high

quality selected breeding stock to China as well as transfer swine

management technology to the benefit of the Chinese . The industry

have realistic expectations about this market however .

h) Assessment of Potential

It is too early to accurately quantify potential for Canadian

exports to China . The Chinese swine sub-sector has traditionally been

highly fragmented with most production at the household level . If the

Chinese decide to introduce intensive swine production in a

significant way, good opportunities for Canadian swine may be

expected . The industry estimates exports of Canadian breeding swine

could reach 1000 head annually by 1990 .

i) Summary of Canadian Private Sector Interests and

Activities

Canadian exporters have been involved in several technical

and sales missions to China in recent years and have participated in
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Ag China 85 and 86. They have also hosted numerous visiting Chinese 

delegations to Canada in the last few years. 

2. SECTOR STRATEGY 

a) Conclusions and Market Developnent Objectives 

Chinese 

are deficient in 

inefficient feed  

swine, noted for their prolific reproduction cycle, 

a number of technical areas. They are considered 

converters compared to Canadian stock and produce 

pork which is not as lean as Canadian pork. The Chinese are seeking 

to combine the attractive characteristics of Canadian swine with the 

obvious positive features of their own lines. Canada's efforts should 

focus on convincing the Chinese that intensive swine production is the 

best solution to improving their production. The use of Canadian 

breeding stock by Chinese peasants should also be encouraged. 

Canadian success in this sub-sector in China, however, will depend on 

Chinese success in introducing intensive swine production on a large 

scale over the next five years. The following program is proposed to 

assist the Chinese in accomplishing this objective: 

b) Proposed Market Development Program 

1. Technical Training Courses 

DEA proposes that two technical training courses (similar to 

those proposed for dairy breeding cattle) be offered to Chinese 

technical managers in =junction with planned CIDA projects in this 

sub-sector. 

held at the 

Kemptville, 

the success 

the Chinese 

These two courses, lasting three months each would be 

International School of Livestock Management at 

Ontario. As stated in the case of dairy cattle, a key to 

of these courses is the selection of good candidates by 

in cooperation with the posts. 
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Fall 1988 

or 

Spring 1989 

3 months 

10 persons 
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Action Plan 

FY 1987/88  

Dates: Spring 1988 

Course duration: 3 months 

Number of participants: 10 persons 

Financing Source: A mechanism for joint financing would be 

established. 

As with the dairy breeding cattle courses, following each 

course, Canadian specialists would travel to China to work with 

Chinese technicians and managers (i.e. the course participants) to 

ensure that  imported Canadian swine perform to their optimum . potential. 

II Swine Technical Mission to China (Ag Canada JAC III 2.5, 1987) 

The objective of this mission was to provide necessary 

technical assistance to the Chinese end users in major swine 

producing provinces. This activity had increased Chinese 

awareness of the advantages of Canadian swine. ' 

III Swine Exporters Mission to China (FY 1987/88) 

Funding Source: DEA 

Date: March 1988 
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The exporters would concentrate on end users in the Provinces of 
Guangdong and Sichuan and arrangements would be made to meet with Hong 

Kong based traders/agents of swine for China accounts. 

IV Swine Technical Mission to China (suggested by DEA for 

consideration in Ag Canada JAC* Program for 1988 and 1989) 

This mission is proposed by DEA for possible inclusion in the 

second Agriculture Canada JAC program to be be negotiated in 1987. 

Its objectives would be similar to those given for the JAC III 2.5 

already implemented in July 1987 

V 	Swine Exporters Mission to China FY 1988/89 

This mission would follow the above proposed JAC activities 

for 1988 and 1989. The format and regions to be visited would be 

similar to those suggested for the 1987/88 mission (III). 

Funding Source: DEA 

Date: March 1989 

In addition to the above proposed activities, it is 

anticipated that general cross/sectoral missions listed under the 

dairy breeding cattle market sub-sector (IV - VIII) would include 

swine market development elements in their program. 

VI Ag China 88 

Depending on industry interest, live swine could be featured 

in 	event . 

* NOTE: SUGGESTIONS FOR JAC PROGRAM IN 1988 and 1989  ARE  INDICATED 

FOR THE PURPOSE OF ILLUSTRATION ONLY. ALL JAC ACTIVITIES ARE 

SUBJECT TO NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN AG CANADA AND MAAEF. 
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Breeding Poultry Sub-sector  (CITC Product Code 

1. Sub-sector Analysis 

a) Main Characteristics of Sub-sector 

Canada is a leader in breeding poultry production and 

management and Canadian baby chicks are exported to more than 

90 countries. The signing of the Animal Health Agreement with China 

has improved sales prospects for baby chicks and turkey poult: 	into 

that market. 

b) Import System 

The following flow chart shows the steps an exporter must 

follow when exporting poultry breeding stock. 

4. 
Provincial Bureau . 
Animal Husbandry 

4 
PRC Ministry of Agriculture 
(MAAHF) 

Nk 
Bureau of Animal Husbandry 

CABS (China National Animal 
Breeding Stock import/Export 
Corp.) 

.4—Foreign  Supplier  

Foreign  Currency* 
(Bank of China) 

State Economic 
Commission 

* 	N.B.: The state usually controls the foreign currency. Where 
a province has its own foreign currency, it can bypass 
this approval process. 
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c) Distribution System

Imported poultry breeding stock is transported by air freight

to quarantine facilities in specific areas throughout the country .

Following quarantine testing formalities, the breeding poultry stock

is shipped by train and trucked to its final destination .

d) Trade Flows

China imports baby chicks from several sources including the

U .S ., W . Germany, France, the Netherlands as well as Hong Kong . Total

imports in 1984 were US $975,000 . Canadian exports to China were

W1,000 in 1985, and $135,000 during the first six months of 1986 .

e) Competitive•Marketing/Market Development Activitie s

Europeans producers have always been keenly interested in the

Chinese market . The Netherlands and France-are presently attempting

to promote and introduce totally integrated poultry production units

into China .

f) Constraint s

1 . lack of foreign exchange

2 . limited large-scale production operation s

3 . Lack of information about the true requirements of the

Chinese users .

g) Canadian Capability

Canada's only exporter of poultry (chicken) breeding stock is

well placed to supply high quality day-old baby chicks to China

quickly and efficiently either from its breeding farms in Canada or
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France. Similarity, Canadian turkey breeders are equally capable of 

providing high quality poultries to meet Chinese requirements (exports 

to China of $11,000 in 1984). 

The industry has highly reputable technical service 

capabilities which can be provided to assist the Chinese in achieving 

the maximum benefit of Canadian breeding stock shipnents. Canada is 

also capable of canpetitively supplying infrastructure and chicken 

production equipment. 

h) Assessment of Potential 

There appears to be good potential for increased exports of 

poultry breeding stock into China. However, sale volumes are not 

expected to be large. 

i) Summary of Canadian Private Sector Interests and Activities 

The Canadian exporters of poultry (baby chicks and turkey 

poultries) have continuously denonstrated interest in the Chinese 

market and participated in Ag China 85 and Ag China 86. They have 

also received many Chinese delegations in their plants and 

participated in seminars concerned with agricultural trade with China. 

2. SECTOR STRATEGY 

a) 	Conclusions and Market Developnent Objectives 

The Chinese are reasonably aware of the potential of Canadian 

poultry breeding stock. They continue to import Canadian (day old) 

chicks although there is considerable variation in quantities from 

year to year. 
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Canada's objective should be to increase the volume of 

exports of poultry to China while increasing our ability to accurately 

project Chinese requirements in order to maintain a more consistent 

and growing levei of shipment. To this end the following activities 

are proposed. 

b) 	Proposed Market Development Program (FYs 1987/88 - 1988/89) 

1. 	Poultry Industry Mission to China (FY 1988/89) 

This mission, proposed for March 1989, would include poultry 

industry officials (breeding poultry and turkey), incubator 

manufacturers, feed consultants, and a veterinaran. The mission's 

objective would be to reach end-users in major poultry producing 

provinces in China and to identify new market opportunities. The 

mission could hold brief technical seminars in several locations. 

Financing Source: DEA and the industry 

IL Poultry Industry Involvement in Ministerial and/or  

Cross-Sectoral Missions to China 

It is expected that representatives of the Canadian 

poultry industry will be represented in certain planned 

cross-sectoral missions to China. 

* NOTE: SUGGESTIONS FOR JAC ACTIVITIES IN 1988 AND 1988 ARE 

INDICATED FOR THE PURPOSE OF ILLUSTRATION ONLY. ALL JAC 

ACTIVITIES ARE SUBJECT TO NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN AG CANADA AND MAAHF. 





Sector 3

Seeds (Forage Seeds, Hybrid Seed Corn and Canola Seed)
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Sector 3. Seeds (Forage Seeds, Hybrid Seed Corn and CanclIa. Seed)  
(CITC Product Code 

1. 	Sector Analysis  

a) Main Characteristics of Sector 

The Canadian seed industry can offer a comprehensive range of 

seed and technology to the Chinese given the similarity in climatic 

conditions between the northern and northeast regions of China and the 

Canadian prairies. The Chinese are interested in improving the 

productivity of their grassland, increasing hybrid corn production, as 

well as introducing high quality Canadian low erucic acid canola 

varieties. 

b) Import System 

Canada and China are presently negotiating a Plant Health 

Agreement dealing individually with forage seeds, hybrid seed corn, 

soy bean seed, grapevines and seed potato. A, mission to China from 

the Plant Health Division of Ag Canada during 1987 is planned to 

complete the negotiations. 

c) Distribution System 

A. major barrier to continuing seed sales to China is the lack 

of an internal distribution system to the farmers' level for the 

product. The lack of seed testing facilities in China corn rounds the 

difficulties. 
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d) 	Trade Flows 

China imports a variety of plant seeds from various sources 

including the U.S., Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Denmark, France, 

W. Germany and Canada ($3.7 million in total imports in 1984). The 

bulk of imports ($1,393 million, or 78% of total imports in 1984) was 

imported through Hong Kong. Canadian exports in 1984 were $27,000. 
\ 

In 1986, China imported a small quantity of rapeseed from 

Canada ($40,000 in the first four months). Recent seed exports to 

China during May 1985 to April 1986 were $346,000. These exports 

include cloverseed, grass seed, grass seed red fescue and hybrid seed 

corn. China, a major rapeseed producer, intends to expand exports to 

Japan through introduction of high quality low erucic acid varieties. 

e) 	Competitive Marketing/Market Development Activities 

f) 	Constraints 

1. lack of foreign exchange 

2. lack of appreciation in China for certified seed 

3. lack of understanding of the benefits to be derived 

through cultivation of forage (vs wild growth). 

g) 	Canadian Capability 

Canada is a world leader in plant seed production. Our 

national seed regulations are recognized generally, and have been 

granted equivalence in EEC regulations and standards. Exacting 
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standards for quality (purity, germination, health and trueness to

variety) have been established by the federal government and apply

unifonnally in all provinces .

h) Assessment of Potential

A good commercial potential exists particularly for forage

seeds, and hybrid seeds as well as canola seed . The Chinese are

particularly interested in expanding and inproving their rapeseed

production .

i) Sum,nary of Canadian Private Sector Interests and

Activities

The Canadian seed industry has been active in the Chinese

market for many years . Presently, the industry is undertaking the

management of a Seed Improve.nent Project in Heilongjiang on behalf of

CIDA with the objective of assisting the Chinese in the improveQent in

the management of seed breeding, production and processing . The

industry, through the Canadian Seed Trade Association, maintains close

contact with the federal government regarding seed trade activities in

China .

2 . SECTOR STRATEGY

a) Conclusions and Market Developnent Objective s

The Chinese, as outlined in the 7th Five-Year Plan, are

deter.nined to increase forage production and improve corn production

through utilization of high quality inputs such as forage seeds and

hybrid seed corn . Canada's objective is to benefit from this

opportunity and export increased quantities of forage seeds and hybrid

seed corn . Therefore increasing Chinese awareness about Canada's seed
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industry capabilities could help in achieving potential export sales 

objectives. Assistance provided by the post to increase the 

transparency of the Chinese seed production, testing and distribution 

system would further enhance trade prospects for Canadian seeds. 

b) Proposed Market Development Program (FYs 1987/88 — 1988/89) 

This market sector is expected to benefit significantly from 

the recently signed Plant Health Protocol as well as the CIDA 

Heilongjiang Seed Improvement Project (emccited by the Canadian Seed 

Trade Association). 

Action Plan: 

Chinese Tours of CIDA — Heilongjiang Seed Improvement 

Project 

FY 1987/88 	 FY 19d8/89 

Number of Tours: TWO (Spring 1988) 	 Two (Spring/Fall) 

Number of participants: 25 	 25 

Financing Source: DEA 	 DEA 

Sponsor: Beijing Post 	 Beijing Post 

Financing Source: DEA and possibly CIDA 

II Plant Genetics Mission to China (JAC III 2.8, 1987) 

This mission is not directly related to market development 

as it will attempt to source new Chinese plant germplasm for Canadian 

research purposes. However, it is proposed that the mission include a 
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representative from the seed trade to increase industry awareness

about potential opportunities in the market . (The CIDA-Heilongjiang

project will continue to be operational until the end of FY 1988/89 . )

Financing Source : University of Guelph

III Programming Mission to China to Identify Priority Sectors for

Aid Project Developmen t

This mission, proposed by AG CDA for all agriculture sectors,

would include a representative from the seed trade to assist in the

identification of appropriate projects for his industry's involvement .

IV Seed Industry Quality Control Course (FY (1988/89 )

It is proposed that the seed industry in conjunction with the

Canadian International Grains Institute organize a short (5-day) .

course in China (Hetlangjiang-CIDA site) for Chinese seed industry

specialists to enhance their knowledge about seed quality control

procedures . The course would involve technologists from all the

important Chinese provinces .

Financing source : DEA (or possibly AG CDA)

V Grassland Mission to Canada

Proposed by AG CDA for FY 1987/88 .

VI Cross-Sectoral Activities (1987-1989 )

In addition to the above proposed activities, it is

anticipated that this market sector will be represented in the

following cross sectoral strategy projects :
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1. Ag China 87 and Ag China 88 

2. Ministerial Mission to  China (Ag Canada JAC mission in 

1987) 

3. Ministerial Agri-Trade Industry Mission (FY 1987/88) 
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Sector 4  

Food Pro cessing Equi puent  
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Sector 4 . Food Processing Equiprnent (CITC Code

1 . Sector Analysis :

)

a) Main Characteristics of Sector

b) Sub-sector(s) of Prime Interest

c) Import System

d) Distribution System

e) Trade Flows

f) Competition Marketing/Market Developnent Açtivities

g) Cons train t s

h) Canadian Capability

i) Assessment of Potential

j) Summary of Canadian Private Sector Interests and Activities
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Department of Regional Industrial Expansion Market Development  

Suggested Strategy for the Agri-Food Sector in China  

1. China is not considered a suitable market for special market 

development activlties for food processing equipment. In 

general, the Chinese want Canadian canpanies to offer their 

technology and know-how free of cost. When purchases of 

Canadian equipment are rarely made, it is usually to 

facilitate the cloning of the manufactare of the same item in 

China for widespread use or for the scaling up of pilot 

plants to accommodate larger throughputs. 

2. The few Canadian manufacturers of food processing equipment 

who have participated in trade missions, fairs and the like, 

are in unrelated areas of equipment design. A strategy of 

trade shows, missions and special trade promotional 

activities is not appropriate for assisting these few, 

unrelated Canadian companies. For the present, full use of 

the existing funding available under PEMD and a concentrated 

intelligence gathering exercise directed at opportunities 

involving the supply of Canadian-built food processing 

equipment is the recommended market development strategy. 
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2. SECTOR STRATEGY 

a) Conclusions and Recommendations 

The priority of the food processing sector is reflected in 

the seventh Five-Year Plan (1986-1990) in which China plans to invest 

1 2-3 billion U.S. in order to double production output of a range of 

products including  fruits and juices, infant foods, vegetable oils, 

dairy products, canned foods, processed meats and soybean. 

In view of the priority given to this sector by the Chinese, 

and given the relatively limited Canadian export capability in certain 

sub-sectors, Canada's market development objective will have to be 

directed to enhance prospects for exports of the following 

which Canada appears to have a competitive edge (listed in 

degree of market potential). 

products in 

order of 

Sub-sector 1: 

Sub-sector 2: 

Sub-sector 3: 

Sub-sector 4: 

Sub-sector 5: 

Baking equipment; small and mediva scale bakeries. 

Animal slaughterhouse and meat packing equipment. 

Grain/seed cleaning, handling and storage equipment. 

Controlled environment technology. 

Oilseed processing equipment 

(deodorizer)/technology. 

Sub-sector 6: Dairy processing equipment. 

Sub-sector 7: Potato planting, harvesting and processing.. 

b) 	Proposed  Market  Development Program (FY 1987/88 - 1988/89) 

Resources Requirements  

This sector, particularly the grain/seed cleaning, handling 

and storage equipment sub-sector, already benefits significantly fron 

ongoing Canadian Wheat Board/CIGI programs in China. However, as a 

follow-up to the industry efforts in this sector it is recoamended 

that attention be provided at the Post to include the following: 
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1. Identification and caltivation of Chinese decision makers 

(i.e. firms/ government/provinces) in this sector. 

2. Follow up on various export proposals and JV initiatives i.e. 

monitor developments on behalf of the industry. 

3. Monitoring of competitors activities in this sector. 

4. Liaising with Hong Kong based firms with China connections in 

this sector. 

II Aid/Trade Projects 

The concessional financing package announced during the 

recent Prime Minister's visit to China could be utilized in parallel 

with  future CIDA activities in the market. CIDA in consultation with 

the industry could identify at least-one project in each sub-sector 

beginning in 1987/88, and attempt to work together with the Chinese to 

develop 5 proposals covering all sub-sectors for possible 

implementation beginning during FYs 1987-1990. 

It may be worth noting in this regard that a Canadian 

subsidiary of a multinational firn specializing in dairy processing 

has succeeded through CIDA involvement in concluding an agreement to 

build a processing plant in Tunisia. The firm was able to meet the 

CIDA requirement for maximum Canadian content. 

III Cross -Sectoral Initiatives  

Continued involveaent of the inaustry in ministerial missions 

to and from China is viewed as an important  first step in the process 

of defining market niches. However as matters develop, there is no 

substitute to direct and specific industry involvement and dialogue 

with their Chinese counterparts. More importantly, given the distance 
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and the complexity of working and negotiating with the Chinese, the

merit and importance of even greater attention by the post to this

sector i .e . the agri-food equipnent/machinery sector cannot b e

overem phas iz ed .
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Feeds tuffs  
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Sector 5. Feedstuffs Sector (CIIC Code: 

1. Sector Analysis: 

a) Main Characteristics of Sector 

b) Sub-sector(s) of Prime Interest 

c) Inport System 

d) Distribution System 

e) Trade Flows 

f) Competition Marketing/Market Developnent Activities 

g) Constraints 

h) Canadian Capability 

i) Assessment of Potential 

j) Sunmary of Canadian Private Sector Interests and Activities 

Sector Strategy 

a) 	Conclusions and Market Development Objective 

Because the grain handling infrastructure in China is 

relatively under developed and the country's feed industry is 

immature, it is estimated that the Chinese feed industry supplies less 

then five million tonnes per year of the total quality mixed feeds 

needed for efficient production of pork, poultry, and cattle. The 
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establishment since 1978 of large livestock and poultry enterprises

near urban areas has intensified the demand for mixed feed to raise

efficiency and accelerate livestock development . As a result, the

Chinese intend to expand the mixed feed industry to achieve the

following :

1 . Improve the presently prevailing very low feed conversion

ratio .

2 . Convert excess grains and oil meals and other ingredients

into highly nutritious foods .

3
. Improve consumer diets of animal based food products .

In the context of the Seventh Five-Year Plan (1986-1990), the Chinese

plan to invest about $500 (U .S .) million to increase compound feed

production by 10 fold (i .e . to 50 million tonnes) by 1990. This

ambitious expansion program is to be administered by the Ministry of

Commerce and involves building between 20-40 concentrate and feed

additive plants in addition to an unspecified number of medium and

large feed mixing plants
. A similar, but much smaller program will be

carried out in the rural areas under the administration of the

Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fisheries .

The planned expansion to produce diary cattle and poultry feeds in

the urban areas will require equipment to mix feed ingredients

according to desired specification .

The Chinese feed industry will need technical assistance regarding

the use of pre-mixes and feed additivies in formulating balanced

rations .
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. 	The Canadian feed industry is of the view that future 

opportunities for them in China will be in the application of 

technology. There may be some opportunities for equipment sales, 

but bigger opportunities will be found for software and management 

techniqUes. There is also likely to be continuing opportunities 

to export micro premixes and flavourings, although this aspect of 

the business is expected to develop slowly. 

. 	Good potential exists for sales of milk replacers and feed 

flavorings in China. Two firms are are pursuing opportunities in 

this sector. 

Canada's objective is to facilitate introduction of modern 

feed technology techniques into China and to convince Chinese decision 

markers that adoption of Canadian technology and the use of Canadian 

made compound feed mixing plants can significantly reduce the cost of 

livestock production. In addition, Canada should be attempting to 

deliver technical assistance programs comparable to those offered by 

the U.S. 

b) 	Proposed Market Development Program 

Ensure that Canadian feed manufactures firms and related 

equipment suppliers that have an interest in joint venture and/or 

co-production arrangements in China are fully aware of and have access 

to the competitive financing facility that has been implemented by 

EDC. Ensure that relevant CIDA programs, such as the provision for 

feasibility studies under the Cooperative Assistance Program, are 

available to interested feed companies, as appropriate. 

Ensure that Canadian firms are aware of PEMD facilities to assist 

with initial shipments, market exploration visits, etc. and that 

these facilities are available to them, as appropriate. 
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II . Feed Industry Training (FY 1987/88)
:

It is proposed that this activity would be undertaken by the

Canadian International Grains Institute at two or three

locations in China . Its objective would be to inform Chinesè

decision makers about modern feed technology methods (e .g .

improving feed conversion ratio and the efficient utilization

of low value feed components) .

Financing source : DEA and possibly AG CD A

III . Feedstuffs Technology Training for Chinese Feedmill Managers

(Proposed by DEA for consideration by Ag Canada* under the

JAC program for 1988 and 1989) :

This activity, proposed by DEA, could be included for

consideration in the forthcoming JAC discussions which will

be held in 1987 concerning program for 1988 and 1989 .

Sponsor : AG CDA and the Canadian Feed Industry Association

IV . Feed Technology Mission to China (JAC III 2
.3 1987) :

V . Cross Sectoral Activitie s

In undertaking the above activities, it is recommended that

Canadian firms presently active in the market should take a

prominent role in implementing the market development program

for this sector . Their involvement in planned cross-sectoral

activities should also be considered .

* NOTE : SUGGESTIONS FOR JAC ACTIVITIES IN 1988 AND 1989 ARE

INDICATED FOR THE PURPOSE OF ILLUSTRATION ONLY . ALL JAC

ACTIVITIES ARE SUBJECT TO NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN AG CANADA AND ~+AAHF .
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APPENDIX II 

Agriculture Canada: Summary of Activities with China 1980-1986  

1. MOU signed in Beijing by Minister Whelan in September 1980. 

2. J.E.C. held in Beijing in March 1984 and signature of agreements 

in regards to reciprocal visits between Canada and Gansu province. 

3. Incoming delegation from the province of Gansu in August 1984. 

4. In November 1984 Agriculture Canada delegation participated in 

Agro China '84 and visits the provinces of Gansu, Shanghai, 

Jiangsu and Shenzen. 

5. Animal Health Agreements with China signed in March 1985. 

6. Hamilton Mission to Beijing, Fujian, Shanghai and Zhejiang (1985). 

7. President Li Xiannian Visits Canada in July 1985. 

8. In November 1985 Canada and China Implemented a JAC under the MOU 

and part of the Canadian delegation participated in Ag China '85. 

9. Minister Moyer Mission to China, June 1985. 

10. Misiter He Kang visit to Canada, August 1986. 

11. China Agriculture Bank delegation mission to Canada (sponsored by 

the Bank of Montreal) August 1986. 

12. Shanghai Agriculture Commission and Shanghai Dairy Corporation 

mission to Canada, July 1986. 

13. Vice Governor of Sichnan visit to Canada, 1986. 
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DATE 

Sep/Oct 
1978 

MISSION/PROJECT 

Technical Seed Mission 
to China and Japan 

Beef Improvement Mission 
to Canada 

Beff Cattle Investigation 
Mission to the PRC 

Sep/Oct 
1978 

Sep/79 

Apr/May 
1980 

Jul/Auc 
1980 - 

1980 

Jul/Aug 
U80 

Sep/Oct 
19D0 

F.A.O. Grassland Advisory 
Team to North China 

Dryland Farming Mission 
to Canada 

Canada-China Trade Council 
Mission to China 

P.R.C. Farm Trainees in 
Canada (by AgDevco.) 

Ag Devco Follow up Mission 
to China 

PARTICIPANTS 

Technical 
specalists and 
Association 
Reps. 

The Canadian 
Wheat Board & 
the three 
Prairie Pools 

University of 
Guelph 

Chinese Ministry 
of Agriculture 
specialists 

Chinese Ministry 
of Agriculture 
Trainees 

AgDevco - 
Specialists 

To study the 	 CEROILS 
Canadian Beef Cattle specialists 
Industry 

To Determine the 
possibilities and 
methods of improving 
beef cattle in China 

Technical at 
Trade 
Specialists 

INVENTORY OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT  
ACTIVITIES IN CHINA  

(1977-85)  
INDUSTRY TRADE AND COMMERCE ACTIVITIES IN CHINA 

(1978/81) 

APPENDIX II 

Mar/80 	Hog Production Mission 
to China 

OBJECTIVE  

To Review China's 
seed Industry 
including seed 
potatoes. Also to 
determine trade 
potential 

To investigate 
possible joint 
venture in hog 
production 

To investigate 
pasture improvement 
possiblities 

To study dryland 
farming practices 
in Canada 

To discuss establish-
ment of a Model Farm 

To study Canadian 
farming techniques 
(in Sask.) 

To investigate 
feasibility of 
establishing a 
demonstration cereal 
and beef farm in N.E. 
China 

Sep/80 	Canadian Minister of Agri. 
(Whelan) Visit to China 

To sign MOU on 	Ag CDA officials 
Technical assistance 
and the establishment 
of a demonstration 
farm in China. 



Chinese farms 
& Land 
Reclamation 
Specialists 

AgroDev. 
Beacons- Field 
(Quebec) 

U of Guelph 
Professors. 

Chinese 
farmers 

Professors Exchange 

Farm Training 

Vice-Minister of State 
farms, and Land Reclamation 
Mission to Canada 	• 

Nov/Dec 
1980 

Nov/80 	International Fund for 
Agriculture Development 
to North East China 

1981 

May/81 

May/Jun 
1980 

May/81 

Jun/81 

University of Guelph Visit 
Peking University 

P.R.C. Farm Trainees to 
Saskachewan 

AgroDev Visit to China 

Canada-China Trade Council 
Model farm 

Ag CDA Mission to P.R.C. 

2 

Trade and Commerce Cont'd  

Oct/80 	Incoming Technicians Visit 
to Alberta  

Further study beef 
cattle and dryland 
pasture managment 
in Alberta 

Alberta 
Agriculture 
officials 

To visit Agribition 
& study Agriculture 
in Canada 

To determin specs & 
requirements for a 
milk and meat pro-
ject in N.E. China 

To assist Chinese 	AgroDev. 
Ministry of Agricul-
ture in writing tender 
specs for IFAD project 

Model Farm approved by 
Council but did not 
proceed. 

To review beef 
raising techniques 
forage Mananment and 
investigate possibi-
lities for expanding 
Forage testing in 
China 

Ag CDA 
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3 

16 

15 

CANADIAN WHEAT BOARD/CANADIAN INTERNATIONAL 

GRAINS INSTITUTE ACTIVITIES IN CHINA  

Program 	 Participants 

China-Canada Grains Symposium (in China) 
Nov/Dec, 1975 (2 weeks) 	 74 

Animal Husbandry Mission 
May/June, 1977 (3 1/2 weeks) 	 9 

Canadian Grain Industry Symposium 
June/July, 1979 (3 weeks) 	 12 

Milling and Baking Symposium 
Mar, 1980 (4 days) 	 12 

Milling and Baking Symposium (in China) 
Oct, 1980 (2 days) 	 40 

Milling and Baking Symposium 
Mar/Apr, 1981 (3 weeks) 	 12 

Feed Manufacturing and Animal and 
Poultry Production Technical Mission 
(in PRC) Sept/Oct, 1982 (4 weeks) 	 81 

Mission of Scientists from Cereals 
and Oils Chemistry Research 
Nov/Dec, 1979 (3 weeks) 	 4 

Grain Industry and QC Symposium (in PRC) 
Mar/Apr, 1982 (1 week) 	 64 

Grain Inspection and QC Symposium 
Aug, 1982 (3 weeks) 	 14 

Program for Inspectors (Vancouver) 
Aug/Sept, 1982 (3 weeks) 	 3 

Chinese Study Tour 
Oct, 1982 (2 weeks) 

Chinese Weighing Program 
Sept/Oct, 1983 (2 weeks) 

Chinese Grain Weighing and Inspection 
Mar/Apr, 1984 (3 weeks) 

Chinese Feed Industry, 1984 (2 weeks) 
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China ( continued) Participants

Chinese Baking Program (in PRC)
Nov/Dec, 1984 (2 weeks )

Grain QC Technology, Mar/Apr, 1985 (3 weeks)

9 5

3

Chinese Grain Weighing (in PRC )
Nov, 1985 (4 days) 5G

International Grain Industr y
1980 (3), 81 (6), 83 (2), 84 (2), 85 (3) 16

International Malting and Brewin g
1982 (2), 1985 (2) 4

International Feed Industry, 198 3

International Flour Technology
1984 (1), 85 (2) 3

International Feed and Oilseed, 1985 2

r

TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS ~8



1. Tanggu Animal 
Quarantine - Tianjin 
($500,000 - 4 yr) 

Ag CDA 

2. Heilongjiang Seed 
Improvement 
($990,000 - 4 yr) 

Can. Seed Trade 
Association 

3. Harbin Cattle 
($2,005,000 - 5 yr) 

Semex Canada 

APPEND I X III 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ACTIVIES IN CHINA 

CI DA  

DATE 	PROJECT 	 EXECTING FIRM/AGENCY  OBJECTIVES  POTENTIAL COMIIERCIAL BENEFITS 

I. CIDA Bilateral Projection Heilongjiang Province  

4. Sate Farm 852 Dairy Ag Devco 
Forage - Soil Improvements 
( $3,062,000 5 yr) 

Animal Quarantine (Training 
in Canada and Purchase of 
sonie equipment) 

Improve seed breeding 
techniques management 
(Training in Mexico 
and Canada) 

Animal handling & Semen 
processing, and embryo 
transfer (Purchase of Cdn 
semen, training in Cda & China 

Develop Model Dairy herds 

Export of Livestock (Dairy 
Cattle, swine, semin) and 
Poultry. 

Exports of Can. Forage seed 
variaties (med  terni). Exports 
of Can. Corn hybrid seeds and 
inbred-line (near tenu). hgt 
/consultants projects. Seed 
cleaning and processing equip. 
projects. 

Exports of semen and A.I 
equipment. Management/ 
consultants projects  (cg. 
sire proving system). 

Exports of Forage seeds and 
Dairy Cattle (Med  terni) Mgt. 
Consultants projects (Soil 
Improvement 

5. August 1st Land 
Reclamation University 
($4,627,000 - 5 yr) 

6. Liu He Cadre 
Training College 

Black Dragon 
River Consortium 
(Univ of Alberta 
Guelph, & Olds 
College) 

Black Dragon 
Rivers 

Carry out applied Research 	Transfer of Technology 
to increase land productivity 
training & upgrading curriculum 

Training for State Farm 
Managers 



PROJECT EXECTING FIRM/AGENCY OBJECTIVES POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL bEhEFITS DATE 

Improve Grassland Ecology & 
provide advanced training to 
students and staff 

Univ. of Sask., 
Guelph, & 
North Eastern 
Normal Univ. 
Changchum 

Univ. of Regina, 	Introduce Modern Nitrogen 
Physical Chemistry Fixation Technology 
Research Inst. (U. 

• of Xiamen) 

Identify Potash deficient 
areas in China. Increase 
knowledge of potential 
benefits of Potash 

Potash & Phosphat 
Inst. of Cda & 
Bureau of Science 
and Technology 

1. Joint Venture in 
Grassland Ecology 

2. Nitrogen fixing 
Compounds 

3. Potash Agronmic 
Program 

Transfer of Technology 

Transfer of Technology 

Increase potash and 
Phosphat Exports 

Cont'd: FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ACTIVITIES - CIDA 
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II. CIDA INSTITUTIONAL COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

4. University of 	Univ. of Guelph 
Guelph and Beijing 	and BAU 
Agricultural University 
(BAU) 

Provide advanced training in 
in Animal/Poultry veterinary 
and library info services 

Manayement/Consultants 
projects. Export of 
livestock and Poultry. 



APPENDIX IV 

EXTERNAL AFFAIRS ACTIVITIES IN CHINA 

(1982/86) 

DATE 	MISSION/PROJECT 	 OBJECTIVE 	 PARTICIPANTS 

1982/83 	Agicultural on Road Building 
Equipment Mission from China 
(Project No. 82/48667) 

1983/84 	Veterinary Mission from China 
(Project No. 83/18435) 

Nov/84 	Ag China 84 (Info Booth) 

Nov/84 

Poultry Processing Equipment 
Mission from China (Project 
No. 84/18680) 

1984/85 	Beef Cattle Mission from China 

1984/85 	Canola Technical Mission to 
China 

Nov/85 	Ag China 85 



PROJECT/SUBJECT GRANT AMOUNT CHINESE MINISTRY/ 
INSTITUTION 

Ministry of Agriculture, 
Beijing 

Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences, 
Beijing 

APPENDIX V 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE 
ACTIVITIES IN CHINA (ONGOING) 

Rapeseed breeding and 
cultivation 

Cultivation systems 
yield, fertility, 
practices, breeding 

Ministry of Agriculture, 
Animal Husbandry and 
Fisheries, Beijing 

Fish culture, breeding, Zhongshan University, 
production 	 Guangzhou 

Fish production, 	Shanghai Fisheries 
animal genetics 	 College, Shanghai 

Farming systems, 
fishery management, 
aquaculture 

Fish production/ 
fertilizing 

Regional Lead Centre of 
China (RLCC), Wuxi 

550,900 

414,400 

319,100 

307,300 

625,700 

115,500 

Farming systems, 
.,..Lsn culture, 
food production 

Regional Lead Centre 
of China (RLCC), Wuxi 

238,000 

393,704 Agricultural 
information, 
documentation, 
information services 

Chinese Academy of 
Agricultural Sciences 
(CAAS), Beijing 

TOTAL IDRC PROJECTS - 31 

TOTAL IDRC PROJECTS DEVOTED TO 
AGRICULTURE, FISH AND FOOD PRODUCTS - 
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.Animal Health with China: Continued Support in Servicinn Export Market and 
V Review of Animal Health Requirements (outgoing) 

•••••■• 

Incoming Technical Pork Mission from Japan 

am • • 

Outgoing Breeding Swine Technical Mission to Japan, Thailand and Malaysia 

Canola Technical Mission to Korea  Un  Cooperation With Grain Marketing 
Bureau/Follow up to 1986 Incoming) 

Outgoing Feed Study Mission to Thailand and Singapore 

Outgoing Industry/Government Beef and Pork Access Project to the Philippines, 
Japan, Korea, Singapore and Australe - 

Development and Finalization of Plant Health Agreements with China (1 outgoing 
and 1 incoming) 

Final Modifications to Animal Health Protocols with China (1 outgoing & 
possibly 1 incoming) (D 

2›7Outgoing Swine Technical Mission (JAC III 2.5) to China Œ) 

—Canada-China Joint Agricultural Committee (Preparatory Meeting) 

Outgoing Cereal Crops Breeding Mission (JAC III 2.2) to China 

Outgoing Feed Technology Mission (JAC III 2.3) to China  

Outgoing Pest Management Minion (JAC III 2.4) to China 

Outgoing Leafcutter Bee Managenent Mission (JAC III 2.7) to China 

rOutgoing Plant Genetics Misson JA,r,: III 2.8) to China 

Incoming Wheat Study Mission {JAC III 1.2 from China  
2 

• 



Plants of commercial interest to Chin a

Our files indicate that

following plant material :

Ginseng

Barley

Canola

Sunflowers

Cor n

Potatoes (seed)

Vegetable seeds such as

Chinese have shown an interest in th e

Forage seeds such as

Asparagus

Tomato

Cauliflower

Sweet pepper

Carrot

Watermelon

Cantoloupe

Grapes

Malting barley

Rose bushes

Sanfoi n

Lawn seed

Kentucky blue grass

Creeping red fescue

Forage grasses

Turf grasses

Fl ax seeds

Other cold/soft tolerant and

drought-resistant seed s

Note : Tomato, asparagus, sweet pepper seeds were bought in 1985 .

Other material : Grape vine and root nursery stock, other nursery stock (apple

trees), tobacco (Flue cured) .



Plants of interest to Canada  

Species 	 Specific Interest  

Barley 	 Early maturity, high yield and resistance to loose 

smat (Ustilago nuda) 

- net blotch (Pyrenophora Teres) 

spot blotch (Helnunthosporium sativum) 

scald (Rhyncosporium secalis) 

leaf rust and stem rust (Puccinia spp.) 

Brassica root crops 	Resistance to clubroot (Plasmodiophora brassicae) 

(i.e. rutabaga) 

Potato 	 Resistance to potato wart (Synchytrium endobioticum) 

Wheat 

Rape 

Range land 

Buckwheat 

Ornamental trees 

and strubs 

Early maturity, winter hardiness, short straw, lodging 

resistance and resistance to Fusarium, Septoria, 

mildew and snow mold 

Biological control of Sclerotinia 

Grasshopper problems 

New germplasm 

New species availability 

Tree fruits (Peaches) 	Cold hardy root stocks 

Soybeans 	 Early maturity 

Forage Crops 	 Red clover and other trifolium species. 
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ORGANIZATION CHART OF THE MINISTRY OF 
AGRICULTURE, ANIMAL HUSBANDRY AND FISHERY 

L4•MI 

China International Corporation for International Gooperation in Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries 

China National State Farms Corporation of Agriculture. Industry and Commerce Complex 

China State Farms Corporation for Import and Export Service 

China Natioal Corporation of Animal Husbandry, Industr> and Commerce Complex 

China National Ani mal Breeding Stock Import and Export Corporation 

China National Allied Corporation of Township Enterprises 

China National Marine Fishery Corporation 

China National Aquaculture Corporation 

China Seed Corporation 

Central Institute of Plant and Animal Quarantine. People's Republic of China 

Institute of Agricultural Chemicals Control ,People's Republic of China 

Agricultural Publishing House 

National Agricultural Exhibition Hall 

China Agricultural Film Studio 

The Control Institute of Veterinary Bioproducts and Pharmaceuticals 

National Certification Centre for Agricultural Machiner> 
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, APPENDIX VI 

INTERNATIONAL INVOLVEMENT IN 

CHINA'S AGRICULTURE SECTOR 





U.S Flour mill 
opened in 
1985.Capacity 
of 150 MT/day 

M , 11 4 nn Beijing 

Unsp$=cifiP,d Feed drain 
m'll 	(17) 
e 

 

$4 million  

U . S.  

Bakeri=.5 

ni ,  U. S.  

APPENDIX VI 

INTERNATIONAL INVOLVEMENT IN CHINAS  AGRICULTURE SECTOR 

PRODUCT 	COUNTRY PROJFCT OBJECTIVE LOCATION 

Prototype for 
other mills in 
China. Also an 
attempt to stan-
dardize +lour 
specs  -for  Chinese 
wheat foods & serve 
as training facility 

To assure U.S. 
growers of sub-
stantial share of 
future import 
requirements since 
cultivation of -Fg3 r1  

grains in China seen 
as too expensive to 
be economic 

Beijing Bakery and con- To showcase equip-
venience food 	ment for benefit of 
equipment trade local & provincial 
show to be held bakery equipment 
in fall 1996. 	purchasers. 

Continental Grain Factory to handle 	Shenzhen 
Sanho feasibili 400,000 MT beans or 

-ty study for 4,3 69,000 MT of oil/yr. 
million soybean/ 75% of productiign 
cil factory. 	to be exported. 



France/ Brewery built by 
Belgium Technip/Artois Malt  

Dalian 
Special 
Economic 
Zone 

lseeds 	Japan 	Nisshin Oils Mills 
& Dalian Oil & Fat 
Industry joint 
venture to produce 
edible oil. 

Mill will process 
1,000 MT/day by 
1987. Mill will 
use soybeans or 
other oilseeds. 
To be sold in China 
and Southeast Asia 
& Japan 

Maithouse will treat Guangzhou 
11,000 MT/yr of barley 
Brewery will produce 
13.2 million gals./yr. 
Technip to receive 
beer as payment. 

France Joint venture 
(8 French firms 
+1 Ching>se) to 
build brewery. 
Inve.stment of 
Rmb 78.23 mil. 

Germany German-Ohinese 
joint venture to 
produce beer/malt 
Investment of 
e3 12 million 

Produce 50,000 MT/yr Ningbao 
of beer for domestic 
sale. Exports of 2000 
MT/yr of barley. 

Produce 12 million 	Wuhan,Hubei 
cls./yr.by 1987. Beer 
to be scld in China 
and exported to other 
Asian countries also. 

Denmark Carlsberg signed 	Production of 100,000 Beijing 
Rwede.n 	$10 million cant- MT per year. 

ract for equipment 
& training for new 
HuaDu Brewery. 
Contract bertween 
East Asiatic Co. 
and Beijing 
General Brewery. 

uapan Jiangsu Suntory holds 507.  Increase capacity 
of joint venture of existing brewery 
to produce beer lc from 5 million to 
malt. Initial cap- 730 million  litres 

 ital of 4, 12 million 
Suntory to supply Also will produce 
mgt., technicians 30,000 MT of malt' 
& technology. 



Beer `c Germany Beer bottling To expand capacity Qingdao

Malt {FRG? equipment has from 50,000 to

beem supplired 100,000 MT/yr .
to Qingdao
Brewery .

Romani a S'eer bottZ i n3 Add 11,000 MT Hei Z ongl i ang

equipment has to annual
been supplied to ' capacity .

Heilongiiang .

Hong Kong China Beer Co . Line to pack ningdao

of Hong Kong 15,000 MT of

to pay Japan- canned beer .

ese company f or

Qingdao product-
ion line in return

for payment in beer .

Sermany Complete bottZin,g Upgrade prod- Shenyang

(East'- line sold to ucti^n *aciZity .

Shenyang Brewery .

Japan Joint ve: Fture=- Two billion yen Shenyang
formed by Yama- worth of product- Liaoning

mura Glas= and ion lines imported Xi n2 . .̂ÿ

!Chinese gro,sp from Japan . Ningxia Hui

to establish
breweries .

Japan Sapporo Co . Grow hops. Xi n-i i an-

wi 11 taF-e Uygur
part in rrojec t
to grow hops .

M ==+ ?_a ç:; n Prt_, on meat Carr~, out sys- Pe ; j anc

Po .}rv T processing & dis- tematic studies
tribution to be on meat and do

dispatched to }raining .

Meat Food Res-

earch Center of
C!-jina . E!eing
b , ,_ ;t w;th grant

-Fr ..'7 . .̂1 Japan .



New 
-7 i_ea-and 

Convenience 
Foods . U. S.  

Manjing 

\-i.altrtj 

t4z. % 1-le (4 1.5 

Tianjin 

Beijing lultry - 	Hungary All-in-one 
poultry oper-
tion using 
Dutch,German, 
Hungarian equip-
ment on barter 
agreement basis. 

Increase produc-
tion to 30,000 MT 
per year. Earn 
foreign exchange 
through exports. 

Dairy 
Pr^duct= 

Denmark TurnkeY dairy 
equipment for 
milk powder 
factory. Largest 
plant in China 
financed by 25 yr. 
interest-fre.e 
loan from Danish 
government. 

Produce 25 MT of 
skim milk powder 
daily. 

Heilongjiang 

Guangzhou U.S. 

Australia 

Mcdel dairy +arm 
A e5 million 
contract given 
to Transamerica 
Agric. Dev't. 
Package includes 
equipment, stock, 
trailnino and 
construction. 

Milk powder and 
baby food plant 
worth $4 million. 

Supply domestic 
and Hong Kong 
markets. 

Increase production 	Harbin 

Agrement  ta manu- Export up to 2,000 
facture and deve- units/yr. 
lop dairy machinery. 

. 

let m ftfv■ 

Orchid Foods joint 	New production. 
venture ta  produce 
hamburgers and hot 



Beijing New market. 

Hong 
Kong 

Japan 

Japan 

Green Giant buy=- 	Ph=nr, h=i 
canned end jarred 	Hnadzhou 
mushrooms  in 
exchange for sales 

jars and cicsures. 

Produce canned 	 Unspecified 
vegetables, soft drinks 
snack foods  biscuits 
and ice cream. 

Experimental 
farm contract 

Cultiv=te tomatoes 
=-1-Jeet corn, asparagus 
and =m0=et peas. 

Unspecified 

Convenience 
Foods 	U.S. 

Kentucky Fried 
Chicken to open 
fast-food 
restaurants. 

U. S. 

New processino 
equipment instal-
led in existing 
plants. 

Joint venture 
between Sapporo 
Breweries and 
Eikid Baking Co. 

Joint venture 
between Nissin 
Confectionery & 
nuindav Second 
Fnon=tuff Factory 

rom*.1.=nsation 
-=.gr4=4.mt=n+ with 
rzrt=n Giant. 

Pt==tric= Fnnd=. 
(joint venture)  

Introduce new 
"instant noodles" 
for soup. Demand 
has led to 307.  
increase in pro-
duction. 

Coffee sFicIps and 
bakeries to be 
established. 

Product= 30,00 MT 
of cookies per year 
25% of production 
to be exported. 

Shanghai 

Dalian 
Beijing 

Quindav 

Unspecified 'hagetables 	ust- 	Joint venture  with Produce, process 
Fruit 	ralia 	Henry Jones Co. 	and market pine- 

apples. 90 7.  of 
production  to be 
P,xported. 



U. S.  eny 

rnOM 

1 

Joint venture 
with H.J.Heinz 
who will provide 
$4.2 million of 

$7 million total 
investment. 

Produce 2,500 MT/yr. Unspecified 
of baby food and 
do research into 
food nutrition. 

Packaging 	Swe.dm.n 	Tetra Brik aseptic Lengthen shelf life 
packaginc line. 	of dairy products. 

Package other foods 
• 	 in flexible retort 

pouches. 

1. Foreign Agriculture, UEDA, November 1995 

''. The japan Economic Journal, October and December 1985 

Z. Business China, September 1995 

4. China  Tre Ppor+- , Juno= 19 55  

5. China  Business Revig=w, March 1987 

A. ChiraDaily, .1)ri.mbe.r 1985 

T.  Intertrade, Aumust 1985 

Guangdong 

Beijing 

Shanghai 
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equipment, the Chinese are likely to
request some form of investment in a
joint venture or co-production ar-
rangement . The Chinese feel that
foreign firms supplying equipment
and technology a straight sal e
sis have little incenttve to ensure that
the e ui ment is installed and o r-
ate correctly. An investment ar-
rangement indicates that the foreign

company is interested in developing a
lasting relationship, and supplies the
industry with much needed capital . A
sltortage of funds is probably the ma-
jor obstacle facing domestic food
processors in China . The industry's
fixed assets stood at only 514 billion
in late 1985 . Chinese food companies
often have difficulty acquiring large
sums of foreign exchange, unless the

US-CHINA FOOD PROCESSING SALES AND VENTURES
_ (SINCE 1984)

us Party/Chieese Part y

Beat rice Foods Company/Guangzhou
iT1C and Guangzhou Food Industry
Corporation ( Beatrice 50%, ITIC 10%,
Guangzhou Food Industry Corp . 40%)

Coca-Cola Company/Construction
and Development Corp . of Xiamen SEZ

Coca-Cola Company/Zhuhai Beverage
Company and Macao Beverage Com-
pany

Defnncisd Machine Corp/NA

FMC Corporation/N A

General Foods Corporation (tJS)/
Dongguan County Starch Factory
(50%-50%)

General Foods Corp./Tunmei Food
Company, Tianjin (5 0%-50%)

General Foods Corp ./Guangzhou
Dairy Products Factory, Guangzhou
(50%-50%)

H.J . Heinz Co./United Food Enterprise
Inc . (Guangdong) and the General
Corporation of Agriculture, Industry,
and Commerce (Guangdong) (US 60%,
PRC 40%)

Harry Langerman/Shenzhen (LiS 33%,
PRC 67% )

George jF Meyer Manufacturing/NA

Orchid Foods Int'I, Inc ./T)anjin (US
40%-PRC 60%)

Nabisco Brands, tnc./YiB Foods Co .
(Beijing), (US 51%, PRC 49% )

Neumunz Ine/Shanghai Foreign Trade
Corporation

Pepsi-Cola Inth/Guangzftou Xinjiao
Agro-Industrfai Business Co. and
Guangzhou foreign Trade Corp.

Tyler Refrigeration Corp., (subsidiary of
American Standard Inc.)/Luoyang Ma-
chinery Factory, Henan, CNTIC

Arranyement/W(ue Date

joint venture to produce canned fruits, Start up
vegetables, soft drinks, sherbet, wafers. 10/84
S20 million. Duration : 15 years.

Licensing agreement to bo tt le Coca- 10/84

Cola, Fanta Orange, and Sprite .

Licensing agreement to bo ttle Coo- 6/85
Cola, Fanta Orange, and Sprite bever-
ages.

Sale of pasta-making machines . 5/84

Leasing 19 citrus j uice extractors to 8/ 54
several end users.

Established joint venture, the Dongmei 1/85
Food Company, to raise cassava to
make siarch for export and sale in the
PRC. Duration :1S years.

Established joint venture, the Great Est.
Wall food Factory, to produce instant 11/84
coffee and breakfast drink for PR C
consumption.

Established joint venture company, the 10/85
Guangzhou Beverage Corp ., to pro-
duce instant coffee for PRC consump-
tion.

Formed j oint venture, Heinz-UFE Ltd ., To
to produce high-nut rition cereal for in- begin
tants, primarily for use in the PRC . $10 mid-
minpn, 1986

Investment of 5300,000 for fast food 9/85
restaurant chain .

Awarded contract for soft drink fac- 9/85
tory.

Signed joint venture agreement to set 3/85
up Tianjin Orchid Fast Food Co.

$300,000 . Duration: 10 years .

Set up joint venture, the Yili-Nabisco 3/85
Biscuit and Food Co . Ltd., to produc e
biscuits and crackers. $8.3 million.

Awarded a contract for design, supply, 6/84

and installation of a peanut processin g
plant.

Opened a joint venture botding plant, 2/35

the Guangzhou Beverage Factory, t o

p roduce 10 million cases of toft drinks
annwlly.

ticenwng agreement to manufacture 7/8s
refrigerated display cases, walk-i n
cookn, freezers .

products they produce are specifi-
cally targeted in the five-year plan or
are for the export market .

Several lar e US companies have
already made significant tnv rfLE
in tna see c art) . For instance,
Nabisco Brands, Inc. . among others,
is venturing into the Weste rn snack
food market . Their joint venture with
the Yili Food Company in Beijing will
produce Ritz and Premium Saltine _,~111
crackers , and Mâ rkrtL them under a
combineri Viti =A A1~F.i«n r;n rt e .

mark . Most of the products will be
sold domestically, b ut some will be
exported to balance the oint ven-
ture s foreign exc ange require-
menu. Scheduled to come onstream
by mid-1986, the venture's initial an-
nual output will be 5,000 tonnes of
biscuits-with at least 500 tonnes
marked for export .

The H. J . Heinz Company has
formed a joint venture to produce
instant bab~;foods. and is also g t in
involved in a number of other ar-
eas-the companv has done researc h
on owin tomatoes in China r
the last ew vears, includin vetie s
of top-gualitv_hvdronontçtomatnes .
Heinz also recently establish~ in-
stitution devoted- to the nutntinnal
sciences 1 cated within the joi=en-
ture's babv or) .

oreign investors must be wiiling
to brave the tangle of food process-
in bureauc- and adaot to oft en
difficu t factorv conditions. Techni-
cians currently comprise only about I
percent of the food industry
workforce . And, as in other sectors of
the Chinese economy, foreiAtt inves-
tors will have to deal kirh ftiP ^ rob-
lem of how to repatriate profits made
in tna. Joint ventures will be ex-
pectedto export a certain percentage
of their output to balance their needs
for foreign exchange .

On the b right side . food products
enjoy p ri o rity in the Seventh Five-
Year Plan, so companies investing in
the industry are likely to receive tax
incentives, guaranteed supplies of
raw mate rials, and in some cases,
preferential loan treatment . In the
long term, China is a market many
firms feel they cannot afford to pass
up. Retail sales of food products
grew from $46.7 billion in 1985 t
$55 .2 bt ton in 1984, and will keep
rising . As wages se, more money will
be spent on food products . As long as
consumerism plays a bigger role in
China's economy, food processing
will be an area of oppo rtunity. ti





APPIINIDIX VII

1lVorking Groups' Conclusions and Recommendation s

Meeting China's Agribusiness Challenge :
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INTRODUCTION 

Conference participants were assigned to working 
groups, each with a leader and a rapporteur. Each 
group discussed the same topics: (a )  export 
financing; (b) priorities for commodities and other 
exports; (c) geographic priorities and 
(d) government priorities. The points under each 
heading are a summary of the recommendations 
brought forth by the groups_ This drift of the 
conclusions and recomtnendations is being 
circulated for dicusion purposes  on!',  aml solirit 
comments. The final list will he included in the 
conference proceedings to he published at a later 
date. 

Please note that an attempt has  bien  made to 
indicate when these conclusions or recommenda 
tions are the opinions of individuals rat iiur than 
groups. In most cases, they were kept as close as 
possible to the originaL however, sonie ha‘e  ben 

 modified in order to reflect the consensu; 
opinions in the difTerent working groups 

1.0 EXPORT FINANCING 

1.1 	There was general agreement that 
the 8.8e.t: EDC rate is non competitive 
with that offered  by  others,  cg.  Japan 
and EEC countries. As a result, the 
existing EDC line of credit has not 
been fully utilized 

1.2 	There is a need for concessiona 
financing and/or mixed credit 
arrangements. also more flexibility in 
EDC financing would be desirable A 
program of concessionid credit  short Id 

 not be administered bv CI DA  bu' 
rat her bv a commercial bank (or 
EDC), because it should be 
trade-related and not he construed as 

aid. The EDC could perhaps pros ide 

a guarantee if credit is provi (led by a 

commercial hank. 

1.3 	Government funded project; : h o old 

perhaps be evaluated on it 

cost - benefit basis For example, how 
many jobs are created in Canada by a 

particular project . ' 

1 4 	Exporters are encouraged by -  El)C.  tu  
have a financing package in place 
prior to arriving in China Ilowever. 
exporters find that this is nm 

possible due to requirements for 
information which can only be 
determing..d during negotiations with 
Chinese counterparts. 

	

1.5 	All groups felt countertrade has been 
neglected by the federal government. 
Canadian companies need better 
access to countertrade and 
information to engage in it. The 
government's role could be to supply 
information on commodities available 
for countertracle Given that tin re 
may be an increasing demand fur 
counter-trade, the go% eminent should 
perhaps reconsider this question Tire  
longer Canada is in  olved  y. ii h 
trading in China the more pressure 
there will be on Canada to buy 
Chinese goods and countertrade is 
one avenue which might facilitate 
purchases. Cinintertrade should be 
discussed on a government to 
government hasis. 

	

1.6 	Agribusiness should be given every 
opportunity to capitalize on the fact 
that Canada is a preferred trading 
partner of China because of Canada's 
long-standing relationship with 
China. Better information should ho 
made available by EDC on 

competitor's financing rates, 
programs, etc. 

	

1.7 	Before leaving Canada trade missions 
should have a complete briefing ont 
what Canada has to offer in te mus of 
financing for specific commodities ,  as 
well as Chinese negotiating  st y le, 
market studies, etc. 

2.0 PRIORITIES FOR COMMODITIES AND 
OTHER EXPORTS 

In the short term, Canada has 
obvious market advantage in grain 
and grain storage: fertilizer, 
livestock: dairy management and 
poultry stock. Exports of animal and 
plant genetic material should al ‘o be 
an area of  future  concentration. 

China appears to be becoming 
self sufficient in wheat and coarse 
grains and it is therefore impoi  rut 

 that Canada diversify the futiire 



2.9 There is a strong need for companies 
t 0 work together as cnnsortia 

2.10 (inc  participant felt that there is nu 
commercial benefit in the areas ei 
animal health and nutrition, range 
management, soil and land surveying 
and seed production. 

3.0 GEOGRAPHIC PRIORITIES 

3.1 	There was general agreement that, 
exporters should cnncentrate on 
areas where there are best busits 
prospects. 

3 2 	The areas in China which are c , c'.1 
patible with the Canadian clitn.itc 
1L.g. Northern Chinar  are worth 
emphasizing for •eeds and livestock 
However. for many other export., ith 
a high technology componunt, 

geographical diversitication should 
be encouraged. The government 
could play a role here by giving more 
information to the business sector 
and (he ?,ertor should Went if!: Ow 
geographical priorities 

3 1 	At the present time there is too IlltiCh 

(ItIPliCat ion amongst provinces The 
t winni Itg 	r ra ngement s by t 

provinces lead to anneces-z.lry 
interprovincial competition which 
reflects  Canadas  interprovincial 
romp:exit ies Fort bertnore. 1 
arrangements with one province nutY 
limit the future arti-vities with other 
Chinese provinces. 

4.0 GOVERNMENT PRIORITIES 

4.1 	Specific contacts in China should h i . 

better identified. 

4.2 	More coordination amongst ty;(). 

tnettt. departments is required. 

-1 3 	Iitn y  groups said that additioral 
Canadian officers with agricultural 
expertise are required in Inc 

 F:mhassy There is some mistrust 
Canadian Embassy- personnel 
regarding confidentiality. The tr.‘ile 
sector should he separated from hc 
political sector in the E:mbassy. 

product line made available to the 
Chinese. However, it is unwise for 
Canada tu place too much ecuphasis 
on any one particular commodity. 
One group stated that very little 
attention should he paid to crop 
production as China will eventually 
compete against us in that area 
however, another group held a 
conflicting opinion that the average 
consumer deinand of the Chinese will 
increase faster than their ability to 
produce, thereby leaving a continuing 
market for Canadian firms 

2.3 	Food processing and storage techno 
logy is another area of expertise 
which could be made ;available for 
export to China. Canada has also a 
good potential in food irradiation 
technology. I lowever, it is recognized 
that Canada is very- weal: in its 
production capacity of food procesering 
equipment and it should not be 
emphasized too much. 

2.4 	One group felt that exporting or 
Canadian agricultural machinery to 
China appears to be a fruitless 
exercise. 

25 	The private sector should set 
prioriti•s and I Lie government should 
he in a position to respond to and 
support these initiatives Activities 
could perhaps he handled by 
commodity.  4 trganization: with a 
scctoral emphasis te.g livestock t 

2  Ii 	One raorpssiggested that officers  it  
the Canadian Embassy in China 
should establish a priority for 
incoming requests: the E'.  ba
should decline requests fur 
non-competitive goods and services 
and ..hou Id  he moving toward priority 
commodity  lits  

2.7 	C1DA should  flot  rely totally  • ri 
Chinese priori!  i v - 

2  8 	Canada might be exporting techno• 
logy to her ultimate disadvantage It 
is therefore important that she keep 
abreast of new technologirztl develop-
ments. with Research and Develop-
ment progressing fast ere,' tell to keep 
ahead of technological exports 



4.4 	The government should facilitate 
Canadian business students to obtain 
experience in China. 

4.5 The government should provide office 
space in Beijing and/or Shanghai (and 
perbaps elsewhere in the long-term) 
with typists, communication equip- 

.. ment, translation services, travel 
assistance and conference facilities 
which Canadian companies or 
provinces could lease by the month  or  
year,  on a user-fee basis. 

4.6 	Government assistance should he 
well targeted to avoid duplication id 
efforts, especially federal-provincial 
overlap Federal and pros  incial 
governments should meet two or 
three tintes a year 

4.7 	The education/research approach in 
China is extremely important. 
Courses should emphasize practical. 
hands-on experience. The importance 
of scientific exchanges, training and 
research facilities, as support to 
Canadian sales, was emphasized 
The support of Chinese students 
studying in Canada also  ha s a high 
pay off. 

4.8 	Although one group suggested 
establishing a permanent :Model 
Farm in China for Canadian 
agribusiness interests, it was also 
mentioned that such a project te 

dairy experimental farm) could  bu toi' 
 costly for Canadian public flinds 

4 9 	Ii  was stated that a certain amount id 
government. financial support is made 
available to inexperienced exp ) rters 
The government should ensure that 
recipients have the resources to 
pursue future activities in that 
market Cl l)\  and other programs 
should give priority to lirms with a 

Proven ttsack record. Also projects 
that are not commercially viable in 
the private sector should not be 
adopted by the government. 

4.10 The Chinese should be encouraged to 
adopt international commercial 
standards te g. sizing, qualit y  control, 
seed quality, etct 

4.11 The Canada-China Trade Council 
could serve the private sector better if 
it had a broader agricultural base. 

4.12 The government should put its efforts 
into dealing with the regulatory 
aspects that facilitate trade. 
Government technical experts 
serving as negotiators of trade 
agreements should be well trained 
and should monitor the situation in 
order that things run smoothly after 
agreements have been signed. 

4 13 The Canadian government should 
provide more legal guidance to 
Canadians dealing with the Chinese. 

;./ 4 14 The government should help  r  he 
private sector to keep informed of 
contracts available and of act i‘ it it's 
supported by the World Hank (1111{Di 
and the Asian Development Bank 
IA [)B.  

4 15 The federal and provincial govern 
ments should clearly establish which 
Canadian regions have a comparut i 
advantage in which commodit ie  

4 16 It was pointed out in one group t bat 
staff cutbacks in governmental 
inspection services have been 
detrimental to exporters (e g. 
livestock). Ideally, these positions 
should be reinstated and, if not 
possible, they should be  fi lied  by 
contracting private veterinarians. 

4.17 There is a lack of information 
available to the private sector A 
directory or China - specialists" in 
differen t.  levels of government would 
be useful . I ti for ni a I 0 11  o n  
government programs should be 
reported and circulated periodical!y 

4 IS The credihilit. Ind visibility of ti.ide 
missions is important. Select ion of 
appropriate part icipant wa. 
criticized. The select ion  should he 
based on the person's competence and 
ability. Perhaps participants should 
pay a larger share of their costs and 
be better briefed. 

4.19 The Chinese in-coming  missions  with 
appropriate selected people, were 
noted as extremely valuable. 



Incoming missions in poultry and 

livestock management were 

suggested. 

/ 4.20 ManS,  private companies in Canada 

expect the government to do too much 

and it is therefore important that the 

private sector take more initiative in 

developing this market. Private 

sector firms cotild make more e ffort to 

access Chinese periodicals and other 

publications containing trade 

information. 

4.21 One group mentioned that business is 

being reduced through other 

countries'  govern  ment tu  g.)vern 

nient purchasing agreements, 
therefore the Canadian Government 
should use more bilateral agreements 
to enhance sales on a government to 
government basis. 

4 22 The private sector should be in-volved 
in CIDA's planning process. 

4 23 All groups agreed that follow • up to 
this conference is necessary 
follow-up meeting should be 
organized within 12 to 24 months this 

time using the sectoral approach te 
dairy ,  grains, livestock, etc). It mild 
include Chinese counterparts or he 
enlarged to the Pacific  Ri nt.  



AGRI FOOD TRADE FLOWS

1 . IMPORTS AND EXPORT S

2 . IMPORT/EXPORT TRADE WITH CANADA
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1985 	 1986 Commodity  

World Exports of Live Animals, Livestock and 

Plant Seeds to China 

The Following is a Summary Analysis of UN Statistics  

(1982-1984) and Statistics Canada Data (1985-1986)  

1) Total Live Animal Exports to China: 

According to recent UN Statistics, China's 

imports of live animals increased from $2 million (U.S.) 

in 1982 to $3 million (U.S.) in 1984 (see table #1). 

Canada exported $9,000 (U.S.) or 0.30% of the market (see 

table #1). Hong Kong was the main exporter of live 

animals in 1982 and 1983 with a high of 66% market share. 

Hong Kong is considered a trans-shipment pot and it is 

assumed that exports through Hong Kong originate from 

other nations. In 1984, Denmark entered the market with a 

35% market share. Hong Kong's market share was 26% in 

1984. 

Following the signing of the Animal Health 

Agreement between Canada and China, exports of livestock 

to China increased in 1985 and lç'86 (January-April). 

Jan.-Apr. 

( S,000) 

2,à1-_ -_1e, Dairy, Purebred 	 96 	 398 

::::ine, Purebred 	 - 	 80 

--.; C1---1ze. 	 201 	 135 

knimal Semen, bovine, dairy 	897 



(i) Total exports of bovine species (purebred) to 

China: 

In 1984, China purchased $1.8 million (U.S.) of 

bovine species for breeding from the world market 

(see table *2). Denmark was the leading supplier 

to China with a 60% market share. West Germany 

and the Netherlands placed second and third with 

21% and 17% shares respectively. Canada had no 

exports of this commodity to China in the period 

from 1982 to 1984. 

(ii) Total exports of swine (live) to China: 

China purchased $51,000 (U.S.) of swine in 1984 

(see table *3). Again, Hong Kong played a key 

role in trade, exporting 75% of the above figure 

to China while the remainder was supplied by 

France. China did not import swine in 1983. 

Canada did not export swine to China in the 

period 1982-1984. 

(iii) Total exports of poultry (live) to China: 

7n 1984, China imported 77% of its purchases of 

poultry in the world market from Hong Kong. It 

is noted that exports of poultry tc China 

decreased from $1.8 million (U.S.) in 1983 to 

$975,000 (U.S.) in 1984 (see table #4). The 

remaining 23% was supplied by several countries 

which include the USA, United Kingdom, West 

Germany, France and Canada. Canada exported only 

$9,000 (U.S.) or 0.92% of the world total to 

China. 



- 3 - 

2) Total Exports of Seeds, Fruit and Spores to China: 

This category includes all seeds, fruit and 

spores not elsewhere specified which are used for sowing. 

China increased its purchases of these commodities from 
$2.5 million (U.S.) in 1982 to $3.7 million (U.S.) in 1984 

- (see table *5). The main supplier in 1984 was Hong Kong 

with a market share of 37%. The U.S.A. and New Zealand 

had 24% and 19% market shares respectively in 1984. 

Canada exported $27,000 (U.S.) or 0.72% of the world total , 

 in 1984 (see table *5). 

Canada exported $40,000 worth of rapeseed to 

China in 1986 (Jan.-Apr.). It is expected that the 

signinc of the Plant Health protocol between Canada and 

China in 1986, will result in further sales of forage 

seeds, corn seeds and a possibly oilseeds. 

Commodity 	 1985 1986 

Jan.-Apr. 

(1000 ) 

Clover Seed - All types 	 26 

Alfalfa 	 8 

Grass Seed - All types 	 14 

Seeds for sowinc, NES 	 324 

7-apeseed 
■■•■ 

•■■■ 

.■■• 

40 

total  Seed Exports 372 	 40 



TABLE R 1

WORLD EXPORTS OF LIVE ANIMALS TO CHINA

Values expressed in $000 U .S . (current )

1982 1983

Australia (value)
(% world )

Belgium-Luxembourg

Canad a

Denmark

France

West Germany

Hong Kong

Italy

Japa n

Netherland s

New Zealand

Norway

U .K .

TOTALS

301
(9 .97 )

44', 96 93

(21 .67) (4 .43) (3 .08 1

311 111 97
(15 .08) (5 .12) (3 .21 )

1,985 2,063 2,95 6

(W, crld ) Tota : ts 2, C63 2,167 3,020

to China

% World (Total /
Total Ex :.orts to China ) (95 .20) (97 .86 i

98
(4 .75)

198 4

116
(3 . b4 )

16 - 9
(0.78) (0.30 )

1,069
(35 .40 )

1 40 45
(0 .05) (1.85) (1 .50 )

5 318 426
(0 .24) (14 .68) (14 .11 )

1,012 1,438 784
(49 .05) (66.36) (25 .95 )

95 60 16
(4 .6) (2.77) (0 .53 )

Prepared by Doua Bruce, July 21, 19bt



Australia (value) 
(% world) 

Belgium-Luxembourg 

Canada 

52 
(2.89) 

1Me 

.M• 

IMO 

1,069 
(59,49) 

244 	 377 

(100.0) 	 (20.98) 

•••• 

Denmark 

France 

West Germany 

Hong Kong 

■■•• 

Italy 

Japan 

Netherlands 

New Zealand 

Norway 

U.K. 

U.S.A. 

OM. 

299 
(16.64) 

- 

■ 

■■■• 	 eM. 

244 	 1,797 ro-rALs 

(World,) Total Exports 
to China 

244 	 1,797 

% World (Total/ 
Total Exports to China) (100.0) 	(100.(i) 

TABLE *2  
WORLD EXPORTS OF BOVINE SPECIES (PUREBRED) TO CHINA 

Values expressed in $000 U.S. (current) 

1982 	 1983 	 1984 

Prepared by Doug Bruce, July 21, 198e 



TABLE n 3

WORLD EXPORTS OF SWINE (LIVE) TO CHINA

Values expressed in $000 U .S . (current )

1982 1983

Australia (value)
( % world )

Belgium-Luxembourg

Canada

Denmark

France

98
(22 .27 )

West Germany - - -

Hong Kong 117 - 38
(26 .59) (74 .51 )

Italy

Japan

Netherlands

New Zealand

U .K .

23
(5 .23 )

U .S .A. 202
(45 .91 )

: .S

crlà ) Tctal E X ports

China.

44 0

440 - 51

198 4

13
(25 .49 )

_ Wor1d (Total /
Tctcl Exports to China) (100 .0) ( 10o . 0 )

Prepared by Doug bruce, July 21, i9bé



TABLE # 4

WORLD EXPORTS OF POULTRY (LIVE) TO CHIN A

Australia (value)
(% world )

Belgium-Luxembour g

Canad a

Denmark

France

West Germany

Hong Kong

Ital y

Japan

Netherlands

New Zealand

U .K .

U .S .A.

i'DTiiJr

S (Wor1d) Total Export s
to China

Values expressed in .$000 U .S . (current)

1982 1983 1984

16 - 9
(1.24) (0.92 )

1 40 32
(0.08) (2.21) .(3 .28 )

74 49
(4.08) (5 .03 )

895 1,438 746
(69 .22) (79 .36) (76 .51 )

72 39 16
(5 .57) (2.15) (1 .64 )

200 96 51
(15 .47) ( 5 .30) (5 .23 )

109 111 71
(8 .43) (6.13) (7 .2 8 )

1,293 1,798.

1,293 1,812

97 5

97 5

% World (Total /
Total Exports to China) (100 .0) (99 :12) (100 .G )

Prepared by Doug Bruce, July 21, 1986



1982 1983 	1984 

1 	 49 	 27 
(0.04) 	(1.82) 	(0.72) 

262 
(7.0) 

1 
(0.03) 

4 	 38 	 78 
(0.16) 	(1.41) 	(2.09) 

1,390 	1,207 
(56.55) 	(44.89) 

1 
(0.04) 

1,393 
(37.23) 

179 	176 	 243 
(7.28) 	(6.55) 	(6.49) 

26 	 20 	 2 
(1.06) 	(0.74) 	(0.05) 

54 
(2.2) 

16 
(0.65) 

718 
(29.21) 

169 
(6.29) 

786 
(29.23) 

712 
.(19.03) 

892 
(23.84) 

2,435 

2,458 

2,633 	3,742 

2,689 	3,742 

■■■• 

(99.06) (97.92) 	(100.0) 

TABLE #5 

WORLD EXPORTS OF SEEDS, FRUIT AND SPORES TO CHINA 

Values expressed in $000 U.S. (current) 

Australia (value) 
(% world) 

Belgium-Luxembourg 

47 	187 	 132 
(1.91) 	(6.95) 	(3.53) 

- elM 

Canada 

Denmark 

France 

West Germany 

Hong Kong 	' 

Italy 

Japan 

Netherlands 

New Zealand 

U. K.  

U.S.A. 

TOTALS 

(World) Total Exports 
to China 

% World (Total/ 
Total Exports to China) 

Prepared by Doug Bruce, July 21, 1986 



TABLE -# 6

MAJOR EXPORTERS OF SEEDS, FRUITS AND SPORES

(S .I .T .C . 2925) TO CHINA

% World Value in
$000 U .S .

1982: Hong Kong 56.55 1,390

USA 29.21 718

TOTAL 85.76 2,108

1983 : Hong Kong 44.89 1,207
USA 29 .23 786
TOTAL 74.12 1,993

1984 : Hong Kong 37.23 1,393
USA 23.84 892
New Zealand 19.03 712
TOTAL $Od 2,997

Prepared by Doug Bruce, July 21, 1986



TABLE # 7

MAJOR EXPORTERS OF LIVE ANIMALS

(S .I .T .C . 001) TO CHINA

% World Value in
000 U .S .

1982: Hong Kong 49.05 1,012

UK 21.67 447

USA 15.08 311

TOTAL 85.80 1,770

1983 : Hong Kong 66.36 1,438

West Germany 14.68 318

TOTAL 81 .04 1,756

.1984 : Denmark 35.40 1,069

Hong Kong 25.96 784

West Germany 14 .11 426

Netherlands 9.97 301

TOTAL 85 .44 2,580

Prepared by Doug Bruce, July 21, 19E 6

I



TABLE t8  

MAJOR EXPORTERS OF POULTRY (LrvE) 
(s.I.T.c. 0014) TO CHINA 	. 

	

% World 	Value in  
$000 U.S.  

1982: Hong Kong 	 69.22 	 895 
UK 	 15.47 	 200 
TOTAL 	 84.69 	 1,095 

1983: Hong Kong 	 79.36 	 1,438 

1984: Hong Kong 	 76.51 	 746_ 

Prepared by Doug Bruce, July 21, 1986 



Canada China Trad e

In 1985, total Canadian exports to China totalled

$1 .3 billion of which 37 .6% ($473 .5 million) was

agricultural products'(See Table 1) . Grain exports

accounted for 97 .1% of total agricultural exports to

China . Non-Grain exports included raw hides and skins

($7 .3 million) and dairy produce, eggs and hone y

($4 .59 million) (See Table 2) . Bovine dairy semen exports

increased to $897,000 in 1985 from $44,000 in 1984

(Source : Statistics Canada, Exports by Commodities) .



(0.26) 
(0.15) 

(0.35) 
(0.18) 

13.916 

(2.94) 
(1.11) 

2,479 	2,262 1,546 

(1.32) 
(0.64) 

TABLE #1  

CANADIAN AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS TO CHINA, 1983-86 

1983 	1984 	1985 	1986 

(Jan-Mar) 

(' 000) 

TOTAL EXPORTS 1,606,688 	1,236,477 	1,259,310 	240,479 

Total Agriculture 
Exports 	 940,626 	641,472 	473,529 	116,734 

% Total Exports 	 (58.54) 	(51.88) 	(37.60) 	(48.54) 

Total Grain Exports* 938,147 	639,211 	459,613 	115,188 
% Total Agricultural 

Exports 	 (99.74) 	(99.65) 	(97.06) 	(98.68) 
%.Total Exports 	 (58.39) 	(51.70) 	(36.50) 	(47.90) 

Total Non-Grain 
Agricultural Exports 
% Total Agricultural 

Exports 
% Total Exports 

*Includes wheat, barley, hard spring wheat flour, other cereals 
(milled), cereal preparation 

Prepared by Doug Bruce, July 21, 1986 



TABLE 42  

CANADIAN AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS TO CHINA, 1983-86 

1983 	1984 	1985 	1986 

(Jan-Mar) 

($'000) 

TOTAL EXPORTS 	 1,606,688 1,236,477 1,259,310 240,479 

TOTAL GRAIN EXPORTS* 	 938,147 	639,211 	459,613 115,188 

NON-GRAIN AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS: 

Live Animals 	 35 	 11 	298 	511 
Meat, fresh, chilled or frozen 	139 	105 	 49 
Other fishery foods & feeds 	92 
Dairy produce, eggs & honey 	11 	791 	4,592 
Fruits & fruit preparations 	 5 	 1 
Vegetables & Vegetable prepars. 	5 	 16 	 53 	33 
Other foods & Materials for food 	 28 	3 
Other feeds of vegetable origin 	 7 
Other fodder & feeds 	 130 	160 	 20 
Whisky 	 33 	 12 	 19 
Other beverages 	 3 
Tobacco 	 1 
Raw hides & skins 	 1,866 	1,025 	7,296 	586 
Fur skins undressed 	 70 	 84 
Other crude animal products 	 45 	897 
Seeds for sowing 	 61 	 36 	397 
Rapeseed 	 40 
Other oil seeds, oil nuts & 

oil kernel 	 11 
Other crude vegetable products 	32 	 40 	180 	365 

TOTAL NON-GRAIN AGRICULTURAL 
EXPORTS 2,479 	2,261 	13,916 	1,546 

TOTAL AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS 	940,626 	641,472 	473,529 116,734 
% TOTAL EXPORTS 	 (58.54) 	(51.88) 	(37.60) (48.54) 

*Includes wheat, barley, hard spring wheat flour, other cereals 
(milled), cereal preparations 

Prepared by D. Bruce, July 30, 1986 



C A N 11 D I A N C X P O R T S T O C H I N A

$'000

% Change
1983 1984 1985 1985:1984

qpTAL 1,606,688 1,236,477 1,259,310 + 1 . 9

11GRICIII.TtIR11L

% of Zbtat

W MAT

% of 7btal

940,626 641,472 473,529 -26 .2

58.5 51.9 37.6 -14 . 3

916,937 602,245 445,633 -26 .0

97.5 93.9 94.1 + 0 . 2

UII IIIt 11GRIC[II,7UR11L (1) 23,689 39,227 27,896

( .l ) Includes : Flour, Darley, Rapeseed Oil, Cattle llides, SMI', Tallow
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EXPORT DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION (EDC)  

EDC FINANCING AND INSURANCE SUPPORT FOR 
AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS TO CHINA 

- The principal facility through which EDC 
finances Canadian exports to China is the 
General Financing Protocol (GFP) signed with 
the Bank of China (BOC) on October 1, 1984. 
The GFP is a $2.0 billion credit facility 
whereby EDC lends funds to the BOC for the 
procurement of Canadian capital goods and 
services by Chinese buyers. Funds are 
available through this facility to finance up 
to 85% of the contract price of the export in 
U.S. or Canadian Dollars or other currencies 
acceptable to the BOC and EDC. The rates and 
terms offered by EDC to the BOC conform to 
OECD Consensus guidelines. The GFP is set to 
expire on October 1, 1988. 

- EDC financing is available under the GFP to 
support sales to China of acceptable Canadian 
capital goods and related services. Included 
in the definition of -capital goods -  are 
such agricultural products as breeding stock, 
all types of farm equipment and services for 
agricultural development projects. The 
repayment period for such items as breeding 
stock is normally up to three years. 
Consumable agricultural products and 
commodities are not eligible for EDC 
financing support. 

- In addition to the GFP, EDC has lines of 
credit with banks in the Asia and Pacific 
region that are available to Chinese 
borrowers. These banks include the Hong Kong 
and Shanghai Banking Corporation in Hong Kong 
and the Bank of Montreal Asia Ltd., Royal 
Bank of Canada (Asia) Ltd., Canadian Imperial 

..../2 
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Bank of Commerce (Asia) Ltd . and Toronto
Dominion (South East Asia) Ltd ., all located
in Singapore . These $10 .0 million lines of
credit are intended to support small and
medium-size transactions .

When the Government of the People's Republic
of China considers that the nature of a
project requires concessional financing
terms, the Ministry of Foreign Economic
Relations and Trade may request such
financing under the GFP . These transactions
will be considered on a case-by-case basis by
EDC and the Canadian government . The $350
million to be made on concessional terms will
form part of, and, where appropriate, will be
blended with the GFP currently available on
Consensus terms .

With regard to export credit insurance cover
for the export of agricultural commodities
including livestock (with the exception of
wheat), EDC has two bulk agricultural credits
insurance policies to assist Canadian .
exporters . The Short-Term Credits Insurance
Policy will enable an exporter to offer up to
360-day payment terms secured by an
irrevocable letter of credit issued by a
foreign bank acceptable to EDC . The exporter
is afforded 100 % cover for non-payment due to
political risks of war, insurrection, import
or export permit cancellations, or foreign
exchange and transfer delays . For commercial
risks including insolvency, default or
repudiation of goods, cover is extended to
95 % of the gross invoice value .

The Medium-Term Bulk Agriculture Guarantee
Program has been designed to-cover extended
financing terms up to three years in cases
where there is clear evidence of officially
supported competition for the commodity into
the subject market . Cover is extended to the
financing bank in the form of a 100%

. . . ./3
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guarantee of payment under a refinanced 
letter of credit or promissory notes issued 
by a foreign bank acceptable to EDC. 
Preshipment risk coverage can be arranged on 
a case-by-case basis. 

In addition, EDC has a number of other short 
and medium-term insurance and guarantee 
programs available to cover agricultural 
related capital and non-capital goods. The 
same risks are covered, but the percentage of 
cover for insured receivables is only 90% for 
both political and commercial risks. 



reitZora.,/,/ 	Minister for 	 Ministre dti 
International Trade 	Commerce extérielir 

rittiqUK1[1, 

No. 202 EMBARGOED UNTIL 15:30 HOURS 

November 21, 1986. 

FINANCING FACILITY FOR CHINA 

The Minister for International Trade; The Honourable 
Pat Carney, announced today that Canada has signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding and an Agreement with the People's Republic of 
China through which the Canadian government can make available 
concessional financing to the People's Republic of China for 
projects undertaken by Canadian firms using Canadian goods and 
services. 

"Canada is keenly interested in fostering its already 
good trade relationship with China and I am confident that this 
new facility will contribute to its enhancement", Miss Carney 
said. "Using this new facility, which we have established in 
response to similar funding provided by our competitors, 
Canadian companies should be in a position to boost their 
exports to this important and growing market and to sell to a 
broader spectrum of Chinese organizations". 

Mr. Earl Drake, Assistant Deputy Minister, Asia and 
Pacific Branch, Department of External Affairs signed the 
Memorandum of Understanding on behalf of Canada with 
Mr. WANG WENDONG, Assistant Minister, Chinese Ministry of 
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade (MOFERT). Mr. J. McDermid, 
Parliamentary Secretary to Miss Carney, represented the Minister 
at the signing ceremony here in Ottawa. 

The concessional financing facility will be 
administered by the Export Development Corporation for the 
Canadian Government and an implementing agreement was also 
signed with EDC which outlines a framework for the use of the 
facility. 

- 30 - 
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TODAY 

EDC's concessional line of credit with  China:  
how it works 

Imerest in the world's newest export &un-
fier — The People's Republic of China 

— has been high among Canadian ex-
porters for years. But spend any time 
explorin g  opportunities in that Market, 
and one simple fact becomes aleat: manv 
Chinese transactions require eoncessiomil 
financing in order to proceed. 

It comes as no surprise. then. that 
interest in the S350 million coneessional 
financing fair•ility announced last yarar hs 
Prime Ministei Mulroney has been running 
at a fever pitch: 

Manager Tom Macdonald and his col-
leagues in the Pacific and North Asia 
Department of EDC's Export Finaneing 
Group have prepared a list of ansv.ers In 
some of the most frequently asked ques-
tions about the new facility.  The',  deal v.  eh  
such topica as the misconception abnnt 
nmagic-  exporter list for Chinese projects. 
and the supposed edge  berne  on such a !is: 
giv(::`•`;'Xi."°:te!S-The reason>  wnv  Canadian 
exporter:, don't have to bring coneessional 
financing to their buyers at the preliminary 
stages ot neg °nation are also discussed. 

In short. the answers explain now  this 
one-of-a-kind EDC facility. developed x-
presala for the Chinese market, can be used 
by Canadian firrns to increase theis trade 
with China. 

Win,  was the line of credit ctablisiu ,c .;:' 
Quite simply. to counter the financing 

practices of other countries. ln I9S.6. EDC 
received over 50 notifications from various 
major exporting countries that concesstonal 
support wa.s used in the Chinese market. In 
establishing the facility. the Government of 
Canada has made the point that w e will 
face the competition head-on, that we Mill 
not allow our exporters to  be disady an-
taged in their pursuit of Chinese export 
business. 

Hou' die'  Canada respond in the  case  of 
the  Chinese market? 

A S350 million slice of EDC:: existing 
S2 billion General Financing Protocol 
with the  Bank of China has been alloeated 
for concessional financing. Blending the 
concessional portion with the Consensus-
base(' funds in the Protocol has effectively 
created a large and competitive facility. 

Is the line competitive? 
Yes ,  it is. To protect its competitive 

position .  EDC does not disclose its interest 
rates or ternis on individual transactions, 
and we will not disclose those negotiated  

with Chinese officials. But the fact that the 
Ministry of Foreign Fan-ionic Relations 
and Trade (MOFERT) signed the conces-
sional agreement with Canada last month 
is a signal that the Government of China 
considers the line fully corn petit i s e. 

h'aiw Car Canadian exporters use the 
line? 

Fira.  al the earliest stage of a trans-
actii in, exporters should contact EDC. We 
will review the techrUcal and financial 
capabilities of youi firm and pi ()vide a 
letter that shows your buyer  that  y ou are a 
quali fied exporter and are eligible for 
support under the concessional line of 
credit. EDC can also give you a prelimi-
nary indication of Consensus-based rates 
and the terms of the line of credit. 

"Assure your buyer 
thczt the financing 

is colApetitire, and thaï 
he can contact MOFERT 

or the Bank of China 
for details." 

We should emphasize that financing 
tinder the line of eredit is e two-sided 
procedure. The Chinese  hu e r  deals si. it'n 
MOFERT and the Bank of China, and you 
the exporter deal with EDC. This means 
that neither party needs to worry about the 
financina aspects of the transaction: they 

ili be taken care of by the two ageneies. 
You can assure your buyer that the 
financing si orked out between China and 
Canada is competitive and that he can 
contact MOFERT or the Bank of China 
for details. In short, the agreement between 
Canada and China means that the two of 
y ou — the Canadian exporter and the 
Chinese buyet --- can concentrate or. the 
commercial aspects of the transaction. 

Houe do the Canadiat. and Chin,.si 
s_ustents work in relation concessioncl 
_financing? 

Both systems are centralized ,  and in 
both countries. a keY criterion is vs hi. Met 
the financing is in the national intertna of 
the countrv. In China, concessional fin,:71- 
cing falls tinder MOFER T. vOtich decide, 

 %%nether a pui chase ss drrants sptaaa: rates 
and terms. In Canada. conaessionat finan-
cing is made available through the  Go'  ern-
ment Account t Section 31,  of the Export 
Development Act. Th:  s means that Y. hen a 
transaction is under conideration. 
appi ouch i.. made to the Minister for Inter-
national Trade., vtlz:t.ht'!" or 
not  to appros e the financing. If M OF E ET 
approves the protect for con; essiiAnil 
finaneing., it then formally requests such 
finaneing from EDC. 

Ch:na has various deaelopinent priori-
ties, but  they  are not east  in  concrete.  Muer'  
as the ti- anadian  exporter  apnii:e. for spec:al 
financing support Iron', El)(... the Chinese 
hives applies to MOFERT. Althongh there 
is a certain amount of ilesauility. it seems 
apparem that a deeisiori by MOFEET to 
assign conaessional nanein il! 
he gee;erned b v  the conimet 
::,q ,01.:1*; 01 	 21:d no ,. 
f DC or tile Canadian ;:overnrien: 

cifflcessi();•.al 

A r. lieere 	 (.!? it1,7,;! 1. 

jj,  and services Can 11. Man,- 	under 
Jute.'  
No. Goods and sers 	ine.a 

EDC's tun  mal  eriteria will be clieibae Th , 
 is to say.  capital good:: and that 

justify finanLini:  on credo ternis at  more 
than  crie  .̀..C. a7. In addition. the transa,:ti,.e. 
must meet any criteria etahliq;c:.1 
Government of Canada, si ic  h as  c tn 

 ›r national interest considetations 
si.V.ic , n.  Oetp  un preje ref:,  

by EDC? 
No,  the line  of  credit is not sz.cior-

speciik. ILDC is expo i tet- si s ken. ei 
w ill not get involved in tr.e pro::.» of select-
ing winners: they will L•rnerge on thei own 
merits in the Chinese marketplace. How-
ever , although not at thu exckisijn oi uther 
potential transactions, China' ,  tans [ye-
vear plan  places emphasi.- on l ■-q: d ,:Yelorl-
ment of hydro and thermal r i..v.e!. telecuni-
munications. transportation.  forestry  assit 

 agriculture. all scctors in vs hich 

:11112ZeMZJC"' CerateltIrerLIMMIAMIIIIZUMS.r. 
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EDC TODAY

has experience and expertise .
Are there restrictions on 1l1 c° si:e of

pruiecu.'
Generallv speaking, no . However we

would not like to see the whole line ex-
hausted on one or two large projects, and
nor. one might expect . would the Chinese.
The Government of Canada would prefer
to see the funds spread around as much as
possible . The line of credit is available to
Canadian exporters of all sizes, and for a
full range of L+roducts and contract amounts.

Is there an r restriction on the number of
tintes an eapurtcr can recei re .support under
the khc•?

No. The line w il1 be accessed on a first-
come-first-served basis: that i5 to say, sup-
por will be given to each eligible exporter
ti ho come~ to EDC with a full proposa/,
until the line is exhausted. There is no
limitation on the numhur of times an
exporter can he financed under the facilits .
Is Iherc u 11s1 oJ prv/ect.~. aslJtrrc is in suint
other c utnttric'~ : '

No, not strictl ; cpeakin : . The Chrnes c

cToT'ej,'10St in thE.' ti11'1Ci

of the bu vvr is
the COltcpet1t l1'et1eS.S

ofy0lf?"pl'od:lt't.

Financing fliQi' be a ke~;
but it won 't

gel you the deal. "

have made fnrmal requests lei ; scver .il piv-
poset! trar: .aLti .ms ;or vhich thcN stattt
cun.é•mc,nji fi :!:,n ;inL. and sta :c•d the
names of thc cxpc,rterti the% .+ant to L; . .- .
EDC cannot idcr;tift the,e trait.,aai .!ns
because t~c mu~t nîaintAn commercial
conGdentralit} . The fact that Ef)~ mrght
not be approached about your transacti+.in
does no, mean that it will not prueeû . It
may well go fcu,,%ard at the Consensus
interest rates for China, and at repa~m.nt
term~ of up tc , 1

0 ,
ear~ . ; ;fier all . if the

Chinese thinl, a pruj~.ct will na~ for itself
with Con,,:n-,uc rate finan_i :tg . they arc not
likcl y to ue up limited conce~siunal
mune~ to finance it .

From the inquirie~ EDC has recei~"l to

11'ritc' J île Puc!/ic and tl"nrih A .ifu Def 1rrar/nrent -~r u r~+ ;• , irr•rre~i, "PI)CFinul,r•?! ;; ,,,
~~l:ü1u~•%irD:.'htlrc'.Ile :;.SCr11J'_'.tJU>con,esslUn(l.''Ql: :.'['O1:7n1t'r,i:a e
(Jt~ p~~;c I? /ôr the addre'.ss /

date, there a,'lear It, he certain miscon-
cr ; tinns ; :,,,ut the importance of being on
a proiect li~t . and on bringlnL' cortc .-iru!J :il
fir.ancin2 to ~our buyer . Some exporter-
feel that being named on a list meanF t'-,e t
China will restrict negotiations to our
company, whiic others vietis'

It
a~ a gu'aran-

teeti sale . In po:nt of fact . neithrr is the
case .

First and forerm,st in the mind of the
buyer is the comp_tnireness of vour
pr : ;duct . f inancing mati be a kes' in clu~in

~I a dea1 . but in China it will not get ~ .,u the
&--al Cc,mpctitiun is so intense ti, ; : : tnt
huer is convinL:ed he will get a"best"
internationallv corn peti ive price re~ard-
le,~s of the financing te! ms . He is also cop.-
vinced that concessiona! Gnancinf, wil ; he
granted i1 MO}=FIZI anf}ru%esthc pruj :.ct .
The point is, ~cu n ;a•.• not have an ;
compctitivc advant :,ec r ; 'Vinr ~, :; a ct?n-
cc s sronal finan :•in-_ list or. If t ou cuuld . h,
bringir:g such, financing ta ti-:c t,egotiatin;
table : crnls your pr,rdu,a or cri i• . :c can gi•,' .
you th :-+t sort o f ed g e .

Ca-r LDC hc ;r i/rr c .irurr_ - U!' i,' rh,
hur :^r ront•inrc' MUI1:R7 tu apl;rr,rc u
prnfec r: '

Probai~ ;~ :n, : Thr Cl' ;r,,:sc a~ ;,rct~ : l

criterta . and L DC is flot üb.el~ tu ~itar._r
that s~stem .

Ir, China . lil.c Cariads . hu\ers ,iri~r i
hard harzain and Canaiit ;,n e\r,orter~ c :.
exp .•ct theit commerciai nr. gntu :a :r, 2
to be tested . You ma~', for exan-;rie. rec_i, _
some pressures to short-ctn th e
such as by being asked to brim' con cc -
sional finanein2 to the f•,uver a~ th^ ~'1r ;`,
sta,~ec of disctu~iun . 0ur a~ri~c ts a :r : h
forward : t,ave confidence in the proie .>
it'r,a ~, been negnttaud and a_recù ut,,m F .
China and C . .̂nada . It is desi ne ] tc, ;, .
r ;~pc,n,nc and elïi ;tent Ior all par nr .

i

in~ul+e i . Ell(_ T1112111 1101 hc al i•. tc~ .sc• !
an'. part,culxt Influence . ha : thru~~'
() ::r open lint, of corr-muniLat :on ~+i
n1C~FI } :1 . \te c :,n help r k ru n Cr.,tor i•h,

I prUCra~ 01 vrtur tr:t)~: cl .
LllC i - eommittcct to,ceiri _,, th ;Lt Car. ::-

diar, cxporirrs remarn contpeua\c : ; th .
~ fat•e of f.,r;i•_n c,mce"ion .sl fin .in,i•:

pi2ictlL'e~ . For tulia t lnlurmati .fll Or, ih :
I S >~r) millron t rr .~es,s .,r. .a hnr of credi'

wrth Chir .t . L, ► caSe ci~r,ta, r th ;• I'a,ifi : anL:
tintth ~15ia ll~h . :rtr.t .nt a! EIK's Ilca,ï

.t
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The Grain Challenge 
Improventents in handling and processing are needed to cope with China's 

growing grain harvests 

D isastrous weather in many 
parts of China and a de-
cline in the acreage sown 
to grain caused a precipi- 

tous drop in grain production in 
1985. The 25 million to 30 million 
tonne decrease, representing one of 
the largest declines in grain output 
within the last 25 years, triggered 
memories of severe grain shortages 
in the past. 

But in contrast to years like 1959 
and 1960, when grain production de-
clined by 28 and 25 million tonnes 
respectively, the subnormal harvest 
of 1985 has not precipitated a na-
tional crisis. Rather, thanks to dra-
matic increases in grain production 
for several successive years, China's 
stocks are generally adequate and 
some regions have sizable excesses. 
Although the government is re-
sponding to 1985's decline by reduc-
ing prices for fertilizer and giving 
loan priority to farmers who grow 
more grain, the drop does not signal 
a major failure of agricultural re-
forms. 

In fact, the overall grain pro-
duction picture in recent years has 
exceeded even the most sanguine 
expectations. Although total acreage 
sown to grain has declined by 12 mil-
lion hectares (1 hectare [ha)=2.47 
acres) or 10 percent since 1978, un-
usually favorable weather conditions 
combined to yield a net increase in 
grain output of 100 million tonnes 
between 1978 and 1984. Much of 
this increase stems from realization 
of the potential of long-term devel-
opment projects in such areas as wa-
ter control and land improvement. 
But it took the new agricultural poli-
cies introduced in 1978 to overcome 
the inhibiting effects of inefficient 
management and overly centralized 
planning in agriculture. 

Most analysts agree that China's 

large grain harvests are here to 
stay—even the "poor" 1985 output 
was 25 percent higher than in 1978. 
In order to take full advantage of 
this, vast changes are needed in all 
aspects of grain handling and pro-
cessing. The Chinese acknowledge 
that they have a long way to go, and 
lack the experience and technology 
to accomplish all the necessary transi-
tions themselves. Thus their plans in-
clude utilizing a broad range of for-
eign technology, equipment, and 
investment to modernize the grain 
sector and ensure that, even if the 
country experiences poor harvests 
again, there will be an adequate mar-
gin of safety against disaster. 

The transition to bulk handling 
More grain is entering China's 

marketing system due to increased 
production and reform of the State 
purchasing system. Traditionally, 
most grain has been consumed lo-
cally. The remainder (between 15 
and 20 percent of production) en-
tered State marketing channels, 
where virtually all of il was trans-
ferred to urban areas or to grain defi-
cit regions. 

But this system •became cumber-
some as grain production began its 
rapid rise. Between 1978 and 1984 
the quantity of grain procured and 
purchased by the State inct eased 
from about 62 million tonnes (20 
percent of production) to 141  nul-
lion tonnes (35 percent of produc- 

Lew Erisman is with the USDA Foreign 

Agricultural Service and has worked in 

the China field for . 25 years. He travels 

frequently to Chinn and served as the 
agricultural officer in the US Consulate 

in Hong Kong from 1977-1980. The 

virws presented are those of the author. 

and not those of the US Depanment of 

Agriculture. 

Lion). As a fundamental part of agri-
cultural reforms, the State monopoly 
over the purchase and distribution of 
grain was terminated in 1985, when 
State procurement was limited to the 
purchase of 75 million tonnes of rice, 
wheat, and corn. All excess grain is 
now sold on the newly emerging free 
market at prices theoretically deter-
mined by supply and demand. The 
State will buy additional quantities 
only if the free market price falls be-
low a set level, assuring grain farmers 
a minimum income. 

In ihe future, the State will con-
tinue to reduce its contracted pur-
chases. forcing China's marketing 
system to accommodate an increas-
ing4 larger flow of grain. In essence, 
China is moving away from the tra-
ditional concept of regional self-suf-
ficiency  tu  interprovincial or 
interregional dependence and trade. 
Grain deficit provinces are encour-
aged to bypass State channels and ne-
gotiate directly with grain surplus 
provinces. This trend to commercial 
production and marketing will re-
quire investment in all facets of grain 
distribution in China, including han-
dling, storage, and transportation. 

• Handling Threshing and drying 
equipinent are needed on individual 
farms to reduce post-harvest losses, 
condition grain by removing foreign 
materials and damaged kernels,  and 
shorten the time it takes grain to en-
ter marketing channels. The man' 
types of simple threshing equipment 
torrent Iv in use vary in efficiency. 
The country's threshing and winnow-
ing equipment were designed for rel-
atively large-scale collective farming, 
and now need to be replaced with 
ii one  efficient as id snuiller threshing. 
shelling, and winnowing equipment 
onquitible with individual lunise-

hold farming operations. Larger 
c-quipment may eventually  tome  back 
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China's Grain Production, 
1978-85 

(million metric tonnes) ---r 
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SOURCE: State Statistical Bureau and various 
Chinese sources 

*1985 figures based on preliminary estimates 

Grain Production 1978-1985* 
(Million tonnes) 

Rice 
1978 	136.93 
1979 	143.75 
1980 	139.91 
1981 	143.96 
1982 	161.60 
1983 	168.87 
1984 	178.26 
1985 	167.00 

Soybeans 
7.57 
7.46 
7.94 
9.32 
9.03 
9.76 
9.70 
9.70 

Tubers** 
31.74 
28.46 
28.73 
25.97 
27.05 
29.25 
28.48 
24.00 

Other*** TOTAL 

	

18.74 	304.76 

	

29.69 	332.12 
320.56 
325.02 
354.50 
387.28 
407.12 
380.00 

26.17 
26.92 
27.59 
29.80 
30.52 
29.30 

• 1985 based on preliminary Chinese estimates 
In grain equivalent, 5 units of tubers = 1 unit of grain 

*** Includes sorghum, millet, barley, oats, buckwheat, peas, beans, and 
other lentils 

SOURCE: State Statistical Bureau, various Chinese sources 

Wheat 
53.84 
62.73 
55.21 
59.64 
68.47 
81.39 
87.82 
86.00 

Corn 
55.94 
60.03 
62.60 
59.21 
60.56 
68.21 
72.34 
64.00 

hut, demand if China•s plan to te-

(hice the number of farmers engaged 

in crop production by Tel-thirds hy 

the end of titis  century is successful. 

hut individual household purchases 

urrentiv dominate the market. 

thrc-shing. grain is usuallY air 

and sun dried-a process that mav 

equire as long as six to eight months. 

l a isses,  while normally relatively !ow, 

can be catastrophic should heavy 

rainfall occur during harvest or 

threshing. The introduction of - small, 

energy-efficient driers will reduce 

losses and shorten the time it takes 

grain to reach the market. 

Most of China's storing, elevating, 

and transporting facilities were de-

signed for relativelv small quantities 

of bagged grain. While more efficient 

methods to improve and gradually 

supplant the handling of grain in 

bags are being studied, bulk hanclling 

is being iniroduced to expechic 

movement i)1 large quantities of 

grain. The transition to bulk han-

dling will require specialized trucks 

and railcars  te) iransport the grain, 

improved elevating equipment to 

move it into or out of storage and 

«into trucks or rail cars, and new un-

loading facilities. 

Mechanical scales will also be in-

stalled to weigh grain at various 

pc rims. .A1 present weighing is gener-

ally limited to small manual scales lo-

cale(' at rural grain collecticm and 

storage facilities. 

Finally. the combination of sun 

(living  and manual handling produce 

420 
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380 

360 

340 

320 

300 

280 

260 

a pi oblein of high stone, bag, and 

string content in Chinese grain. 

Equipment is needed to remove 

these foreign materials and dust so 
cleaner grain can meet the needs of 
consumers, more sophisticated pro-
cessing, and trade. 

• Storage Most current storage fa-

cilities are relatively simple, and inad-

equate for China's present needs. 

Storage varies by region; the rela-
tiyely cooler northeast and parts of 
north China use small round bins, 

while flat storage is more popular in 
central and south China. The Chi-

nese are seeking modern storage 
technology and facilities, and are 
particularly interested in steel bins. 

Better storage will reduce rodent and 
insect losses, and prolong storage 

lime  by controlling temperature, hu-
tniditv. and oxygen. 

• Transportation Inland transpor-
tation is the single largest bottleneck 

lo getting grain to consumers. Most 

grain is currently bagged and moved 
by rail, but the railroads are also mov-

ing a small but increasing volume of 

grain in bulk. The use of hopper cars 

able to load grain through the side or 

bottom of the car is increasing. More 

hopper  cars  will be put int() service, 

some of which may be imported. Fa-

cilities  tel  unload them must be in-

stalled ,  ideally with enclosed belts or 

oilier means of conveyance  tel  move 
grain directly  imite)  storage, port load-

ing facilities, or processing plants. 

Growing grain trade requires new 
port facilities 

China has no special-

ized port facilities to 

handle grain, aside frôm 
grain elevators at 

Shanghai and Huangpu 

(near Guangzhou), 

which are used to dis-

charge imported wheat, 

and a small silo in Dalian 

to load soybeans for ex- 

port. General cargo berths were, and 
continue to be, used for loading 
bagged rice and small amounts of 
corn and sorghum for export and un-
loading wheat imports. 

This situation was adequate until 

1984 because China's major grain ex-

ports were limited to rice and, to a 

lesser extent, soybeans. Sporadic dis-

locations caused by temporary ex-

cesses of grain to be loaded or un-

loaded veere the main problem. 

But China's emergence as a sizable 

exporter of corn and sorghum (corn 

exports skyrocketed from less than 

100,000 tonnes in 1983 to some 5 
million tonnes in 1985) has forced 

authorities to recognize the need for 

specialized grain-handling facilities. 

The dramatic increase in China's for-

eign trade compounds the problem 

by creating intense port congestion 

and a severe shortage of general 
cargo berths. 

Plans  te)  install handling facilities 
to load corn for export (and also for 

delivery to newly developing markets 
in south China) are not far advanced, 

since exporting on a large scale only 

began in 1984. Northeastern China is 

expected to be the only region with 

large annual excesses of corn, so con-

struction plans for corn-loading fa-

cilities have focused on the north-

eastern ports of Yingkou and Dalian, 

while a third site is being considered 

at Dandong. Mir grain berth at Ying-
kou should be completed by Septem-

ber 1986, more than tripling capacity 

to about 1 million tonnes a year. Fa-

cilities to further increase Yingkou's 
capacity to about 2 million tonnes in 

1988 and to 2.6 million tonnes by 

1990 are under consideration. 

China plans to build its largest 

corn-loading facility at Dalian, and is 

considering an unusual arrangement 

to do so with Japanese firms. The 

Chinese have accepted a tender, but 

postponed a final decision on a Japa-

nese bid to replace Dalian's coal- 
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loading facility (now already being
used for corn) with an 80,000 tonne
corn export silo . A final decisicm is
expected (at the earliest) in April
1986 on the project, which will have

it maximum 2 .8 million tonnes an-
nual loading capacity. China would
pay for the facility in kind : between
200,000 and 300,000 tonnes of corn
(worth $25 million to $30 million)
are being offered as compensation .
As a general policy, the Chinese do
not offer commodities for large com-
pensation trade deals, indicating that
this project must have approval from
officials at the highest level .

Port improvements designed to fa-
cilitate the unloading of imported
wheat are another high priority. Al-
though good harvests enabled China
to reduce wheat imports from a rec-
ord 13 .3 million tonnes in 1982 to an
estimated 6 million tonnes in 1985,
wheat usage is increasing rapidly due

tu changes in consumer preference .
Thus most Western observers expect
wheat imports to continue rising .
I-ast year the Chinese purchased a
pneurnatic unloader from Sirnons
Ltd., (UK), which will double Dalian
port's capacity to unload wheat from
1 .5 million tonnes to over 3 million
tonnes a year . A similar facility was
recentlv purchased for the port of
Xingang in Tianjin . And QQin-
huangdac ► 's port will soon invite bids
for construction of a grain wharf to
unload up to 2 million tonnes of
wheat annually,.

Better processing needed as grain
consumption diversifies

The shifting patterns of grain inr-
ports and exports reflect not just bet-
ter harvests, but also changing con-
sumer preference . With sizable
quantities of grain in excess of basic
food needs available for the first
time, consumers may now exercise
choice in the type and quality of grain
they buy. In urban areas, consumers
prefer high-quality rice and flour . In
rural areas, rice and wheat are re-
placing low-quality grains such as
sweet potatoes, corn, and other
coarse grains, which historically have
been the staple .

Most of China's surplus grain is of
low quality and limited marketability .
But China is seeking facilities to con-
vert this low-quality grain into live-
stock and poultry feed, processed
foods, and industrial materials . Prov-
inces are taking much of the initiative
to increase grain processing capacity,

uç~ ~~.~►~.:.r "+~?r

:tnd :n"e proving receptive
trr (c>operative ventures
a . a me ans ()f acquir-in};
lirreign investment . Tech-
n„lcrg) and equipment

1 6

1 4

for flour mills, starch 1 2
mills, feed mills, and food
processing plants are the
most common areas of in-
terest . China also plans to
inrprove its capability to
process grain into fast
foods, infant food,
snacks, confectionar y
products, and beverages .
Over 100 types of pro-
cessed foods can be mad e
from low-quality rice
alone, which constitutes
about 40 percent of Chi-
na's rice production . Sim-
ilarly, excess corn can be
converted into flour,
grits, and flakes .

0
78 79

• Flour milling Consumption hab-
its and preferences for wheat are
rlrangin}; in both urban and rural ar-
eas . The government is encouraging
the nit roduction of wheat-based food
in south and central China to inr-
prove and add variety to the tradi-
tional rice diet, while consumers in
the north are eating more wheat
products than ever. Consumption o f

-traditional staples such as steamed
hre:i, dumplings, and noodles is in-
crcasing, as well as the demand for
relatively new foods such as bread .
instant noodles, and sandwiches. De-
mand for high qualitv white flour is
increasing, while Western-style res-
taurants, bakers, and noodle makers
need specialty flour to produce new
products and improve existing ones .

Projects to expand and improve
► nilling capacity exist in virtually all
► rhan areas in China's wheat belt .
Most of the equipment being re-
placed in the cities is of 1930 vintage
or older, and, if still uscable, may
eventually be relocated to rural ar-
cas . Sourhern China is moving to de-
velop its own milling capacity by con-
slructing new mills .

The extensive modernization of
Chinas flour milling industry re-
quires foreign technology and equip-
ment . Since much of the wheat
f;rown in or imported by China is red .
ttre tlour from these wheats is off-
color, even if milled at a very low rate
of extraction . Bleaching and enrich-
ing technology will be needed to pro-
vide the white flour now in demand,
and improve its nutritive value .

80 81 82 83 84 85

In general, only trtio grades of gen-
eral purpose flour have been pro-
clucecl in the past . Specialtv Ilours are
is relativeh new concept and China
lacks experience in the technique of
blending various classes of wheat and
tl o ur . Must mills now in operatio n
cati handle soft wheat, but special-
ized equipment will have tvi be in-
stalled t„ handle the high-protein
hard wheat and higher gluten w heats
that comprise a large portion of what
is available for milling . The milling of
hard wheat requires rollers made
frc ►m strong steel allcrvs . Reportedlv,
soute of these alloys are not pro-
duced in China .

• Corn milling More corn is no,..
available for milling as a result o f
large" h;n-vests . The Chinese may not
be aware of mctnv of the ;i50-aO(1 dif-
Ie•rent uses fur starch extracted fronr
corn, but they are beginning to ex-
perin ► ent w ith a broacf range of' in-
dustrial and food uses . Co rn is milled
in a few relatively small, obsolete
mitls that recover less than 80 per-
cent of the useable components from
corn . Even the country's leading
corn producer, Jilin Province, has
only 18 mills with a combined grind
capacity of less than 100,000 tonnes
of co rn per year. The simple starches
produced are primaril y used for
pharmaceuticals . Industrial alcohul
and the glass and chemical industries
are secondar~ endusers . Although
China is short of high-grade vege-
table oil, ve ry little co rn oil (a byprod-
uct from the manufacture of starch)
is used for food since few mills have
the capability to de-gum it . Rather,
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CHINA'S GRAIN IMPORTS AND EXPORTS 
(million tonnes) 
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corn oil is most often used for such 
nonfood manufactures as antibiotics, 
soap, and lacquers. 

Virtually all modern corn-milling 
technolog-v and equipment will have 
to be imported. China lacks the tech- 

manufacture improved 
starches and expand the range of 
starch uses. They have purchased 
equipment such as centrifuges to 
renovate and upgrade existing mills 
and are considering the acquisition 
of new. modern mills. Technoloi,i-v to 
produce modified starch (primarily 

• for pharmaceutical use). starch for 
textile and paper manufacture, high-
fructose corn syrup (HFCS). and alco-
hol is also needed. 

The nations  first wet mill incorpo-
rating foreign technology and equip-
ment recently began operation. The 
mill. located in Anyang. Henan, has 
an annual grind of 25,000 tonnes of 
rom for processing into starch and 
other byproducts. Its primary prod-
ucts are starch for pharmaceutical 
and industrial use, corn oil, lysine, 
and single-cell protein. The byprod-
ucts—corn gluten feed and corn 
germ meal—will be used for high-
protein livestock and poultry feed. 
The nation's first ethanol distillery (a 
dry mill) was recently purchased 
from Speichim (France). The mill will 
be located at Tianjin and will have an 
annual g-rind of about 50,000 tonnes 
of corn. A number of corn producing 
pros inces, including Heilongjiang. 
Jilin. Liaoning, and Shandong, are 
interested in or negotiating for mills. 

Pi 05 inces pioducing minor 
amounts of corn also hope to allevi-

ate their shortages of sugar and in- 
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clustrial starch by milling imported 
corn or corn from other parts of the 
country. Virtually all sugar used in 
east China must be imported, but this 
region is planning large-scale can-
ning. brewery, soft drink, baking, and 
other food processing industries, all 
of which will require large quantities 
of sugar. Wet milling would provide a 
source of dextrose, HFCS, and indus-
trial starch. East and central China 
are also exploring the feasiblity of 
building plants to convert sweet po- 
tato march into sugar. 

The feed industry adopts long-
range plan 

The formation of a mixed feed  in-
dustrv is especially important be-
cause it directly or indirectly helps 
absorb excess grain, especially corn; 
imprme the woefully low feed con-
version ratios that now prevail; con-
vert oil meals and other ingredients 
into highly nutritious foods; absorb 
underutilized rural labor; improve 
consumer diets by increasing the sup-
ply of meat, poultry, eggs, and dairy 
products. Animal husbandry used to 
be mainly a household sideline activ-
ity using vehatever feedstuffs hap-
pened to be available. The need to 
mix feed to improve nutritional value 
became apparent in the mid-1970s as 
planners looked for a method to up-
grade animal husbandry and arrest 
the chronic shortage of meat, poul-
try, and eggs. The post-1979 encour-
agement of specialized households 
and the establishment of large live-
sto( k and poultry enterprises near 
urban areas intensified the demand 
for mixed feed to raise efficiency and  

speed livestock development. 
In February 1983 the State Coun-

cit adopted the "National Program 
for the Development of the Feed In-
dustry 1984-2000," establishing the 
ambitious goal of increasing mixed 
and compound feed production of all 
types to 50 million tonnes by 1990 
and between 100 million and 120 
million tonnes by the end of this 
century. These goals seem particu-
larly optimistic when one considers 
the limited progress made since 
1978, and the constraints on the 
industry. 

China began importing mixing 
equipment from Hungary in 1978 
and later purchased equipment from 
other countries, including the United 
States, japan, and Switzerland. The 
first plant to manufacture mixing 
equipment using domestic technol-
ogy was built in Shanxi Province in 
1978. But by 1983 the approximately 
3,500 feed mills in operation had a 
combined mixing capacity of only 5 
million tonnes. Production report-
edly increased to 8 million tonnes 
and 12 million tonnes in 1983 and 
1984, but even these numbers must 
be vieveed with some skepticism; the 
Chinese count any feed consisting of 
two or more blended ingredients 
as mixed feed. The proportion of 
«impound (specially formulated to 
be complete and nutritionally bal-
anced) feed is small, comprising only 
about 10 percent of total feed pro-
duction in 1984; much of this fell 
short of even minimum nutritional 
standards. 

Under the long range plan, the 
State and provinces will invest about 
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US ORGANIZATIONS ADVISE CHINA ON GRAIN 

With offices in Beijing, the US 
Wheat Association (USWA), the US 
Feed Grains Council (USFGC), and 
the American Soybean Association 
(ASA) are all positioned to help in the 
modernization of Chinas grain and 
feed sectors. The US Department of 
Agriculture cooperates with these and 
other industry- and American farmer-
sponsored organizations io promote 
American agricultural commodities 
overseas. 

The USWA sponsors programs to 
improve flour quality and promote 
flour consumption. Ius model flour 
mill and bakery in Beijing and instant 
noodle plant in Shanghai include dern-
onstrat ion and training facUities  tu  ex-
pose the Chinese to modern produc-
tion techniques, equipment, and 
technology. [SIVA also opened a mill-
ing and halting school in Guangzhou 
in 1985. 

The USFGC and ASA organize feed-
ing trials and demonstrations io illus-
trate tbe.advantages of modern feed-
ing practices for animal and poultry 
husbandry. They also «induct tech-
nical seminars and feeding trials. 

LISFGC and ASA, like USIVA, sponsor 
or assist in the exchange of iechnical 
delegations and host study groups in 
the United States. USFGC 'recently es-
lahlishecl a model rain in Nanjing 
to manufacture vitamin/mineral/ 
protein premixes for nonruminant 
animal and poultry feed. Tech-
nicians from all over China are 
being trained at this facility, and the 
Chinese plan to use the mill as 
-a prototype for future large-scale 
mill construction. 

To expose the Chinese to corn mill-
ing technology and the use of starch. 
the USFGC, the USDA Foreign Agri-
culture Service, and the US Corn Re-
fineries Assiiciation have supporied a 

number tif visiting delegations in the 
past 18 months. In addition, the US 
International Trade and Development 
Cooperation Agency is funding a fea-
sibility study for it large corn mill in 
Shanghai. If constructed, the mill's 
annual capacity w(itild include 60,000 
ionnes of alcohol, 20,000 tonnes of 
ElFCS, 30,000 tonnes of syrup, 3,000 
mimes of cil ric acid, and 5,000 tonnes 

of modified starch. —1.E 

Corn is milled in a few relatively small, obsolete mills that 
recover 80 percent of the useable components from corn. 

Even the country 's  leading corn producer, Jilin Province, 
has only 18 mills with a combined capacity (f less than 

100,000 tonnes of corn per year. 

V1.5 billion ($500 million) during the 
first phase of the program, 1986— 
1990. Feed mills built with these 
funds will be administered by the 
Ministry of Commerce (M OC) and 
produce complete feed according to 
MOC standards. In addition, the 
plan calls for townships and villages 
to set up simple mixing facilities fi

-nanced by local investment and ad-
ministered by the Ministry of Agri-
culture, Animal Husbandry, and 
Fisheries (MAAF). 

Most State and provincial invest-
ment in feedmills is earmarked for 
one large methionine plant, four or  

five hsine plants. 20 to 40 concen-
trate and feed additive plants, and an 
unspecified number of medium and 
large mixing plants. These plants will 
produce mainly compound poultry 
and dairy feeds according to MOC 
specifications, for distribution to rel-
atively large poultry  and dairy enter-
prises situated near urban areas and, 
to a lesser extent, for specialized 
households. The feed additive and 
premix plants will also supply stnall 
mills in the system with products to 
lie  mixed with locally available in-
gredients. Small mills will mainly pro-
duce comparatively low-quality 

mixed feed for hogs. 
The feed industrr's needs include 

equipment to mix feed to exacting 
specifications, assistance in the use 
of pre-mixes and feed additives in 
formulating balanced diets, and 
instruction in the role of protein (es-
pecially an acceptable amino acid 
profile). 

Providing for future security 

China's grain production will 
probably.  continue On its upward 
trend, but the 1985 decline indicates 
that the rate of increase will likely he 
much lower, and more difficult to  at-
tain than during the past six y'ears. 
The Seventh Five-Year Plan (1986- 
199(1) sets a grain production target 
of -150 million tonnes bv 1990, an 
increase onlv one-half as large as that 

sre ■ ,- i tried from 1978-1984. The 
1990 target is attainable, but will re-
quire increased investment and ac-
celerated introduction of scientific 
farming techniques. 

Furthermore. agricultural policies 
mav have to be adjusted to dispel the 
growing reluctance of some to grow 
grain. Given the existing price struc-
tures ,  it is often more profitable to 
grow nongrain crops, farm part-time, 
or work in higher paying local indus-
tries. Some farmers hesitate to grow 
grain because markets are uncertain, 
selling grain is difficult, and grain 
storage is not always available. 

1.1nder these conditions, grain pro-
ducers mav lack incentives to in-
crease grain production as rapidly 
as the government plans. But if 
China•s multifaceted program to 
impri  ne grain handling and process-
ing succeeds in getting grain to mar-
ket faster and turning grain int() 
higher-yalue products. farmers may 
have the incentive they need to grow 
grain.  
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China's Major Crop Production by Province

Hebei

wheat

corn

fruit

cotton

1984 output Change since 1979

11.4 +28'.%.

1984 output Change since 1979

16.5 +70x.

.869

.525

1

1984 output Change since 1979

15.7 +24%

1984 output Change since 1979

7.16

6.40

1 .34

1 .05

+13'X .

+2'X.

+70 +,

+808'.t ,

Shanghai 1984 output Change since 1979

rice ' 1 .78 -n.

.140

.116

.106

• wheat

oii crops .

cotton

jiangsu -
rice

wheat
oil crops
cotton

DsepanE

wheat
t:ugar
oil vops

1984 output Change since 1979
17.5 +3.rX.

9 .04

.710

.665

+b9'X.

+8T%,

+251;,

198t output Change since 1979
15 .1 .16%
1 .02

.707

.339

+36'X,

+6"/.
+25%

Sichuan

ric e

wheat

sugar

If oil cropc

Guizhou

ric e

corn

oil crops

tobacco

5 .2 3

3 .78

.606

.554

7 .03

2 .26

11 8

1984 output Change since 1979

4.0' •25"

.215 -21"

,305 +180"• ,

.238 -124',-

1984 output in million metric tonne s

•Shaana)
, wheat

corn
fruit

oit crops

1984 output Change since 197 9

5 .00

3 .-a

3J 8

.286

1984 output Change since 1919
430 - +25'..

3.13 +8'X.

.262 +10N~

.193 +101A .
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Growth in GVAO 1979 to 1984 

1 25-45% 1 	1 66-80% 

81-112% 

HEILONGJIANG 
- 	Grains 

rice 

Economic crops 

sugar cane 

fref .  wheat 	y:..6./ oil crops 

corn 	 fruit 

y' cotton 
tubers 

tobacco 

GVAO = Gross Value of Agricultural 

Output, consisting of tarm crops. 

forestry. animal husbandry , fishing, 

and sideline occupations 
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NinExia 	1984 output Change ince 1979 

wheat 	 .750 	+78% 	- 
rice 	- 	.420 	+68% 

sugar 	 .266 	-  •1389% -- 
oil crops 	_044 	. +104% _ 

Xinjiang 	1984 output Change since 1979 

wheat 	 3.03 	 .44% 

corn 	 1.39 

sugar 	 .616 	.108% 

fruit 	 .342  

GUANGXI 

itedea:  Nationwide 1984 output Change since 1979 

Fl(C 	 178.2 

wheat 	 87.8 

corn 	 73.4 

tubers 	 28.5 	 OX 

sugar 	 39.5 

oit  crops 	 11.9 

map prepared by Valerie J. Chang 	 fruit 	 9.84 	 40'4. 

SL RCF. 1985 Chinese Agricultural learbook. State C°"" 	
6.26 

Statistical l'earbock and National Council  fies 	
tobacco 	 1.79 	 -90% 

7. 
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Briefing Note  on Candda's  uvlripse  Potd%n Kareet 

General Information 

- "Potash" is a general term referring to potdssium-based compounds used 
chiefly as fertilizer. Potassium chloride (KC1), known commercially as 
muriate of potash or HOP, is by far the most important type of potash. 

- Canada is the world's second-largest pot71sh producer ,  behind the Soviet 
Union, and accounts for about 40% of world potash trade. 

- Potash is mined in Saskatchewan and New Brunswick. Saskatchewan production 
has been continuous since 1962 and accounts for about 90% of Canadian 
capacity, while production in New Brunwswick began in 1983. 

- Nitrogen, phosphorus (provided by phosphates) and potassium (provided by 
potash) are the three major plant nutrients. lhey are complements and must 
be used in the proper balance if the most profitable yield is to be achieved. 

Information About Chinese Agriculture 

- China is the world's largest agricultural economy, with 69% of its enormous 
labor force in agriculture (vs 5% in Canada). 

- Principal crops are rice (23% of sown area), wheat (21%), corn (13%), luben 
(6%), otl-bearing crops (6%) and cotton (5%). 

- Crop yields have increased steadily since the 1949 founding of the People's 
Republic, but the growth since the introduction of the "Responsibility 
System" in 1978 has been spectacular. 	. 

- Between 1978 and 1984, rice yields grew by 35% while wheat yields grew by 
•  61%. 	In that period, rice production rose 31% and wheat production rose 1. 5%. 

- Under the Responsibility System, Chinese farmers have new freedom to decide 
what crops to grow and how to grow them. More importantly, once the 
farmer's quota has been met, he can sell surplus agricultural goods at local 
markets at prices higher than those paid by the state. 

- As a result of the crop production increase, the gross value of China's 
agricultural output (in constant-yuan prices) rose 71% between 1978 and 
1984. Rural farm incomes have risen accordingly. 

Chinese_Fertilizer Use 

- Chinese agricultural production has increased so rapidly partly because 
farmers have used chemical ferfilizer (as opposed to manure, as never 
before. 	Between 1978 and 1984, chemical fertilize -  consumption (by nutrient 

weight) doubled.  



- But soil scientists inside and outside China say farmers have relied IL ,  
heavily on nitrogen fertilizers which are popular because their effert -.- 
plants is immediate and pronounced. But the increased growth also mear.: 
increased take-up of other nutrients from the soil, particularly pnosp>ic-..'. 
and potassium. 

- Use of chemical nitrogen fertilizers has increased from virtually zero 
1949 to the point - where China is now the world's largest user of nitrogen 
fertilizers. 

- As a result. Chinese soil scientists say China's soils--particularly in tre 
south--are increasingly deficient in potassium and phosphorus. This meat': 
increased nitrogen use will not increase crop yields as much as it did 
previously--and after some point more nitrogen will actually decrease  

- In effect, through their concentration on nitrogen fertilizers, Chinese 
farmers are depleting the soils their children will farm. Since all land 
China belongs to the government, an analogy can be drawn to a tenant 
lowering the value of his landlord's house by not maintaining it. 

- An indication of the imbalance in China's fertilizer usage is that in 
1984-85 China accounted for 21% of world nitrogen consumption but only 3% of 
world potash consumption. 

- Another indication is that China's ratio of nitrogen to potash usage in 
1985-85--an unsually heavy year for potash use--was 100:6, compared with a 
world average of 100:38. Soil scientist: say that a reasonable goal for 
China would be 100:20--which would implies a tripling of present potash 
consumption, even without increases in nitrogen consumption. 

- This problem is occurring in other Asian countries and has already been seen 
in South Korea and Taiwan. In South Korea, for example, the government 
attempted to redress the imbalance by requiring farmers to buy a bag of 
potash fertilizer when they bougth a bag of nitrogen fetrilizer. 

- China spends about $1 billion U.S. a year importing fertilizers, but these 
are mostly nitrogen and phosphate fertilizers. China could reallocate its 
fertilizer purchases toward potash and spend no more foreign exchange, if 
only central planners believed the money would be better spent on potash 
than on other fertilizers. 

- Actual purchases are made by China National Chemicals Import & Export 
Corporation, more commonly known as Sinochem. Sinochem decides only who to 
buy from, not how much to buy. China's decision-making process is hard for 
outsiders to become familiar with, but we believe the State Planning 
Commission decides how much of which fertilizers to import. 

Canada's Role as a Potash Supplier to China 

- Following are Canadian sales to China, according to Statistics Canada: 
1983 	536,539 tonnes of product valued at $59,420,000 Cdn. 
1984 	571,146 tonnes of product valued at $71,156,000 Cdn. 
1985 	194,351 tonnes of product valued at >24,285,000 Cdn. 

;to, fr45 	 a. 4 Te-0.1/44.c-i- v 1 L.. ed ter 	2.7 	cd .' .  



Saskatchewan is the leading potash supplier to China, because the prevince's 
highly efficient mining techniques and low ocean-freight rates make its 
prices highly competitive. Note that developing countries sometimes believe 
that anything from a developed country must be expensive, and that's not 
true of potash. 

- All potash sales from Saskatchewan made outside North America are made 
through Canpotex Ltd.. Though membership in Canpotex is open to any 
Canadian potash producer, currently the seven producers in Saskatchewan are 
members while the two New Brunswick producers are not. 

- Canpotex's main competitors in the Chinese market are East Germany,  West 
 Germany and Jordan; on a more intermittent basis, New Brunswick, Spain, the 

U.S. and the Soviets also sell to China. 

- Canada is in the best position to guarantee security of supply. Not only 
are Saskatchewan's proven  potash reserves sufficient to continue production 
at current levels for hundreds of years, but Canpotex also supplies product 
from ten mines that moves to two terminals in Vancouver via two 
railways--making even temporary supply interruptions very unlikely. The New 
Brunswick producers also are developing reputations as dependable suppliers. 

- Aside from an annual lecture trip by European potash agronomists, 
Saskatchewan is the only producing region that does more than just sell 
potash to the Chinese. In 1983 Canada, Saskatchewan, and the potash 
industry began funding the Canada/China Potash Agronomic Program in two 
Chinese provinces. In 1985 the program expanded to another five provinces 
and now funds research into the effects of potash on crop yields and crop 
quality at almost 100 sites in the seven provinces. The program also 
sponsors exchanges of scientific personnel; for example, two Chinee 
students are now doing graduate work at the University of Saskatchewan. 

- Prime Minister Mulroney presented the Chinese with a pilot fetilizer bulk 
blending plant when he visited in May. Though there are thousands of such 
plants in North America, there are none in China. We hope this gift will 

help the Chinese become more sophisticated fertilizer users, particularly in 
placing more emphasis on balanced  application of nitrogen, phosphate and 
potash. The bulk blending plant will blend these three nutrients into a 

single product. 

For further information, contact: 
- Mr. George Barry, Senior Mineral Economist, Energy, Mines and Resources 

Canada, Ottawa (613-995-9466) 
- Dr. Kenneth Pretty, President of the Potash and Phosphate Institute of 

Canada, Saskatoon (306-652-3535) 
- Mr. John Reid, Assistant Deputy Minister, Saskatchewan Energy and Mines, 

Regina (306-787-2494) 

Saskatchewan Energy and Mines 
Policy Analysis Branch 
December 1986 
01630 
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Canpotex LimIted 

NEW CHINA SALE  

A major new sale of Saskatchewan potash to China was announced today by 

Erik Ekedahl, President of Canpotex Limited, upon his return from that 

country. The new contract covers an additional 300,000 tonnes of potash 

for delivery to China prior to December 31, 1987. 

°The value of this contract Is about $30 million, which represents a 

considerable price increase over material shipped earlier this year,* Mr. 

Ekedahl explained. 'Our total shipments to China this year will be at a 

record level, approaching one million tonnes, and reflect the success of 

our market development program, upon which we have spent more than $1 

million annually for the last three years. Chinese farmers are beginning 

to recognize the need to use more potash to balance the large amounts of 

nitrogen that they already apply, and we fully expect that China will 

continue to be a major growth market for Saskatchewan potash,* he said. 

Canpotex Is owned by the Saskatchewan potash producers and sells potash 

to offshore markets ln Asia, Latin America, Europe, Oceania and Africa. 

-  30  - 

• 

RJH/1s 
September 3, 1987 

111-2nd Avenue South. Suite 400. Saskatoon. Saskatchewan CANADA 57K 1K6 Telephone:  13061931-2200 Telex: 074-21649 
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South China Offers Potential 
For U.S. Exporters 

September 1987 9 

By Larry  Songer  

• ;!r1 China offers U.S. exporters 
; •.••,t.a  for agricultural sales. While 
•• .• -lain opportunities lie in livestock. 

••-• : and rr•lated industries, there also 
• . 

	

	for sales of other products 
high-value foods ,  wood and 

Good Prospects for  Breeding Stock 

• .tii China is currently in the process 
• • ,, ,q•inizing and developing its 

- .lock and feed industries During 
five years, these sectors likely 

require substantial imports of 

:•r....rling stock, feed grains, feed 
,r ■ dw.try and livestock equipment 

iiigh breeding stock imports 

••• mi!rf in 1986 due to a combination 
• Lick of foreign exchange and 

, ■ .;.•nt quarantine requirements. 
:.•mand still exists and could translate 

,i , fo imports in 1987. 

D..velopment of the livestock sector in 
:.outti China has resulted in growing 
imports of dairy animals and hogs for 
br •eding A pint venture U.S.-Chinese 
oalry farm in the Guangzhou suburbs 
imported about 360 bred Holstein 
hi•Ifers in early 1986 to supplement the 
iiio imported a year earlier. 

li S -Thai joint venture in the 
i , •rizen Special Economic Zone three 

• iiiiS south of Guangzhou imported 
iboul 500 U.S. hogs in two different 
.riiprnents in 1985. 

A U S -ChineSe  joint venture hog farm 
n.•ar Guangzhou imported roughly 
*. 900 U S. hogs in late 1985 and almost 
1  500 in 1986. The same U.S. supplier 
of these hogs has plans to export more 
nii•eding swine this year for proposed 
joint venture farms in Sichuan .  Hebei 
and Guangdong provinces. 

These large hog imports represent an 
investment in producing a leaner, more 
modern hog than traditionally has been 
raised in China. This effort has been 

spurred by the fact that Chinese 

consumers are willing to pay a 
premium for leaner pork. 

Competition  for Sales Is Stitt 

In 1987. demand for breeding stock will 

be affected by the growing tightness of 

foreign exchange and by stiff 
competition from Australian and 

Canadian sources of breeding stock, 

especially for dairy animals. Chinese 

health requirements for animals from 
Canada and Australia are somewhat 
less stringent than for livestock coming 

from the United States. 

However ,  South China importers of 
livestock from Australia and Canada, 
perhaps because of the less stringent 
overseas screening requirements, have 
had more problems getting animals 

cleared during the local quarantine 
process. This may translate into some 

increased interest in U.S. breeding 

livestock sources 



10 Foreign Agriculture 

Feed Needs Must Also Be Met 

In addition. South China will require 
imports of corn and soybeans to meet 
the demand of its livestock sector for 
quality feed. Although these 
commodities currently are being 
exported by northern China, they are 
in short supply in the south. 

China was active in international corn 
markets in late 1986 and early 1987. 
making purchases largely for 
destinations in South China. China 
also bought U.S. soybeans in 1986. 

China's transportation infrastructure is 
not developed sufficiently at this point 
to make shipment of feed grains from 
surplus to deficit areas economically 
feasible. Unless there is a concerted 
effort to transport feed grains from the 
north to the south. South China will 
most likely have to look to foreign 
markets to meet the growing demand 
for quality inputs for compound and 
mixed feed. 

Industry Is Active in South China 

To increase the demand for feed from 
potential beef producers. the U S. Feed 
Grains Council. an  industry group 
(COoperator) that works with the 
Foreign Agricultural Service on market 
development efforts ,  has conducted 
feeding trials on two dairy farms near 
Guangzhou to demonstrate the 
feasibility of raising dairy buns for 
beef. 

The Council also has sponsored 
technical seminars on beef butchering 
and preparation. Several experts from 
the United States also made frequent 
visits to the Guangzhou area to discuss 
the feed grain situation in southern 
China with local officials 

These efforts in South China began to 
pay off in late 1986 when China 
purchased several shiploads of U.S 

corn, much of it destined for southern 
China. 

Possible Sales for Other Commodities 

Although the greatest trade potential is 
currently in the feed and livestock 
sectors. South China promises to 
become a growing market for other 
commodities, such as wheat, high-
value foods, wood products and 
leather materials. 

South China has traditionally been a 
rice-consuming area,  but tastes are 
changing and demand for wheat 
products is growing. Relatively high-
priced, high-quality western-style 
bakery products sell well in 
Guangzhou. This shift in tastes could 
lead to increased imports of wheat into 
southern China. 

U.S. Wheat Associates. a cooperator 
association. continues to push ahead 
with these efforts in southern China. 
The group has a well-developed baking 
technology transfer program in 
Guangzhou. Several bread, pastry and 
noodle experts make regular visits to 
Guangzhou to give seminars at the 
Sino-American baking school, which 
trains baking students from throughout 
China. 

Demand for Western Food Is Growing 

The number of international hotels in 
South China is expanding rapidly'. 
resulting in a small, but growing 
market for western cuts of high-quality 
meat. high-quality tresh food specialty 
items (oranges. strawberries and 
avocados), wines and other western-
style prepared foods. 

To take advantage of this trend, last 
year, the Foreign Agricultural Service 
sponsored its first menu promotion at a 
major hotel in Guangzhou that caters 
to tourists and foreign business 
representatives. 

This "American Food Fortnight -
promotion featured U.S. beef. 
vegetables and wines. The promotion. 
particularly for U.S. steak, attracted 
more customers than usual to the 
participating hotel restaurants. 

• 

As a result of the favorable response to 
U.S. beef products during and after the 
promotion. the hotel management 
decided to discontinue sales of New 
Zealand beef in favor of the U.S. 
product. 

The hotel also continued to sell U.S. 
wines after the promotion, and has 
noted wide acceptance and popularity 
of U.S. "wine coolers." 

South Chinese Have More Hard 
Currency To Spend 

Because of its proximity to Hong Kong, 
local Chinese in South China are 
relatively well off and have hard 
currency to spend. In southern China, 
unlike in most of the country, Chinese 
are not restricted from entering 
international hotels. 

Although it is probably overly 
optimistic to predict an early,  large 
market in South China for western-
style prepared foods,  large segments 
of the urban population in Guangzhou 
and the Shenzen Special Economic 
Zone have access to specialty outlets 
catering to western tourists and like to 
experiment with these foods. 

In time,  this could lead to new markets 
for high-value food products. However, 
the United States will face stiff 
competition in this sector from 
Australia. New Zealand and the 
European Community. 

Demand also exists for wood and 
leather products. Current wood 
product import demand is primarily for 
logs. But opportunities to expand into 
sales of processed products also are 
being examined. The National Forest 
Products Association is doing a study 
on the Chinese market for lumber 

In addition, both internal needs and 
export demand for leather goods may 
generate import markets for hides and 
skins,  as well as semi-finished and 
finished leather 	is 

The author is the U.S. agncultural 
trade Officer  sri  Guangzhou. 
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anadian business views 
China today as the new 
commercial frontier. 
Although  Canada ha  been 
shipping wheat and other 

raw materials to China since the 
early 1960s. with the much-heralded 
"opening of Chinas  doors" and the 
sudden escalation of demand for 
manufactured goods, there is a feel-
ing in the business community that 
valuable new inroads are possible 
into this  bill ion -person  marketplace. 
In a record 1985. the Canadian 
Embassy in Beijing handled approx-
imately 2.000 business visitors. up 
significantly from 198-1. 

An  y Canadian businessperson 
w ho  believes that the exploitation of 
the Chinese marketplace is a simple 
matter of accompanying a trade mis-
sion. or supplying a marketable 
product. or perhaps trying to trade 
on the name of \urinal) Bethune, is 
in for a rude :iwakenine. Negotiating 

ithin the framework il t .  a complex. 
ancient and inod,:rnizing  ci  ili,atm.n 
entails caret ul prepai at ion: a hi 

competiti‘,» praiduct that 111...  

need. well-disciplined patience and 
finely honed flexibility in attitude to-
ward what "the bottom line" means. 

But even when Canadian entre-
preneurs have satisfied these criteria. 
they often overlook one of the most 
critical requirements for success in 
China: the ability to bridge the cul-
tural  cap  between our two nations. 
Unless Canadian companies, under-
stand the social. cultural. political 
and economic contexts of the 
Chinese world. unanticipated prob-
lems %vill must certainly arise during 
negotiations because patterns of 
thinking iind styles or persuasion are 
not uni ersal: they are determined 
by socialiiation in a particular 
culture. 

Si  that Canadians might be b et t e 
 prepared to undeistand the hisn ■ rical 

1111:1t.11 l't Mk' \l ■ 1(1 Li{1 husineys In 

iotlffiri2 ■ . time 

P0,111.: 1".+1.111(1:11it 1 11 (It 

ized a Seminar on Cross-Cultural 
Business Skills. The following paper 
was presented at this Seminar by the 
Foundation's Vice-President of Edu-
cation and Culture, Jan Wall'..  
Dr. Walls has a Ph.D. in Chinese 
language and culture. has lived and 
worked in both China and Japan. 
irid has served as a Canadian inter-
preter and adviser on governmental 
and corporate missions to these tuti 
countries. 

The Cultural Context 
of Communication 

eaders of Airerphy*.% 
may recall Barth's 1)istinc-
1 ion. whichi says: -Thc re 
ame tw.o tn., re ,  ut 	ii) 

t 	M.1 )11li 	- !IRS C Thal 

li  s ide people into 1‘, 	1 ■.pl'S. 

11.0\C thai dOn . 1. —  In  the  , :nns: •114 it  
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I insite sou to consider "Walls' 

I )1stinction- . which states that there 

are duce ty pes of people who offei 

ad% ice about dealing with China: 

III 'pluies.  sintiphohes. ;I nd 

sin.(logues. The simbphile typically 
exudes entliusiasin tor most thins..7. 

Chinese und directs our attention to 

the unprecedented opponunities for 

mutual henet it in dealing with China 
today and tomorrow. The sinophohe 
typically focuses on the diffi.:ulties 
it dealing with China yesterday and 

today and is rather cynical about the 
orporionities of tomorrow. only 

reluctantl y  admitting that since the 

Americans. Japanese and Australians 

are over there actively pursuing their 
interests.  se  probably should he 

doing something as well. ewn 

thin:1:h we will he disappointed. 

Enter the sinologue. 
• 

The sinologue takes a more objec- 

tive approach: exudes positi ■ e en- 

, thu•aasm for the challenge of tin- 

, tangling and clarifying the . iumbled 
mass of opportunities and con-

straints that constitute China today. 

considers each unique mixture of op-

portunity and constraint within os 
own relevant context — 	reg- 

ional. national and international — 

summarizes the situation, and lets 

you draw vour own conclusions. 

As a committed sinologue t some 

would say a sinologue who should 

have been committed long ago) .  I 
am one who takes perverse pleasure 
in being able to switch approaches at 

will from critically sympathetic to 

sympathetically critizal: to examine 
the evidence; to draw a tentati% e 

conclusion: then to find out what the 

Americans. Japanese and Australians 

are doing, revise my conclusion and 

make recommendations accordingly. 
Ultimate.ty. howexer. 1 must admit 
that most atleillph to describe 

China, whether ty simiphite. siim-
philbe or sinologue ,  are rattier like 
giving responses to a Rorschach ink-
blot test: they tell more about the 

ohser%er than about the observed. 
since most ‘illser%ers tend to see 
%that they expect ilb see ,  need to 

•••t.-.:. or '1 ■ JII! 

One turtht.0 dis...lann...r. I  cet  %et% 

ner1/40o, each tiloe I u:ake generaliza• 
tit ■ ns .IN)ut Chi Ika and the (71-atiese. 

{la%  iu lked and w . ■rked Beijing. 

anti 11:1 ■ 1117  s  1":11,:d 

ii s  arious p.Irl ■ of Chiv:i. 	feel -.ate  

in saving that ;Inutile this nearlv one 

lath (It ;ill mankind ,  there is at least 

as great a degree of cultural and lin-

guistic di%ersity as can he found in 
all of W,estern Europe — vet  we 

rarely lump those countries together 

and generalize about Western Euro

-peans. My only reason then,  for e'er 
attemptine this kind of exercise with 

the Chinese is that 1 know if I don't 

someone else will ,  and at least I can 
exereise some control over what / say. 

The Importance of 
Context in 
Communicating 

One of the most highly developed 
skills in contemporary Western 
civilization is dissection: the 
split-up of problems into their 
smallest possible components. 

We are good at it. So good, we 
often forget to put the pieces back 
together again. 

This skill is perhaps most 

finely honed in science. There we 
not only routinely -  break problems 

down into bite-si7ed chunks and 
mini-chunks, we then very often 

isolate each one from its environ-

ment by means of a useful trick. 

We say ceieriA 	— all other 

things being equal. In this way, 
we can ignore the complex in-
teractions between our problem 

and the rest of the universe. 

Alvin Toffler. "Foreword. -  in 

Ilva Prigogine &  Isabelle Stengers. 

, (irtler Out (Jf Chtu ,.. Toronto. 198-1 

wo fundamental approaches 

have evolved in the world as 

bases for human behaviour: 

one is the concept of indi- 

vidualism. the other is the 

ci.ncept of interdependence. Both 

approaches attempt to solve the 

primary human dilemma of reconcil-

ing individual liberty with the equal 

need of social or group responsibil-

ity. 

On the one hand. the concept of 

indi% idualism is the logical result of 

a set of values and a belie: system 
that are products of the Western 

-atoinistic" world  ieu as described 

in Corner's  55 .)rd'.  ;thine. The (..,,n-

cept ot interdepcuudenee. 11) the 

011!... r  hand ,  is the logical result of a  

set of values and a belief system 

that arise within the Eastasian "or-

ganic-  tor holistic) world view 

that is. seeing entities or organisms 

as interdependent "wholes -  rather 

than independent "parts - . 

When these two approaches reach 

their irrational extremes, one be-

comes "rugged individualism. - 
 which ignores or discounts the need 

of humans for social cooperation to 

achieve individual fulfillment,  and 

the other "ragged collectivism." 

which ignores or discount., the need 

of persons for individual freedom to 

achieve social fulfillment. Most 
mature and stable societies evolve 

systems that at 'east temper such 

extremes, even when they naturally 

lean toward one of the two sides. 

This tempering is a form of com-

promise, and regarded as an unfortu-

nate necessity. 

A cultural preference towards 

either individualism or interdepen-

dence has arisen out of concrete 

historical experiences and usually is 

assumed to be valid for  von  because 

it is valid for nie. This assumption 

is false,  of course, because it ignore, 

the  importance of context in the 

conditioning of our perceptions of 

reality and thereby what determines 

meaning for us. It is these false 
assumptions arising from contextual 

ignorance that are the primary cause 

of misunderstanding in intercultural 

communication. 

One of the Western world's lead-

ing authorities on cultural and non-

verbal aspects of communication. 

Edward T. Hall. makes the following. 

observation in one of his many' excit-

ing books on the subject. Beyond 

Culture: 

A high-context communication 

or message is one in which most 

of the information is either in the 

physical context or internalized 

in the person. while very huh:  i s  

in the coded, explicit, transmitted 

part of the message. A low-con-

text communication is just the 

opposite: i.e.. the mass of the 

information is vested in the 

explicit code.... Althinieh no 

culture exists exclusively at one 

end of the scale, sonie are high 

while others are low. American 

culture. st huile  not on the bottom. 

is toward the lower end ot the 

scale. We are still considerahl% 
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(I /Mini.  11h11  i (?/l(d1f1 .1 Ur?  iii  ill 0171M1111 II 	 V.  

e the ( ierinan-Sw iss. the 
Germans and the Scandinavians 

in the amount of contexting 

needed in everyday lite„ 

China. the  pi  ssessor of a g.reat 

and C? binPle 	 the 

hieh-context end of the scale. 

Th  us when in the past we spi,,ke 

id our stereotyped Chinese as 

scrutable -  we were in fact revealing 

n "linv-eontext -  bias towards 

expli ,...uness in describing the 
Chinese "high-context" bias towards 

implicitness. If we can understand 

and accept distinctions in the ways 

people in dilierent iLllitlre% cypress 

themselves. c can also understand 

hi 	in the past these have formed 

.1 niain bbstacle  tu  our effective 

ciimmunication with the Chinese. 

hen Rudvard Krphing 

wrote "Oh East is 

East and West is 

West. and never the 

twain shall meet. - 

 lie was indulging in a subjective 

tantasy. a fantasy that assumes the 

evisumce of an absolute and stan-

daid 'ewpoint froin Yvhich the 
vt orld ma\ he observed and analysed 

In fact. Kipling's own viewpoint 

was narrowly. Eurocentric„ for the 

Asiatic continent and subcontinent 

may he called -East -  only if viewed 

twin Europe or Africa. From our 

own North American perspective. 

NAestern Europe is the Near East. 
Eastern Europe is the Far East, East 

Asia is the Near West. and Central 

Asia is the Far ‘Vest. Recognizing 

the relativity' of view points. and ac-

cepting the legitimacy of differing 

perspectives, .is the starting point lOr 

clarifying (not - transcending') con-

textual differences and moving to-

wards intercultural understandinu. 

What follow's is a brief statement 

of tour cultural characteristics that 

are implicit in a ty pkal Chinese act 

O  commuoication. "'ley grow Out of 

the ''primat' cultural approach -  I 

11.1‘ C 	 deNCriheLl ts an interde- 

pendent view of iltIrltall endeav out s 

:is opposed to the indiy idualistic. If 

we accept the fundamental Unpor-

lance of this orientation in Chinese 

culture, then we ean better appreci-

ate the validity of these cultural 

characterist 

1. Emphasis on Responsibility 

Before Rights 

Individual rights have :Away s been 

defined by social and family -  roles in 

China, in direct oppositil in to our 

own orientation. Wea  11111)s1  LII1Con-

sciously view clearly defined social 

role.s as factors that inhibit indi-

vidual fulfillment. We tend to post-

[Lotie judgement on soei a t. t o le, until 

individuals have had a chance to 

demonstrate d ..te.r competence. Gen-

erally'. Chinese luive assumed that or-

ganic responsihilit ■ 	iespolisihility 

to the greater whole -- precedes 

individual rights. 

2. Emphasis on Conlin-may and 

Harmony Before Diversity 

Ihversity as a y ;du: in Chinese ,.til-

ture has generally hieen 

hut tint\ to the c-ident that it does  ii il 

d i s ru pt the harmonY ot th.. 

Again this is the oprio.it. itour 

prefelied orientation vy,.. 

courage co-operative harmony. but 

only to the es lent  that we do not 

stifle individual motivation. The 

very diversity of regional cultures in 
China has the effet  or reinforcing 

the need to maintain conformity and 

harmony. 

3. Emphasis on Interpersonal 

Relationships over Formal 

Systems 

The Chinese have historically shown 

an overriding concern with self-dis-

cipline and the development of 

mutually beneficial interpersonal 

relationships rather than formally 

defined and legally protected systems, 

which they perceive as being too 

impersonal to he relied upon in the 

long run. 
This orientation helps to explain 

the traditional Chinese distrust of 

written legal systems as opposed to 

persimal moral authority. Once 

again. out:\ iew Is ahnost the oppo-

site: we institutionalize depersonali-

1.1 1 ion. sysnholi/ed hy our vesting of 

all authority  in written laws and in 

w ['men contractual agreements. 

China is tr .y mg to move in this direc-

tion. hut such a fundamental change 

in orient:Mon is not easy to Mink.- 

- Primary Orientation 
and Chinese World 

_ View 
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n+~nt th•+ , .+ua• I l l !\t+l,,r,ttaudm :l!

+han:r•+++ .ultn! .tlh in+l~ttclr .i

++I .• .+, .

4 . 1 stn1+ha,i . uct ILitualitrd

Itc•Ita\i+tur It~cti+rc tipuntaneit % :

I Iu, rn,l~lt :+•i . re~ult, in \\ h :11 •'~ C

u,n .+ll\ tr_ .+rtl :+••urprc,•ion ttt int1+-

\+ . ;ua1 ,I~++nt :lttr+t\ itt 2r0up •ittta-

ti+,ll . . .+n .l a,_ .un it i~ almcl .t th~

++ppu+'+le +11 Ille North f\Tl1erlCan

;tl,hr+r ;+i h . \\ Itüh i< tc, t1i,j~emc \\ ith

I++rnlalitir• atul _rt ici the heart tif i-

,ur . a, yui :r l~ a, I .+~••ihl~ . i :+tual ,

tnnne\ .take t+ntr . antl "tinte I .

I :\cn thuu ;_tt rn+,•t Chlne,c• ttula\
kilt admit iltat >hijian jin-

i qian'• Itime i, nltlnr\*l . ritualired !

I,cha\~iuur r<lntinuc, ttl he almct~t "in

`i the hlt+n .1 . - it Cv~t, for a practica l

rca++n : it pros i+1e, -.I' acceptabl e

Some Do's and Dorits :

1 . Do not expect the },intl of

airectrn„ 1Ve .tcrn c rs are acru,-

tctm c ti to . T ic e r e is a Chine" L Na ,. -

ing "Li duo, Ccn hu ruai" \t hiclt

nt~an, that people n c%c r take of-

fence at good manners ." In prac-

ticc . this oftcn mean -, th a t a per-

,cm in China \v itl ~tl out clt hi,

\v~\ to avoid c nth :trra„in' . di,ap-

pu+nting or tlflcnding vclu h i, al-

ludtnrcnthy to a neçati\c an-.
rather that cctmin_ rirht out

and %aying "nt' e\en when the

an,wcr is clcarly "nti' . Most

Chine.e ( and Easta~ian, p cncr-

allv ) prizc suhtl;h and harntclny

by little . but at prescnt still ltr_-

as much as we prirc dirrctne,,~ itl

"c :tllint a spaJc a spadc" . This .tt-

titudc is chanping in China litllc:

1 Cail, .

~ tic\cr :tlhnti• cnthu,ia'•nl it,

u\rrn.:c itn, .i manner> . ENut1r

"restrainct4 enthuNiaNill- about
.+wr tnvn prtlduct or service . A I-

fr:un~\\t+rl Cumc\t t fnr Lle\rlnl'-

+n_ pcr .+,nal rrlati,,tl•hih.. It ala ,

int(1\i+iual, .+ of c++nlï-

tlrrt .e h:i .+u>e tlte\ arc unlil.c!\ to
• -

k1+, or ,a\ " thC m- ro lt,• thln_- ,oc t : .ll\

or l><+liti~ :+l!\ . OnI\ after a,ett,t: ctf

r, r .+lnal in\ ul\ enlcnt . trust and cc ► n-

1ïtl :ttie Il:rare rituah

rr,lu,ed ,uh.tanti :tl!\ .
'

Context and Perceived !,
Meanings :

u ntn .t Chine\c any Iran,-
action . \~Itethcr business Or (
,clcia!, is alnuN inccmceiv-
ah!c apart from its holistic

c +mtext, i .e . . it ., proper plac e

in an entire networ1, of interdepen-
dent rrlatiuntihys . And this phe-
nnnuntm is ,intph_ a Itamrsl extension

.4 . Do not let ruur,clf ,ound,

~ lcltlk, or feel likc a,ate, person .
Forget about the superiority of
vtlur prttduct or technology -
that w ill ha\ c been a%%umetl he-
lore the Chinr,c aprccd to se e

tlu . ln,tcaû . Itrnjcct the image Of
a cnntpetcnt prc,blem-ull\•er Ictclk-

+m_ for the best solution to a+up-
I p1}-dentand situation through

ctlutual ctl-opcraticln, and for
, ntutualad\antage .

5 . Dct, whene\cr pussihlc .
take your own tranaator/recordcr
Ict meetings . Ha\ in- a written re-
cord of diticuti,ittn : is an aid in

keeping some control over the
ncet,tiations .

though la.k tif enthu.ia,n! \+ill hc

intertrLted a, reflrcting a lack 11
confidence . unhridlctl enthu,i .+~rr l

!-+e ccn a• lacl. (Il ,elt- cttnut+L `

!

il l
. N .~.r int .rrul,t •.+lur colin-Z r

i t,_rPaiZ . E\en :c ~urlI,,rtl\ c

111C!'l ++1 lil :ant i+~ilnt~f~C :11t1-

pt~.. +, a11 nlt e rrupti - +n and \'.i!I h:

It terprctrtl .1, ,t itl :n.c ot had

i +r,jnrcr. .

6. Do not huilcl up your own
product or service by putting

down the competition . Your
strength shnuld he demonstrably .

nnt rhrtctrically superior . Any

undue harshness directed at your
ctlnlpttition \\ ill be seen as in%ec-

urity t,n Nctur part .

7 . Da not display atTo^ance .

Most Chinese abhor it . c,prcially

in ftrrcirners . \icltiestv has been

traditicmall\ . and i„till• f:rcatlt

rc-,p,ctcd in China, and the
C'hinc•c :tpprrciatitm for undcr-
,tatentent apprc•tchc, that at the

British . 'I-hc C
.hinc,c• ha\e aluav ~

,ai .l "11'hc+l uu !ta\c real ntu,1, .

,Ilcal: for it>rlf" '

"\+,u she . ii-ran \ian_.-The latc

+,f th : tait that in China a prraal 1 s
~unici\ahl, unlt ils lenils (il hi, lier

altiliali+m, - I :uttitv . w c1r1, ti r

TO ~,i\r an e\amplc draun front

ianti!\ lite : a person i . Neri, sclJcml

acltlr .~~ctl h~ hi, her,clnal nante . A,

a ihil .L onc i, identifceJ and atitlrc>-

~ ;tl a, "F.Wer f3rt-tther .** "tiictl!tJ

ilrclther. "Elcf.r Si,tcr .'• "Se:c,nci

Si,tcr.'« and %cl on . \%fiich imme-

Jiatel\ plays dtnc~n what we

\\tluld call one'~ individualit~ in
fa\our (if nne' N family role - pal-

t : rn, clf r\pcctcc7 behaviour in fui ;'-
t,, th e rest tif the famil, .
her a-irt marries into a fanlilN . i

she ~tep 1 ;ntn the weh nf pri\ ile} r,

and responsibilities attached it, the

role her husband plays in the farnil)

netwclrk . There is room for intli\ ictu-

alit) to he sure, but it must he t!i-

Premicr Zhou Enlai was a>u-
prcme master of the hirhh~ prizccl
ail of displaying self-confidence
in a nlcuicst way, w'innim_ for hinl-
,elf the near universal admiration
of Chinese and foreign oh,cr\ ers

alike .

8 . Do not let political statc-
ntcnts or connutatinn% (either pro-
or anti- socialist or capitalist)
creep into your presentation . It

can't possibly bencfit your ca,c
- and might harm it . Most

Chinese are not in the least
intcrested in our political cous ic-

tions . or in our opinion of thcir, .

9 . Do not remind the Chinese
of their technical or manarerial
backwardness . They arc only tou
aware of it and u ill remind us and

themselves frequently enough .

What they want from us is afford-

ahle, adaptable . workable tiolu-

tions to their technological and
managerial prctblenl, .

to . Do not (ose your temper

publicly . It may be taken as evi-
dence that you have abandoned
the overall harmonious relaticm-
tihip within which business is t:un-

ductcd, and this harmonious con-

text is of paramount inlpttnanc .

If the harmony is cli,ruptcd h \ a

public display of icntpcr Or c\ -

trente inlpaticncc . the cnrr of the

t .latitlnship has been tl :cnta_etl .

and the whole gante may h e +•\rr.
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! Irctcd t tm :ud the better lkrloxtn:lnir !

of onc'% alrC .ul% ei tahli,lie d 1 o lc in ü

! the family
. Over tinte . most Chine>c rener-

:III % cunlC to idinlitv so cl~~,~l~ %k ith. .
tanlilv that thr~ cannot e % rn con-

cCi % e ot thetit,elves outside its cnn-

tcxt . Thi, i, p :nt of the reason %► fis .

{ In spite of *car, of %eparatinn fro

m I:Imil~ . they retain the ,enw ut he-
lom pirrg and of respol,ihility much
longer than wr nornlallv %could cx-
lxct . In the %ame way thev ;•r.►dualls

fOrnt similar identification ith
other !_,roups . Thus, the Chinese ;zen-

erall~ do not expect U) he acccpled
into any voluntary group as quickl~
as a North American mi_ht .

This conception of self in terms of
a nctwurk of relationships based on
privileges and respontiibilitie, has
carried ovcr into the workplace, par-

hlorec ►ver, los, of temper indi-
cates lack of c ivility, and no
Chinese «•ould trust an un-
civilized partner. Chinese o r for-

cign . If your patience wear s thin,

or vou fecl a deadlock has been
reached, it may be a i ooci idea to
let the matter stand until a third

party can explore the problem and

possibly mediate to ever -v one's ad-

vanta~~c .

11 . Do demonstrate a-, much
tlcxibilitv as possible without
conlpmmising the "mutualitv° of
the mutual benefit you're
negotiating . Be firm but not brit-
tle, like the bamboo whose admir-
ers over the centuries have almost

fo t'nled a cult . Chinese almost
worship astute compromise (the
proverb says -Rang rcn s:tn fen bu

%,,,ci shu" :' *A 30r compromise is

not dcfeat") . but they have no-
thin>; but diutain and distrust for
am•omc who backs down f rotn a
ha,ic ,taitd too quickly and with-
uut aptlarcnt good reason . There-
fore aÎwaN, explain any cutn-
promi,e ur change in your origi-
nal pre-wntatiom or negotiating
,tancc. Chine, . gcncralls don't
like surprises . and that includes

dr:mtatic and unexplained <<mi-
promi,r, : if the reamm IN not

cxplaineLt or -, ery oh% il" . . the y

a„tilnc that vcw are c„n .•e :,l-

vour ical rca,on . %thich co~uld

ticuLlrlv since Iorlat affiliation %k ith

a %% ink unit in China is nearl~ a~
I>Lrntanrnt and table a, familv

:Illïliation . Permanent and tahle

rcl :nion,hip, mut he ba,ed upom
Imltual fcclin=, of trust and Ion_-

trrnt reliahilit~ . Thereliore . as %k e

often hear from those %% ho kno,+ .

"mo,t Chinese don-1 like doing
hu,iness with ,trangcn ." no matter

hos+ ccx ►d the offered product or

service may appear.
In our own context, v here con-

tractual obligations traditionall~ are

enforced by written lau , . we need

only assure ourselves (if thr yuality'

of the product or service %A e ,eck

and do not necessarily N iew asingle

trunsaction as part of a more rom-
plex and long-term relatiom,hip .

Coincidemally, this le_al-cuntr.+c-
tual way of relating to others als o

not be a noble one . or else you
would have offered an cxplanation .

12 . Do not offer un,olicited ad, ice
outside your own field of expertise .
Chinese hosts tend to express their
own shortcomings and prnblem,
freely in many fields - econllmic,
political, social, technical - but the),
do not expect a visitor to a_ree with
ihem ovenh• Without denving that

C, to rcint~rrce Ul1r,Cn,C of In,l-

vlcfual . as oh}x,tied to collective .
idrntin• .

To most Chinese and pcrhaP, to

E:Ista,ian, in Lcnccll t . the most im-

portant aspect of a transaction is the

mutually heneficial intcre,t of the
parties inyclivc .i, and a contract is

viewed as the public and formal
documentation of an important %lal2c
in that onroin= relation~hip : hence

the tendency. traditionally, to expect

that a contract may be reopened for
further ne=otiation if external condi-
tions - that is to sa~, the context of
the contract - change after the sign-

ing . Contracts may Ne viewed as
binding so long as the conditions or

circumstances perceived at the time
of the signing arc unchanged when
the time for executicm arrives .

Hiaorically, most Chinese hav e

one-fifth of mankind is too complex
and hcterogenous for anyone to lay
claim to much expertise .

14 . Do, in general, avoid the terni
"Westernization ." "Alodernization"

includes some aspect', of "Wcsterni-
zation ; ' but although most Chinese
seem wholly in favour of moderniza-
tion, they want no more than selective
Westernization, for many aspects o f

they may have real problems, try to the West are very disquieting, eve n

stress the positive angle : it is a fact
that over the past 5,0tX) vears Chinese
have sotved more problems than we

repulsive, to them. Remember . China

was -modern- when our ancestors
were shrouded in the dark ages, yet

have. When you do offer advice in we have never called our process of

your field, try to express it clearly, catching up with them "F.asterniza-

but with tact, cunsideration, and ap- tion" .

preciation of the fact that there may I â . Do remember that, much as
be rea,ons- however unapparent to positive change is desired by most
u,, why the obvious solution has not Chinese, officially and privately, the

been applied in a particular ctr-

cumstance . Your Chinese hosts will
prize tactfulness and consideration as
much as they prize their own .

13 . Do tn' to avoid the urge to
parade your kno%0cdee of things
Chinese in front of Chinese hosts .
Especially avoid stating categorically
that "Chine,c prefer thiti" or"Chincse

weight and inertia of thousands o f
years of complex and sophisticated
cultural tradition is not likely to be
profoundly chan=cd for some time .

The sheer mass of interrelated parts
that must be correlated to achieve
anything beyond the superficial le -, cl

simply staggers the imagination . So

much of what must be changed i s

nevcr do that .° or "Chinesc: likc 14, cal either beneath the surface, between

tlli," or "nes er drink that ." Rather, the lines, in the back (if the mind, cul-

a,k for contirnlati ;ln of ~eneraliza-

tium or "tact :• cou ha~c rc .ad or

hcard : "l• il true th :tt Chinesc often

prctcr thi,'• or '•scldo~nl like that•'''
China ma~ occuP~ oml~ onc-twen-

tieth cif flic :~ o Ikl', ,urtace . hut ils

turally embcdded, or othcnv Ise pan
of the unspoken but assumed context .
that almost any task in China is bound
to be far more complex and challeng-
inc than would be the case here or in
any other "low-context" culture .
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viewed a contract as a commercial 

document that defines the J.-sired 
outcome of the transaction. We, on 

the  other hand. view the contract as 
a legal document that defines the 

responsibilities of parties to each 

other and tu  third persons.  Tue  
Chinese would consider this defin-

ition an assumption underlying 

the contract. rather than its 

substance. 

Apart from the "interdependent -
orientation that disting,uishes tlic 

Chinese sense of identity trom our 

"individual" orientation ,  there is 

another factor that explains why 

most Chinese place such a high pre-

mium on extended and holistic 

relationships:  they  are accustomed to 

supply-deinand situation ss herein 

"go)xl relationships" (commonly 

called "guanxi") are the only assur-

ance of supply. Since the Chinese 

market itself has not usualls been 
able 1(1 respond quickly or 

adequately to demand, the only 
means to ensure surlily h a ., been  the  

supplier's ::ontinued sense of  ibL  

\À  ill and obligation ii', id  the usei. 

This almost uncimscious a•sunip 

underls mg domestic busiiiess  

relationships in China may also be 
present in negotiations with foreign-

ers. Incidentally. when the Chinese 

soinetiMes appear anxious to sign a 

"memorandum of understanding" 
with foreig.n delegations on their 

first visit. they are usuall y  striving 

for a commitment to trv  to develop a 
mutually beneficial relationship be-

cause they know that most delega-

tion:, isit local hosts in several 

cnies. and often the first one visited 

may be the last one recalled when 

summing up the mission. 

A potential source of confusion in 

transactions with China is that face-
sus Inc communications are often 
misunderstood by the Westerner. 

Chinese often like to avoid saying 
"no" too directly'. and will use a 

roundabout way or a euphemism so 

as to avoid spelling it out and having 

to witness the visible disappointment 

of the other party. which would 

cause a loss of face for the visitor. 

To constraints such as these add 

the relatiyels lone chain or cowl- 

Inand 1111- tIllph 	 NtIhstaii- 

Ikc IN,, Lles have to pass in China. 

iplicated by the requirement for 

approsal at each les el of the 

chain. and y Mr have great poiential 
tor a bureaucratic Mora... 

A1.0 oblique l ■ stated resers at  i in. 

or coneerns at various levels ot the 

chain of command may has e be-
come blurred and difficult to 

respond to vdien expressed.  This 

often interpreted hy the We.terncr  as  

indecisiveness or bureaucratic 

letharg y  on the pan of the Chinese. 

when in fact it is a mandestation of 

the traditional preference for 

implicitness. 

This difference in approach stems 
from a combination of differing or-

ganizational and cultural  conte sis. 

 The position that the Chinese 

negotiator expresses has most likely 

been arrived  ut  by a group approsed 
within his own organization and 

perhaps even cleared ss ith other lat-

eral organizations .Asa   result ,  he 

has relatisely little authority to de-

viate from the original position with-

out prior consultation. 'knee ,  the 

ideal scenario is one in which  f  unda-
mental agreement has already been 
reached ,  leaving only superfieial de-

tails to be thrashed out at the tormal 
stage of negotiations_ 

Lack of understanding of the con-

texts ,  both cultural and bureaucratie.  

of immediate Chinese needs causes 

much waste of time through genera-

ting obstacles to agreement that 

would have been avoided -  if more 

effort had been put int()  char  ifying 

the contexts ,  immediate and histor-

ical. of nes.lotiating in China with 

Chinese. Hence the common 	ice 

that the Westerner should take a 

knowledgeable and trusted interpre-

ter (linguistic and cultural) to China. 

Many of these people are available. 

some Chinese Canadians. some 

English or French Canadians with 

years of experience in deaiing with 

China. 

The Context of 
Business 
Transactions in China 

ypieal of our misconcep-

tions about China is that. 
hv one set of ■tandad.. 
(2ninj is a Third World 

Lownry. anotln:r 
set. it con he seen as one ot ihc 

4)rld's nuist advanced and ,,ph 



ltvo books that are very useful 

for preparing to communicate 

effectively with Chinese 

counterparts are: 

Lucian Pye. Chinese 
Commercial Negotiating Style 
(Cambridge. Mass.: Oelges-

chlager. Gunn & Hain, 1982). 

Edith Terry. The Executive 
Guide ro China New  York & 

Toronto: John Wiley & Sons. 

198-1). 

ticated cis ilitat ions momentarily 

recline from a series of technolog-
ical st.:thacks suffered over the past 

century. that are a mere "blip-  in the 
long panorama of Chinese history'. 

Historically. the Chinese govern-
ment has had extensive,  hut not 
alway s beneficial relations with 
foreign peoples. Under the last 

dynasty., foreigners were usually re-
o e arded and treated as inferiors be-

cause they had not mastered the in-
tricacies of Chinese civilization. 

The significant exceptions to this 
rule were the Jesuits and other mis-
sionaries who took the trouble to 
master the language and the culture. 
hut their motives were often suspect 
and considered subversive.) Later. 
Iiireigners demonstrated their 

superiority by destroying China 
militarily and imix)sing their terms 
on a defeated nation. Only recently 
have the Chinese begun to corne 
around to the view that we can truly 
interact as equals; this  sas  inhibited 

by Mao's belief that "Either the East 
wind will prevail over the West 
wind,  or the West wind will prevail 

over the East.-  and by the unfortu-

nate Chinese experience with the 

Russians. who looked down upon 
them. 

Historically. also". most Chinese 

have regarded business people as 

being at the bottom of the ladder of 

social respectability, ranking below 

gentry. peasants, and artisans, in that 

order. Maoism only fed this tradi-

tional anti-business bias of the 

Chinese. It is only  vers  recently that 

business people in China have been 

accorded respectability officially and 

openly. Now that the marketplace 
and distribution system are recog-

nized as indispensable for "moderni-
zation,-  business people have gained 

more prestige than ever before in re-

cent history .. 

Another observation on the recent 

historical context of business trans-

actions in China: enterprise mana-

gers and executives may have had 

responsibility for negotiating, con-

tracts , but the  y hase not had author-

ity as we have seen to make impor-
tant decisions without approval from 

others. When these ssere . party . 
 bureaucrats and-other senior offi-

cials, ss . hose primary responsibility . 

 was to avoid imiking ideological 

mistakes. responsibility and author- 

ity were seldom to he found at the 
same table during the negotiation 
process. 

Most recently. there is a trend to-
wards giving mon: authority and re-
sponsibility to people w ith technical 
expertise in leading positions in en-
terprises. This decentralization 
makes it harder for Westerners to 
keep tabs on decision-makers in dif-
ferent enterprises,  but it may shorten 
somewhat the length of the negotia-
tion process. Most Chinese enter-
prises still  use  the committee system 
for decision- r. aking where we might 
delegate a competent and trusted in-
dividual, but the process neverthe-

less seems to have been streamlined 
with the recent implementation of 
economic reforms. 

A word about the historical politi-

cal context: A reason why Chinese 
negotiators may hesitate where y ou  

or 1 would leap at an opportunity is 

that motivation in China has been. 

until recently. gosemed largely by 

disincentives rather than incentives. 

that is. by punishment for mistakes 

more than by reward for successes. 

The transition towards a more posi-

tive "reward based -  incentive system 

is now well underway, hut it takes 

time to gain real acceptance among 

people who have in the past expel i-

enced real punishment tor mistakes 

and only symbolic reward for suc-

cess. 

Goals and Corrtext 
Interpretation: 

sen  though your immediate 

goal may  he a sales con-
tract. such an outcome 

should be regarded as sec-
ondary. during negotiations. 

to your ability to help a Chinese 

partner achieve his goal of acquiring 

the right equipment. technology or 

managerial expertise to get the job 

done. Your case v..ill be strengthened 

by  the deeree to which  'ou  can con-

vince your Chinese counterpart that 

you hi..ise 1110 best product of sers ice 

to help him achieve his immediate 

goals at a competitive price. 

Remember to familiarize yourself 

with the long-terni goals of your 

Chinese counterpart. and try to siew 

them in terms of your own. it  the  

immediate goals of both sides .:-7n he 
linked to  the long-tenn goals of both 
and explained to the Chinese in that 
light, then the stage will have been 
set for a long terni relationship that 
mas'  start with immediate benefits 
for both parties in the transaction. 

Conclusion: 

ur first concern then in 
dealing with China must 

be to clarifv  in our own 
minds the relevant con-
texts (histiwical. economic, 

political,  cultural, international, na-
tional and regional  t of every poten-
tial project. As we do so, three cru-
cial factors should emerge whose re-
lative balance determines every-

thing: opportunity, constraint,  and 
trend. The overall trend in China 
today seems to be the creation of 

conditions wherein the new oppor-
tunities for profitahle co-operation 

will be perceived as outw .eighing the 
traditional constraints. 

If we do our homework and take 

care to understand the fundamentally 
diffemnt nature of the problems 

faced by our two societies, the dif-
ferent pasts we arc trying to come 

out of, the common future we are 
trying to build,  and the different con-

straints we feel in working toward 

our respective goals. we may (in the 
words of one China expert) "dis-

cover how diversity can he made to 

enrich an association rather than 

poison it. Neither the normally 

placid Chinese, nor the normally 

jaunty American, is inscrutable, un-

less one fails to scrutinize. -  
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Who to Contact if 
Going to China 

British Columbia 

Mr. Stewart Ha y 

Special Adviser. China 

Ministry of International Trade 

and Investment 

Government of British Columbia 

Suite 315. Robson Square 
800 Hornby Si.  

Vancouver. B C. V6Z 2C5 
Tel.: (604) 660-4567 

Alberta 

Mr. Ed Ilnicki 

Senior Director 

International Trade Branch 

Department of Economic Development 

Government of Alberta 

Sterling Place Bldg. 

9940-106 St. 
Edmonton. Alberta T5K 2P6 

Tel.: (403) 427-4809 

Saskatchewan 

Mr. Raymond Chan 

Trade Officer 
Trade Promotion Branch 

Department of Economic 

Development and Trade 
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The China trade :
making
the deal

In the first nine months of 1985, U .S .
companies formed more than 800 joint ventures with
state enterprises in the People's Republic of China-
compared with only about 900 in the previous five
years . Despite this seeming explosion, real-financial-
commitment has not yet occurred . Direct American
investment totals only about S 1 billion out of S 14 .6

billion of all foreign investment in China ; if you ex-
clude offshore oil exploration, the figure dwindles to
about S 150 million .

"Man y U. S. CEOs
have been caught up in the

`Westchester County syndrome.'
They rush over to China simply to

score points at
the country club."

U.S. executives often fail to reach real
commitments because they can't get the knack of Chi-
nese negOtiating practi~es . The Chinese may be less
developed in technology and industrial organization
than we, but for centuries they have known few peers
in the subtle art of negotiating .

When measured against the effort and
skill the Chinese bring to the bargaining table, Ameri-
can executives fall short . They often seem unsure
about priori ties and vacillate about their purposes .
When compounded by the headlong enthusiasm
Ame ricans show at the general prospect of any new
market- and China's market is a vision of one billion
people-such uncertainty is a se rious liability.

Part of the reason priori ties remain un-. -

certain is that executives feign initial interest as a pub-
lic relations ploy to prove to stockholders how up with
the times they are . CEOs get caught up in what has
been called the' Westchester County syndrome"; they

believe they can score points at their country clubs or

Lucian W. Pye

A companion article begins
on the facing page .

amorig business associates by boasting that they've
just been to China . When post-Maoist China opened
up to U .S . business, a flock of such executives rushed
over and rather casually and enthusiastically nego-

letters of intent . Then they sent subordinatestiated
abroad who had to work out the contractual details . =
Because they had made commitments, however vague .
and undefined they seemed at the time, the first visi-
tors had played into Chinese hands . Further negotia-
tions turned the generalities into formal agreements .
These pacts gave the Chinese undue and definite
advantages .

Chinese negotiators respond to our
seeming lack of thought with tactics that are almost }
certain to make us feel that we have been taken . Whil e

U.S . executives nurture unreasoned hopes about cap-
the China market, the Chinese come back withturing

a very clear priority about the acquisition of advanced
technologies or assistance in selling abroad to earn for-;
eign exchange . Then when Americans finally get down
to negotiating a particular contract, the Chinese return
to generalities before they will discuss specifics . The
result is often confusion and no deal .

Broadening commercial relations will ~
unquestionably benefit the interests of both countries .

But all sorts of negotiating roadblocks have worke d
against successful agreements . Some are these differ-

ences in p rio rities ; others are cultural in orientation .
Although I cannôt give detailed suggestions for han-
dling a particular deal, I want to sensitize U .S. business-
people- to the rationale of Chinese practice . Executives
who learn the rules will find that they can have fruitlu l

associations with Chinese trading partners .
(Continued on page 76 1
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Chinese rules 

American difficulties surface from the 
very beginning. Companies often, for example, find it 
hard to choose among possible partners—especially be-
cause they can't pin down their particular capabilities. 
Some Chinese enterprises have limited geographical 
scope. Others, compartmentali7ed along functional 
lines, are severely constrained by the govenunent's bu-
reaucracy. Consequently, few potential associates can 
promise exclusive rights to the Chinese market. In 
1985, a large Midwestern cable manufacturer thought 
its contract with a Chinese state enterprise had guar-
anteed exclusive rig,hts, then discovered a French com-
petitor had made a better deal with another company. 

More important, once Americans make 
this agonizing choice, they find they've only cleared a 
preliminary hurdle. The Chinese seem to step back 
from an actual agreement and begin negotiations by 
presenting a letter of understanding that outlines gen-
eral principles. U.S. managers are often put off because 
they want to reduce misunderstandings by irnmedi-
ately getting to details. They're not averse to the rheto-
ric of preambles, but they want to build a relationship 
on facts that can't be argued with. For their part, the 
Chinese stress friendly introductions as a way of estab-
lishing the relationship's dynamics and determining 
its character. Their rationale is pragmatic: in laying 
down general guidelines for all future dealings, they 
gain leverage that they can use later by calling the part-
ner to task for not abiding by the .principles. Americans 
think this process is only a warm-up ritual. They be-
lieve that once hard bargaining begins, positive per-
sonal feelings should not intnide except to reinforce a 
basic level of trust. 

As I have said, Americans do sign such 
letters of understanding, but usually because they 
don't unders-  tand what cari happen next. For example, 
Westinghouse Canada thought that it was well on its 
way to selling some large steam turbines to the Dong 
Fang Steam lbrbine Works of Chungdu when the com-
pany worked out a letter of understanding with a Chi-
nese team visiting North America. What followed, 
however, was not a sale but two sessions of intense ne-
gotiations in Beijing. The Canadians made all the first 
moves and were then counterpunched by the Chinese, 
who pressured Westinghouse to live up to the spirit of 
the original understanding by accepting a lower price. 
Only after the Canadian team had returned  borne for a 
second time was an agreement reached, by telex. 

The story of the reopening of diplomatic 
relations between the United States and China in 1972  

also illustrates the point. Henry Kissinger abandoned 
the long-standing American focus on specific issues 
and entered into negotiations with Zhou Enlai and 
Mao Zedong by concentrating on a general  agreement 
to cooperate. 

Kissinger played down particular prob-
lems because hc wanted to stress the symbolic impor-
tance of a new relationship, create the general impres-
sion of great developments, and unnerve Moscow by 
sug,gesting that the balance of power in the world 
mig,ht change. He easily went along with the Chinese 
preference for communiqués and statements that de-
fined general principles. In turn, however, the Chinese 
would repeatedly pressure him by declaring that Wash-
ington did not live up to the spirit of the principles. 

In contrast, Secretary of State Cyrus 
Vancc negotiated from the typical American lawyer's 
need to clarify certain issues and win agreement on de-
tails. Of course, Vance was forced to get more specific 
because he had to work out precisely the way relations 
would be normalized and formal diplomatic ties estab-
lished. The Chinese clearly preferred Kissinger, whom 
they believed they could manipulate because of his 
sensitivity to the relationship's symbolic dimensions. 
In  retrospect, Kissinger probably tried to sweep too 
much under the carpet and left his successors too 
rnany difficult problems. He probably also erred in 
creating an atrnosphere that gave the Chinese license 
to warn Washington it would damage the entire rela-
tionship if it did not yield to Chinese wishes on the 
tough, concrete issues. 

Establishing the relationship 

Even with such caveats, however, those 
U.S. executives who build up their relationships with 
the Chinese by making certain that the spirit and not 
just the letter of a contract is follcnved will succeed. 

Otis Elevator Company, which had a pre 
war operation in China, searched for a solid relationshr, 
after China's reopening that would endure through  the  
ups and downs of a transitional period. Otis's contract 
with a company in Tianjin is like a marriage arrange-
ment. For better or worse, the two parmers have agreed 
to work things out over 30 years. In this spirit, Otis ha5 
not even pressed for a firm commitment to an exact 
schedule for the repatriation of profits. 

In contrast, Nike has taken on and abe. 
 doned a series of parmers in a frustrating search for a 

Chinese business that can produce shoes more cheapl) 
than the company's Korean and Taiwanese associates-
but that still meet Nike's quality standards. 

Remember that the Chinese will re-
affirm a relationship with a Western partner time aril 
time again. The depth of what is possible is often in- 
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'cornprehensible to U.S. executives. The manager of a 
california compan-  y, for example, spent nearly two 
months in central China working out a joint venture 
with a provincial enterprise. The day after the agree-
ment was signed, the other members of the team left 
for home and the executive remained. He met one last 
time with his Chinese counterpart who astounded 
hirn by raising again the issues  that had been big stum-
bling blocks during negotiations. Even though he felt 
içolated, the manager defended the agreement passion-
ately. Only much later did he understand that the con-
tract is not as important as the potential long-range re-
lationship. The Chinese reopened the discussion after 
connact signing because they considered the two 
parties now old friends who could bring matters up 
anytime. --  

At the heart of Chinese bargaining„ a 
predictable psychological dimension takes the form of 
getting  the  other party to exag,gerate its capabilities 
while the Chinese reserve the right to ask for more. 
Flattery is too crude a description for this process. In-
stead, the Clainese use the advantage a weaker party 
lus in extracting favors from the strong—all the while 
maintaining its (lien ty. The Chinese approach calls for 
elaborate courtesy, gesnired laumility, and high sensi-
tivity to perceived insult. 

The U.S. executive's desire to enter into 
negotiations with outgoing, upbeat enthusiasm plays 
right into the strengths of this style. The Chinese be-
lieve that Americans arc easily flattered, hence readily 
manipulated. The result is a narrow range in which the 
foreign negotiator can maneuver. 

The Chinese approach works well with 
pceple who can easily be made to feel they are doing 
the wrong thing. Chinese negotiators will, for example, 
test U.S. executives by bringing up past mistreatment 

; of China in the hope they will be more obliging. An 
• executive of a large American bank now admits he got 
; cif on the wrong foot with the Chinese because he be-
. leered he could gain their confidence by vigorously 

criticizing past U.S. policies toward China. From then 
j co, the Chinese did not allow him to forget that the 
! United States had been in the wrong. 

Another psychological advantage the 

"Sure it's a partnership.  Elwood, but it's a limited partner-
ship, and you're the one who's limited." 

began to pay nearly twice what he should have for his 
semiannual purchases. He would never have allowed 
such a thing to happen in India or Iran, but he justifies 
the higher prices he must charge for these products on 
the grounds that a market infatuated with anything 
Chinese will pay for such extravagances. Most impor-
tant, he hopes the Chinese will reciprocate with lower 
prices eventually. 

As hosts, the Chinese take advantage of 
their control over the pace of negotiations. First they 
set the agenda, then they suggest that the Americans 
start  the discussions. This forces the guests to show 
their hand—their proposals become the starting point 
frorn which all compromises follow. To keep the pro-
cess going, the Chinese expect the visitor to make the 
next concession, which the Chinese easily counter by 
asking for further concessions. 

Sino-American diplomatic negotiations 
have followed this pattern since 1972. Either the secre-
tary of state or the president would travel to China to 
gain public relations triumphs, and they were always 
under pressure to make sure the trips were a success. 
From Kissinger's trips, the Chinese learned they could 
gain considerable leverage by merely hinting to the 
press that a visit mig,lat "fait" 

Secretary of State George Shultz seems 
to have mastered the Chinese tactic of forcing the 
othcr side to show its hand first— tilen exploiting its 
fear of failure. In recounting the American delegation's 

' Chinese enjoy comes from the advantage of playing 
etc hosts. Because a visit to China gives them prestige, 
U.S.  businesspeople accept hospitality from the Chi- 

. toe even though their home-court advantage has 
Permed significant. As guests, the Americans must ad-
esr to Chinese norms and practices and not be rude by 
risisting on their own. American negotiators are usu- 

. 414 confronted with a Chinese team that is larger- 
j tit= including specialists who are interested only in 

g their own engineering problems. 
The owner of a New Jersey carpet corn-

! een that bought the entire production of several Chi-
'ex factories became such an 'indebted guest that he 
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trip to New Delhi for Indira Gandhi's funeral, Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan described Shultz's skill: "IHe] asked 
Vice Premier Yao Yilin of the People's Republic of 
China about his views of the region. The vice premier 
replied he would be interested in the secretary's views. 
This exchange was repeated until  the  appointed time 
of departure."  

Of course, in commercial negotiations 
such a strategy is inappropriate—especially if the ulti-
mate goal is a business contract. But the executive 
should remember that Chinese businesspeople will 
play their cards close to the vest—even while insisting 
that visitors show their hands. Many U.S. executives 
report that—as a way of trying to pry out secrets—the 
Chinese have revealed information on competitors. 

■\ Japanese trading companies avoid this problem with 
the Chinese by refusing to bid against each other. 

Shadowboxing 

Once negotiations begin, the Chinese 
seem passive. They simply ask questions, probe for in-
formation, and conceal any eagerness they may feel. 
They are wary of showing enthusiasm—an attitude 
that contrasts sharply with the American salesperson's 
excitement at the mere prospect of a deal. One U.S. air-
craft parts supplier reports he was shocked to realize in 
retrospect that as the Chinese became more restrained, 
he became more energized—until hé promised more 
than he could deliver. • 

During this phase, negotiators have 
learned to listen carefully because the Chinese often 
give subtle hints about their requirements for reaching 
an agreement. A plastics company executive believes 
that if he had heeded early Chinese signals he would 
have saved his company nearly a year's delay in setting 
up the joint venture. He was so absorbed With making 
points that he missed the hints they gave. 

At times, the Chinese seem to become 
obsessed with a particular detail. It is important to re-
member that they may not really place great impor-
tance on it ;  they may be stalling. In fact, delaying 
things may be a necessity, not a tactic. They don't want 
to admit their difficulty in coordinating decisions, so 
they take up time with false questions. In the midst of 
serious negotiations, for example, the Chinese may 
suddenly sug,gest that the Americans take a break for 
some sight-seeing. 

Various people's reports attest to the re-
ality of this shadowboxing. Apparent sticking  points  
can disappear once an agreement is reached. One 

I Daniel Patnck Moynihan, 
"Indira Gandhi and Democracy,-  
Freedom  ai  Issue, 
May-1 une 1985, p.18.  

American importer of rare metals first haggled over 
prices, but reported that a year after the contract was 
signed the Chinese spontaneously offered new prices 
that were more favorable than those he had originally 
sought—because of changes in the exchange rate. 

The Chinese use time shrewdly. If they 
sense that businesspeople are in a hurry to leave 
China, they may slow down negotiations and turn the 
deadline to their advantage. When China first opened 
up, some foreign executives thought they would have . 
to hang their heads in shame if they left China without 
an agreement. Now many Americans are comfortable 
going home without a deal rather than settling on Chi-, 
nese terms. 

Ultimately, of course, this reaction 
serves little commercial purpose. Rather, executives 
should establish a clear understanding with the Chi- ; 
nese about the amount of time available and, most  im-
portant, negotiate a fallback arrangement if they can- 5 
not reach agreement within the first dint period. A ; 

West Coast lawyer follows the practice of beginning ; 
discussions by telling the Chinese exactly when he 
will be leaving and how long it will be before he can 
return. 

These timetables can also change unex- , 
 pectedly as Chinese passivity gives way to apparent : 

impatience. Suddenly they want to reach agreement. ; 
They forget issues that were major obstacles and sug-
gest that everything is in order and all further prob- ; 
lems can be worked out. 

This switch has surprised many U.S. 
businesspeople because it comes without any hint th at . 
a settlement is imminent. The two parties have differ-1 
ent concepts of how an agreement is reached. Ameri-
cans believe it follows a process of give-and-take that ; 
culminates when both sides have maximized their po - ; 
sition. Chinese negotiators see an agreement more as a;' 
pledge from both sides. They believe a bond is sealed  
from the point when each side works out the benefits it:  
will receive. An agreement binds the parties in a corn- 3 
mon endeavor wherein each side will make continu-
ing demands on the other. 

U.S. executives usually find that the 
Chinese are quick to talk of friendship and ready on 
short acquaintance to call them old friends. In the Chi -3 
nese culture, all friends are "old friends" and what maY 
seem to Americans as mere conviviality is to the Chi- 1 
nese an essential negotiating element. The Chinese 
can make heavy demands on friends and place few lirci 
its on how they use friendships to material advantage.a 

A subtle but profound difference in the 
way the two sides view friendships can have a strong 
effect on business negotiations. The Chinese place 
great importance on objective considerations and 'juke 
on feelings. For example, they believe people from th=1 
same town, or same school, or the same organization 
should act as friends even if they don't know each 
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other well. Morever, thcy expect the person who is bet-
te off to be always generous. They establish a bond so 
that they can ask for repeated favors and also so they 
cari  suggest that the partner who is not forthcoming is 
et living up to the spirit of their friendship. Ameri-
cans see friendships as built on a natural give-and- 
take- 

I am not surprised about the complaints 
of many U.S. executives that the Chinese fail to recip-
rocate friendship. American universities making schol-
arly exchanges with the Chinese are often irritated be-
cause they seem to provide a lot without getting much 
in return— scholarly aid, if you will, rather than ex-
change. The Chinese, however, would be offended if 
they heard this ;  they acknowledge the Americans' 
prestige simply by entering into the relationship. 
Americans doubt the cash value of prestige whereas 
the Chinese see it as a goal. 

What the Chinese neglect in terms of 
reciprocity, however, they more than match in loyalty. 
They not only keep their commitments but they also 
assume that any positive relationship can be perma-
nent. A good example of this is the number of Chinese 
who have tried to reestablish pre-1949 ties with U.S. 
companies and individuals—as though nothing had 
happened in the intervening years. 

In business dealings, Chinese feelings 
about reciprocity surface most sharply -in discussions 
of technology transfer. The Chinese want to gain ac-
cess to advanced technologies—they believe that al- 
though their country missed out on the first two indus-
trial revolutions, it can get in on the start of the third, 
the information revolution. But they don't appreciate 
proprietary rights. They believe that knowledge should 
belong to everyone;  those who have technical luiowl-
edge should share it. They don't appreciate how much 
it costs to produce technologies, a fact that is evident 
in the way they wastefully try to reverse-engineer 
products—buying a model, then trying to replicate it 
throug,h inefficient, cottage-industry methods. 

Pursuing goals 

The Chinese assume—wrongly—that 
they can solve most of their modernization problems 
with more advanced science and technology. A fre-
quent stumbling block in negotiations has been speci-
fication of the technology a foreign partner would 
bring to the joint venture. The problem is more serious 
than one might assume because China's difficulties 
have more to do with poor business management than 
%vith lack of technology. 

In any contract, management arrange-
tnents are hard to pin down. Because the Chinese gen-
t'allY provide almost all the employees, U.S. business- 

people must make certain that the deal contains satis-
factory management arrangements. If the Chinese have 
done poorly in an industry without a foreign partner, 
this pattern may continue in a partnership, even with 
advanced technologies. Agreements should include 
arrangements for training management, not just teach-
ing technical or engineering skills. 

Negotiations over the costs of such 
training can be sticky. In some of the hotel deals, the 
Chinese not only discounted the costs of training but 
were also quick to suggest that Americans absorb 
training costs, including high overhead expenses like 
medical care and hotising. 

The Chinese also want to do business 
with the "best" foreign companies. They place a high 
value on qua lity and status, and they often  suspect 
they are not getting the best—a concem that aggravates 
an already strong anxiety about getting cheated. Al-
though the latest technologies may not always be the 
most appropriate, the Chinese cannot suppress their 
suspicion that foreign companies mistreat them when 
they try to sell them equipment that the Chinese sense 
is not the most advanced. 

This fear stems from memories of past 
ill-treatment by foreigners and from a rural tradition 
holding that all  transactions  produce a winner and a 
loser. The fear is exacerbated by the anxieties of Chi-
nese negotiators that their superiors may accuse them 
of making bad deals. Plant managers have far'greater • 
freedom than in the past, lifit their careers are still vul-
nerable to changes in the political currents. 

Because of such Chinese c.oncems, 
little-known foreign companies have trouble in selling 
themselves. If they play up their competitive advan-
tages, the Chinese may suspect them of boasting;  if 
they are too modest, the Chinese will dismiss them as 
not being the best. In American negotiations, frankness 
is a virtue ;  it is considered wise to admit failings. The 
Chinese believe that if you admit to one weakness, you 
are probably covering up even greater ones. 

The American goal is a binding agree-
ment secured by a stable and enduring legal system, a 
contract with all the power and mystique we associate 
with the law. The Chinese see stability not in the 
power of the law but in the strength of human relation-
ships. A contract establishes what is essentially a per-
sonal relationship. Although the Chinese are now de-
veloping a more institutionalized legal system, their 
culture still reflects a philosophy that govemance is 
more by people than by laws. 

Even the Chinese who are in charge of a 
state company may have very limited and uncertain 
authority and may want to settle for a tacit rather than 
3 veritten understanding. Even with considerable de-
centralization, managers remain hemmed in by the 
system and often have little sense of the boundaries of 
their authority,. 

j.  



: 	 I This problem of limited authority be-
comes particularly acute when Arneric.ans expect the 
kind of commitments they get in other countries. Chi-
na's inadequate infrastructure means that Chinese ne-
gotiators cannot make firm guarantees on matters that 
depend on, say, the system of transportation or supplies 
of energy. 

How to handle them 

Although I do not intend to outline a 
counterstrategy for executives going into a negotiation 
with the Chinese, I would like to summarize my 
thoughts as a list of do's and don'ts in dealing with 
them: 

1 Always be yourself. While you should 
be sensitive to Chinese cultural practices, you must 
never believe you can master their ways. 

2 	Be patient, both in the actual negotia- 
tions and in designing an overall strategy. Impatience 
flot  only leaves you vulnerable to manipulation but 
also produces agreements that can result in misunder-
standings later and compromise your access to China. 

3 Recognize that you cannot even guess at 
the shape of China's future development. Her success 
could take various forms, each good for China but each 
with different implications for different American 
businesses. 

4 Accept that you cannot define or govem 
your Chinese company with any formal contract. 
Leam to shape it through the human relationships es-
tablished through the negotiations and actual conduct 
of the business. 

5 Be prepared for misunderstandings and 
avoid recriminations over them. Although the Chinese 
often seem uninhibited in exploiting Arnerican mis-
takes, they are just as likely to be thin-skinned and 
quick to take offense. China's recent foreign relations 
are full of examples of Beijing having bitter fallings-out 

•with former allies. 
6 Accept the Chinese offer of friendship 

in the spirit in which it is extended. The relationship 
can have a practical and materialistic as well as a senti-
mental dimension. Understand that even though the 
Chinese may not seem as sensitive to considerations 
of reciprocity as Westerners or the Japanese, they place 
much value on loyalty and they will uphold their 
side of any bargain even as they try to get further con- -  
cessions. 
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Ming dynasty 
business contract 
Wherever a money economy prevails, commerc4al 
transactions such as buying and selling. borrowin 
money, and renting houses are important parts cl  
people's daily lives. Because most economic reta-
bons potentiatly invotve conflicts of interest they ■ 
need to be regulated by weft-understood  traditions,.  
written agreements, or both. Ety the T'ang dynasty 
1618-907 AD.], contracts seem to have been in • 
wide use in China, and thereafter even illiterate 
peasants realized the importance of having a piece 
of paper to prove the original terrns of an agree-
ment  Private financial agreements could be drawn 
up by any two individuals, usually with the aid of a 't 
mediator or a witness. Experts in legal matters were= 
not normally consulted, but to ensure that most  
foreseeable problems had been dealt with, peOp:e 
could consult sample contracts. 	 k 

Here is a blank contract taken from a late Ming F, 
(dynasty 1368-1644 AM.) reference boolc... Most ; 
such contracts and bills of sale state that the trans- ■ 
action was legal and had not been coerced. They j 
also carefully specify who is responsible if anyth!rig 
goes wrong. Very often the weaker party (the man 
seeking to borrow rnoney, be hired, sell his child, 
and so on) c.learly accepts the brunt of the respons;- 
bility should anything unexpected happen. Such 
economic relations surely must have also shaped • 
social relations. 

Sample contract for forming 
a business partnership 

The undersigned , 	 and 	 
having obsenred that partnerships bring profit and 
enterprise brings success, have agreed to pool beir.t 
capital for profit. As witnessed by a mediator, 	t: 
	they have each cxxeributed 
capital, and win cooperate sincerely in their busi-
ness venture. The profit yielded will be divided 	2  
between them each year to provide for their fami-
lies. The capital will remain untouched to serve as 
the fountainhead of the business. Each individual  
wilt take care of his own personal expenses and not 
draw from the capital, nor should business and pri-
vate expenditures be in any way mbced in book- el 

 keeping:The  two  parties have taken an oath by 
drinking blood-wine to work together in harmony 
and share both profits and losses. They will not ds. 
agree, feud ,  or seek separate profits. The party that 
breaks this contract will be persecuted by gods and ;. 
men alike. 

From 
Chinese Civilization 
and Society: 
A Sourcebook 
ed. Patricia Fiudittry Eltrey 
Copyright 0 1981 by 
The Free Press 
A Division of Illecineen 
Publishing Co., Inc. 
nspreited by dimension 

This contract is drawn up in two copies as evidene :: 
of the agreement. 

lWarirDAZIllf=tielF 
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the deal work

The word is out among international

e., :,aters . Investing in a joint venture in the People's
;-, ublic of China is tantamount to courting disaster .

s,t:clcs in publications from the New York Times to

i:ong's South China Morning Post recount tales
ci da}••to-day management problems that leave MNC
ciccutives sobered, discouraged, and, in many cases,

x+, aiied.
When I was director of China Opera-

t, .ns for Otis Elevator Company and setting up Otis's
vint venture in Tianjin, I lived in a hotel, where I often
xird conversations lasting long into the night with a
fi uny of familiar complaints :

"The real problems don't come in nego-
tucing the deal-the real problems start after you sign
the eontract."

"Coping with poor infrastructure is
r•«•-rny problem is with employees who keep doing
tbtngs that make no sense whatsoever ."

"The Chinese wanted our technology
t<t w^n't listen to our management advice . They
• i.ztcd guns but not blue jeans, hardware but not
VrWare .•,

"I've never seen a company like this . The
mduction department won't talk to engineering . Per-
•nnel won't talk to finance . And nobody's talking to
cu: keting °

Such managerial gloom and doom
"Sould be looked at realistically. Just as multination-
" 171anagers, according to Lucian W. Pye, will greet
='i ,business opponunity with overenthusiasm ,

*"-n' will turn around and criticize that opportu-
++-ith vehemence if it doesn't happen to work out
'"•aY My own belief is that foreign executive s

"T bc•en too quick to jump off the Chinese band-t

oint
problems

'~t of bad lukLMan~ some ae arza
n simply

ed
the

~'9a-MN Y j
g

Cs got hitched to a Chinese partner
c watchful eye of a government matchmaker-

'0mc of them have just been bad matches .The for-
accutives didn't know how to judge their part-

Steven R . Hezidryx

ner's capabilities or potential : gett=; stuck with a
Chinese lemon wasn't hard .

Some proble . aro*e because multi-
nationals invested too little s=ate= thinking or too
little money- or both . Under the Eaisguided belief that
the problems were all technirl and that no firm finan-
cial or strategic commitment was a--ess .ary in such an
underdeveloped country, they offere~3 only technology
and a token management bo,'-y or two. The much
publicized difficulties of the _%meri,=n Motors joint
venture, for example, stem as much from inadequate
financial planning and unrea-7 -isric e

-
italization as

they do from any problem inherent in doing business
in China .

"The real problems start
Q f ter you sign th e COntrQCt_"

Of course, bad luck a_.3 the foreign in-
vestor's incompetence don't espla r all the problems .

The country is less developed; its i=±rastructure, poor ;
the impact of state economic planning, still strong on
the system ; the legacy of the Cultt-_,l Revolution on a

generation that should have p rroridle3 today's middle
managers, devastating . Such -_-roblas have few short-
term solutions ; only time and ecogomic development
will solve them. Just because such c:.inculties exist,
however, doesn't mean that f-,-_eiga executives are im-
potent and cannot cope with the 1eimcies of history and

central planning. They can't stnplT sit back, resign
themselves to the status of to a Chinese state
enterprise, and spend their n.L-=- ts in Beijing bars swap-

ping war stories .
(Continued on ,age ti I ]

As the director ec C`- Operations for

Otis Elevator Company. Mr. -^'_s responsible for
negotiating, organizing, and 1=_at= 0-s's joint venture

in Tianjin. He now provides cc=.-_.'-_•_ se ::ces to corpora-

tions establishing or operat=z -.=-ses in the Peo-

ple's Republic of China .
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(Continued from page 751 
Thoughtful executives have begun to 

work through the problems by first coping with the 
managerial misconceptions under which both sides 
have labored. Chinese managers assumed that the joint 
venture— like its Chinese predecessor—would con-
tinue to bc driven frorn the top down by the state plan-
ning system and have as its main concerns engineer-
ing, manufacturing, and maintaining the same number 
of employees in the plant. The concepts of financial 
discipline and market competition were outside their 
experience. 

Meanwhile, foreign executives believed 
the administration of the joint venture, while challeng-
ing, would at least be based on familiar concepts. They 
didn't realize that Chinese managers have never devel-
oped a corporate strategy or coordinated the activities 
of the various departments— finance, marketing, per-
sonnel, and production—necessary to achieve it. 

Of course, a Chinese enterprise cannot 
turn into a Western company but it can turn into a new 
kind of Chinese organization—one that is freer to 
make decisions, perform finance and marketing func-
tions, and integrate all functions into a coordinated or-
ganization. Some foreign managers have started the 
process by overcoming the natural resistance to for-
eigners' inputs, encouraging coordination and coopera-
tion amang departments, getting involved in human 
resource activities, and persuading the company to act 
more like a capitalist counterpart. 

When the partners take time to recog-
nize these problems and work together to overcome 
them, the result can be a well-run and profitable orga-
nization. In less than a year of operation, the Tianjin-
Otis's joint venture eamings have more than repaid 
Otis's initial investment. 

Once executives resolve initial differ-
ences in attitude, the main stumbling  blocks in trans-
forming the venture from a centrally planned factory 
to a market-driven corporation stem from a lack of co-
ordination and direction. In this article,1 will address 
these. What I say is based both on my own experience 
in establishing the Otis joint venture and on conversa-
tions in the People's Republic with managers of other 
)Oint  ventures. 

When things just don't 
make sense 

Before MNC executives can win their 
Chinese counterparts over to a new way of doing 
things, they have to understand the established way of 
doing things. After five years of exploration, discus- 

Chinese joint ventures 

sion, and negotiation, Tianjin-Otis came into being in 
1984. It was, in essence, a merger of modem Otis tech-
nology with a well-established Chinese enterprise that 
had 2,400 employees, four factories, an R&D center, a 
national field network, and a corporate headquarters. 
But like most joint ventures, it has taken a great deal 
of understanding and patient negotiation to make it 
succeed. 

From the very beginning of any Chinese 
joint venture, foreign managers find they can't execute 
agreed-to plans because department heads won't coor-
dinate thcir activities with one another. In one case, for 
example, to better control inventory and lay the foun- 
dation for an MRP-type production planning system, 
two computer operator trainees and a dozen stock-
room clerks checked and input 15,000 inventory items 
into the computerized system, including about 7,000 
purchased components. 

At the same time, the finance depart-
ment took steps to implement a badly needed cost-
accounting system by creating a maSter list of pur-
chased parts with updated standard costs.They used 
the same Chinese data base software as the computer 
operators to create the standard cost files. Despite re-
peated requests from the foreign manager that the two 
groups coordinate their efforts, neither did so. The fi-
nance department's man entered the inventory items 
but used different part numbers and different names 
and descriptions along with the standard cost for the 
7,000 purchascd items. Chaos ensued. For more than 
three months, people worked side by side and never 
talked about what they were doing—they were from 
different departments. 

One reason such coordination is diffi-
cult is that the different departments in a Chinese 
company have more allegiance to—and ties with-
their counterparts in the planning and government bu-
reaucracy than they have to other departments in thcir 
own organization. A Chinese state enterprise is subject 
to a supervising bureau (department-in-charge) that is 
roughly analogous to the parent company of a con-
glomerate. In addition, a series of local functional bu-
reaus oversee each ftuiction within a company. That 
means the company's labor, materials, engineering, 
production, and finance departments report not only to 
the general manager of the plant but also to their re-
spective municipal functional bureaus, which super-
vise all corresponding departments of all the compa-
nies in the city. Each local bureau reports to its corre-
sponding ministry in Beijing. The labor department of 
Tianjin-Otis, for example, is responsible to the Tianjin 
Labor Bureau, which reports to the labor ministry in 
Beijing. It's just as if the treasurer of IBM reported 
through state channels to the secretary of the treasury 
in Washington. 

Such vertical lines of communication 
arc initially stronger than any horizontal patterns a 
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"We do a little hiring and a little firing, and between you 
and me, I enjoy the firing more." 

joint venture management can institutc. In one joint 
venture, for example, the personnel, finance, engineer-
ing, and production departments each worked indepen-
dently and without talking to each other for months to 
update standard manufacturing labor times. 

A corollary problem occurs when the 
various functions develop a sense of autonomy;  they 
become  fief doms.  Shanto juyi, or mountain peakism, is 
the Chinese term: "This mountain peak is my terri-
tory ;  the others are not my concern." In one joint ven-
ture, the engineering department increased its man-
power and budget and built a multimillion-dollar re-
search facility that the company didn't need and then 
obtained recognition for it as a "research institute" 
from the state's engineering ministry. 

This kind of autonomy among depart-
ments produces more and more irrelevant activities. 
Suppose the party channels of communication stress 
the need for more scientific management of enterprise 
costs ;  each department then rushes off on its own to 
work on costing. The technical bureau wants to im-
prove quality ;  the financial bureau, to be rigorous and 
precise. Without a strong coordinating role from  the 

 enterprise's management, they're all just scrambling to 
rearrange the deck chairs on the Titanic. 

One factory had a very expensive, ultra-
high-precision measuring device. Its purpose was to 
calibrate the gauge blocks that in turn calibrate the or-
dinary micrometers used in production. The instru- 
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ment's tolerances exceeded both the tolerances re-:, 
quired in the product and the tolerances any of the Ma-
chine tools could hold by several orders of magnitude. 
It was good. It was scientific. But it was irrelevant. 

Year after year, a planning department 
tumed out a 30-page document with all the figures ei■- - 
pressed down to about ten significant digits. The fig-
ures were precise and the calculations were scientifi ,: 
but projections were off by 30% at the end of the year. I 
The work was irrelevant. 

A shop manufactured mounting brack 
cts that were in chronic short supply, and quality in-
spectors rejected them by the score for minute surf a.  é ; 

erblemishes that had no effect on the function, aesth - 
ics, or acceptability of the part. The inspection stan 
dards were tough, precise, scientific, but irrelevant. 

Still, the picture is not entirely grim 
The strong vertical lines of communication produce a 
high degree of regional and interbureau rivalry, which 
often comes as a surprise to executives who see China 
as a monolith. When contemplating a joint venture, _ 
they can tum this rivalry to their advantage. Rather 
than heading straight for the top Beijing official or 
ministry, orrtialcigrInaanagezs_appriom 	 ached  lo- 
cal cal companies directly about possible joint venture 
and fou-n-thfrem mo-Fellexible:13y approaching the in- - 
vestment at the local level, the foreign company can . 
take the initiative in appraising potential partners and : 
present an idea for a marriage to the govemment rather 
than the other way around. 	 . - , - 

Push for coordination 

In tacIding the problem of coordination, 
one joint venture manager lessened the impact of ver-
tical contacts by limiting their number and frequency 
He established a policy requiring all visiting represen-
tatives of various bureaus to make appointments that 
fit his schedule, to clear all meetings with him, and to 
make sure that off-site meetings of Chinese managers 
and their functional superiors in the state bureaucracy - 
would not interfere with his own management meet-
ings. He steadfastly pointed out how policies sug,gested 
by the bureaucracy conflicted with joint venture strat-
egies, and he challenged the bureaucracy's attempts to 
impose its will. The bureaucratic demands fell off. 

To strengthen horizontal contacts and 
improvç coordination, an other joint venture moved ad- - 
ministrators amàng departments and established spe-
cial project task forces that cut across departments. It e-
also set up open offices and a company cafeteria where 
middle managers could meet informally at lunch. • 

The problems of noncooperation, fief- -; 
doms, and irrelevant activities reflect weak horizontal 
communications, which result from the Chinese corn- - 

Harvard Busincss Review 
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pzrty's strong vertical structure . The key to a solution
ma ts to articulate company goals common to all depart-

ude . rnents in the joint venture, get the departments talkin g
toeach other, and integrate their activities to meet

_nt those common goals.
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When no one will decide
anything

When foreign managers complain that
they can't get anything donc, what they really mean is
that they can't figure out who's in charge-who's sup-
posed to make the decisions . This is especially bother-
some when it comes to decisions they've always been
able to make . In one case, a foreign executive wanted
to come up with a long-range product development
plan for his venture but found that he simply could not
form a task force, get recommendations, and produce a
plan, as he could back home . Different departments
wanted to devise plans on their own, then gradually
reach a consensus with other departments from their
respective positions .

Each department drew up its own list of
test equipment and submitted its ideas to the other
side for review, hoping for a consensus. But months
went by, and none was reached . The executive tried to
bring in a computer consultant but was told he needed
to give the departments a choice ; he found two possi-
bilities, but the departments could not agree on who
was the best candidate and delayed so long (three
months) that both became unavailable and the project
was left half-finished .

This slow progress toward consensus
among people who consider themselves equals sug-
gests to the executive that no one is really in charge.
One decision may require agreement among the heads
of several departments within the department-in-
charge of the enterprise . If the decision requires-higher
approval, a consensus among several bureau heads and
the head of the department-in-charge may be neces-
sary-In addition, party discipline may require consen-
sus building among government officials in different
bureaus .

Most joint venture managers feel this
lack of decision-making capability most strongly in
thcir attempts at human resource m anagement. One
aint venture manager tried for four months to get
wmeone to staff any of six new projects approved by
the joint venture board; his efforts failed, even though
the company had more th an 1,000 surplus employees .
When he tried to put through a plan, he found that var-
'uus departments within the enterprise objected to it
and came up with their own . Even though the projects

Chincse jointventures 8 3

-including an asset-accounting system, a review of the
cost-accounting system, a revision of the bills of mate-
rial and the order-entry system-were crucial to the
smooth running of the operation, the bureaucratic
structure was more important. And to complicate
things further, several joint ventures have reported
that managers won't make decisions because they're
too scared . Being unqualified for their positions, they
won't lead, follow, or get out of the way.

Many of the difficulties with decision-
making authority stem from the way that the joint
venture's board is structured. The board is a new entity
in the Chinese system, whose role, function, and pow-
ers are not well defined in legislation and totally unre-
fined in practice. Although the board is tlie highest
authority within the joint venture, the joint venture is
subject to the laws of China, and those laws, of course,
are administered by bureaucrats .

But the major problem is that because
the board is new, all sides fall back on old alliances and
leave the new system to founder . The Chinese and the
MNC supply the chairman and vice chairman respec-
tively; each partner is represented on the board in pro-
portion to its share in the venture. Beyond that very
clear delineation of power, however, lies a complex
web of allegiances and authority. For example, the for-
eign partner can remove the general manager it ap-
pointed at will ; thus the parent company strongly in-
fluences that person's positions and priorities . The
Chinese deputy general manager and middle manag-
ers, for their part, are appointed by the joint venture's
department-in-charge and respond to influences from
that sector. Decisions will be difficult until their alle-
giance flows toward the joint venture and not toward
outside forces .

Even if the joint venture board makes a
decision, the bureaucracy often countermands it and
the foreign partner may never know what's going on,
much less why. One joint venture developed a compre-
hensive compensation system that increased top sala-
ries threefold, introduced merit bonuses, and included
a profit-sharing bonus that would have been paid di-
rectly to the workers, not into the joint venture's omni-
bus fund for general welfare. Two months after the plan
was instituted, however, the joint venture's depart-
ment-in-charge told the personnel manager that the
wages were too high and that he must cut the bonuses .
Management declined, and heated discussions ensued .
While the municipal labor bureau sided with the joint
venture in principle, it did not or could not force a solu-
tion. The case went to the labor ministry in Beijing,
which, while agreeing with the joint venture's policy,
did not overrule the bureaucracy .

The parties finally reached a compro-
mise under which workers would no longer receive a
bonus and the problem would be studied further . Al-
though the operation has been going full blast for more
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than a year, reform of the old egalitarian compensation 
system hasn't happened. 

Establish your decision-making 
rights 

In a joint venture in China, the Chinese 
party supplies virtually all of the labor force, most of 
the middle management, and the deputy general man-
ager. Apart from the technology, the MNC provides the 
general manager and a few experts (who are usually 
advisers rather than line managers). But many foreign 
executives have been timid in wielding the authority 
a general manager should have. To succeed, they must 
leam to assert and use that authority when decision 
making is paralyzed by the norm of consensus decision 
malcing. 

The solution to this dilemma is  notas 
 straightforward as you might think. Some successful 

joint ventures strengthen the power of their boards and 
the foreign general manager right from the beginning-
in negotiations and in lobbying the local bureaucracy. 
The final deal solidifies the role of each and lays the 
groundwork for successful decision making later. What 
the deal cannot do, of course, is remove entirely the 
Chinese penchant for consensus. It is an entrenched 
part of the political process. And many management 
issues arc essentially political. 

Thinking ahead, however, can minimize 
problems before they start. One joint venture nego-
tiated to set up a new factory but did not write into the 
agreement any specifics on an arbitrary staffing level 
before begitming production. Instead, it selected staff 
on a strictly as-needed basis, and it now enjoys great 
flexibility, especially since the Chinese partner has 
other operations from which it can draw experienced 
staff. 

The joint venture must also assert the 
sovereignty of the board and limit the role of the bu-
reaucracy. The United States differentiates sharply be-
tween the role of the regulatory agency, which is lim-
ited by the concepts of jurisdiction and due process 
and which may be challenged in a judicial proceeding, 
and the role of the board and management in exercis-
ing judgment and discretion over operating issues. In 
China, because such concepts are less distinct, the bu-
reaucracy is accustomed to playing a supervisory role. 
Only if the joint venture management lobbies vigor-
ously in the early stages of negotiation can it clarify 
where the bureaucracy's jurisdiction ends and that of 
the joint venture begins. 

For those companies that have already 
completed negotiations, more creative solutions are 
needed to get over the hurdles blocking effective deci-
sion making. Otis took over an existing operation and  

- 
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work force. Because the Chinese partner had to provide 
employment for surplus employees, it formed coopera-
tive employee-owned mini-enterprises, which were 
staffed by surplus employees. These ccmperatives 
served as captive vendors of food, custodial, and nur-
sery  services to the organization. 

One experienced Chinese official said 
that even if they have not already done so, MNCs 	- 
should insist that a foreign executive occupy the post 
of personnel manager. Unencumbered by a web of 
long-standing relationships, foreign personnel manag-
ers are free to fire or shelve incompetent or unqualified 
supervisors. 

But the main route to effective decision 
making must come from foreign managers winning 
greater autonomy for the board and, failing that, assert- ,3 
ing themselves before the bureaucracy. Decision rnak- ; 
Mg is their responsibility. So is effective use of man-
power and the integration of goals. If the joint venture b• 

iS to enjoy decision-making autonomy, flexibility in its:, 
use of manpower, the institution of an effective incen-
tive program, and the integration of goals, it is up to the 
foreign executives to start the process. Foreign manag-
ers often complain, for example, that they can't seem • 
to motivate their workers. Have they thought about 
how much those workers are paid? Through lobbying 
and negotiation, a smart foreign manager will establish • 
with the relevant bureau his or her right to implement 
a good incentive compensation program. 

The challenge for MNC managers in 
China is to disentangle the Chinese factory from its 1 
web of bureaucratic supervision and transforrn it into a's; 
corporation. They have to create the marketing and fi-
nance functions and improve productivity and quality. 
To do these things, they must overcome the poor coor-
dination and slow decision making endemic to Chi- 4  
nese enterprise. 

To find solutions, managers must look 
to the origins of problems. Effective use of manpower, 
for example, requires having freedom to set up mean-
ing,ful incentive systems and to employ people in the 
right positions. Localizing and streamlining decision 
making requires limiting bureaucratic claims to au-
thority or rerouting them through the board. Build-
ing cooperation and integrating objectives requires 
strengthening the horizontal communications in the 
company. 

Success in management reform depends - 
on the firm support of an enlightened and cooperative ‘; 
Chinese management, the willingness of the bureau- := 
cracy to concede the legitimacy of MNC involvement 
in reform, and, above all, the vigorous and properly di- I 

rected efforts of the foreign general manager. t) 
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